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ABSTRACT OF THJiSIS

Tha intention of the research activity described in this thesis 

is to contribute to tha dynamical theory of tho cochlea of the human inner

ijcll* •

The Science of Hearing, being disseminated in a wide range of 

frequently independent or unco-ordinated disciplines, i3 advancing far 

in the fields of subjective human acoustics, middle ear restorative surgory, 

medical diagnostic electro-encephalography and cochlear-nuclaus-to-thalamus 

neural communications research. At the same time, exploitation, in 

auditory research, of the techniques and resources of modern engineering 

science, which may be particularly appropriately applied to analyses of the 

peripheral hearing system, has not been manifest to any great degree.

It was therefore hoped that a first-principles engineering approach to 

the subject of cochlear action -would demonstrate the need for a mathem

atical and quantitative type of analysis of tho response of this key organ 

of hearing and also indicate tha extent to which cochlear science is at 

present to be found in a state of disarray.

The writer's principal thesis i3 that a considerably greater 

potential for discrimination of the frequencies and intensities of pure 

and complex tones is attributable to the mechanical action of tho cochlea 

than is generally supposed. That thesis will be more fully proven (it is 

expected) when current research is considerably extended and improved to 

permit the computation of spatial arrays of cochlear hair cell cilia shearing 

force patterns and electrical responses. Tha studies reported herein 

are relevant and fund oriental to this aim and are limitad to considerations 

of the dynamical response of the cochlear partition a3 a whole.

This research has included approximately equal parts of review, 

physic.1 cochlear model experimentation and mathematical analysis. The 

first two chapters end sections of most of the other chapters concentrate 

or. defining the system and reviewing the literature. Chapters 3 and 4 

estimate the order and ranges of tho physical properties of mass and



stiffness of the scala madia (or cochlear partition), those properties 

being essential to tho subsequent design of both physical and mathematical 

models of the cochlea in Chapters 5 and 6 respectively. The final 

chapter adds to th_- comments in other chapters on the credibility of the 

physical constants previously deduced in the thesis and tested in the 

models, the performance of the models, the particular problems clearly 

requiring further research effort and the relevance of the work to a 

mor.. complete comprehension of human auditory theory.

TOT ,h OF TK ' FCRIAT 01' ThhSIS 

As some chapters of this thesis have been prepared for 

publication, and the writer's programme of research has involved a number 

oi different reviews, experimental technics and separate theoretical 

analyses, each chapter i3 generally independent of the others, and cross- 

referencing between chapters i3 rare.

Each chapter contains its own table of contents, page, figure, 

table and reference numbering systems, introduction, bibliography, and 

usually, conclusions, and where required an appendix. Considering the 

•extent of the thesis, and the necessity for frequent excursions into the 

fields of biology and physiology as well as various engineering sciences, 

it is hoped that by preserving clarity, the one-thome-at-a-time approach 

will assist the reader aa caich a3 it has tho writer.

included in the rear cover pooket are print outs of two I.C.S. 

Elliott 4130 Fortran computer programmes.

The first programme is typical of some of the computation 

involved in Chapter 3 on soala media effective masses, and the second 

is representative of a great many similar programmes involved in the 

response of the mathematical model of Chapter 6.
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Quantitative effects of varying certain physicals 
Mechanical and geometric properties of the liman 
cochlea have been investigated.

It is considered that this work is required in 
an effort to establish the critical properties and 
conditions of the cochlea which have to be nest 
carefully reproduced in the design of a Mathemati
cal modal to yield accurate and realistic "mean 
huaan" cochlear nicrophonics. A contribution tow
ards the understanding of the processes by which 
the property of sharp frequency discrimination is 
achieved by subsequent neuron codings, thenselves 
elicited by uniquely spatially distributed and time 
/phase dependent hair cell responses is the final 
intention of this and associated research. It is, 
of course, realized that suggested and anticipated 
mathematical co-relations between cochlear sígnala 
and neuron action may be seriously masked by incom- 
plete data in the arrangement of cochlear electri
cal activity. Hence every attempt is made to in
clude the usable, relevant physiological lnformatlm 
available in the design of the theoretical digital 
computer)cochlea model.

Such an intention is by no Means new. However, 
by-products of these studies have included the 
Means to cheek on whether skull-vibration in some 
nodes can give rise to this type of bone-conducted 
hearing, and also the naans, not yet fully exploi
ted, to make comparative quantitative checks of the 
effects of changing certain Middle ear bone, nuaola, 
and stiffness properties, and oval window notions, 
on theoretical aicrophcnica generated in the codilea.

PHYSICAL HOC EL STUDIES. The refinement of the 
theoretical Model has been supported by a program
me of examination of eleven physleal Models of the 
cochlea aealae,each of twelve tines full sise and 
as nearly dynamically sialiar to the huaan cochlea 
as possible.

These Models have been Manufactured in perspex, 
contain glycerol solutions Modelled on perilymph, 
and permit undistorted viewing of their inter-aca
lme elastic partitions, for which were used several 
impermeable latex aaabranes. Bach nodal has been 
used to introduce a single boundary variable but 
with two or three changes of neabrane stiffness 
and/or taper width, one change per test.
Model 1. An "unwound", straight nodal, it cantatas 

no seals Media, the vestibular and tyapanlo 
soalae separated by a latex neabrane of sealed 
width, taper and stiffness. This is seat*d(as 
in all Models) across a Joint with a very snail, 
parallel sided inset either side of the mem- 
brane for »distorted external viewing through 
the polished perspex sides of the cavity. The 
duets are geometrically alailar in cross sae-

Longitudinally the ducts also display charact
eristic scalae necking and tapers.

Model 2. was of simplified design, consisting of 
two equally sized, circular section, uniformly 
tapering channels, separated again by a single 
elastlo membrane of variable (scaled) width and 
stiffness.

Models J and A. were similar to model 2, but with 
duet section disasters proportionately increas
ed and decreased respectively.

Models 5 and 6. were similar to model 2, but with 
basal end disaster increased for model 5, and 
apical end disaster decreased for model 6, both 
with the same taper as model 2.

Model 7. contains two equally sized, circular, 
duets of constant diameten 

Model 8. is similar to model 2 but with a non- 
unifom changing taper which more closely ap
proximates Model 1 scalae.

Model 9 includes the seals media, and, using the 
ducts of Model 1, contains a model basilar 
neabrane and a Relssner's Membrane. The seals 
Media contains gelatinous glycerol.

Model 10 was east froa Moulds Made of Model 1 and, 
as nearly as was possible, simulates the spiral 
fora of the huaaa cochlea.

Model 11, the final physical oochlea model, is a 
spiral fern of model 9.
Bach nodal contains a helicotrema, aeabranous 

round window, and an electromechanical vibrator 
set variably in an oval window. A wavefora gen
erator and amplifier drive the vibrator, Models 
are isolated, and oscilloscopes and asters check 
vibrator head aaplltudea and notions via an (inte
grated) accelerometer signal. Stroboscopic illu- 
alnation of Membranes and insertion of Metallic 
powders have assisted photographic Methods of 
recording neabrane responses, sad aleroaeter ac e  
permitted sene Measurement of aenbrane amplitude a.

MATOBiATICAL MODEL. The computer p r o g r a m  
calculation is based on the laws of fluid(wave) 
notion and on force equations linking wave pres 
cures above and below the partition to local in r- 
tia and distributed elastic nenbrane forces.
Seals sectional areas and their variations have 
been introduced la detail,but sectional shapes 
have not. The programme has been used with sent 
success to check basilar nenbrane displacements 
concurrently with physical aodel testing of cor 
responding boundary variations. This has resul d 
in see» quite Important Improvements to the pro* 
remme. In particular, the aathenptieal model ha 
temporarily overtaken physleal aodel work in se< te 
lng to demonstrate the ability of the Mechanics: 
part of the inner ear to considerably sharpen 
frequency discrimination in the cochlea,by oalcv 
latlag effects relative to sliding between oilli 
and the tectorial aeabrane. The assumed direct! a 
of martmum sensitivity of hair cell shearing fot 
release of electric stimuli is towards kinocilia
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1-1

1 .THE ANATOMY OF THE EAR

la. Genera^

All the higher vertebrates, and many more primitive animals, 

possess a specialized organ for the reception of sound waves. The 

ear of vertebrates is by definition the organ in which are centred the 

sensors of hearing and equilibrium. In its simpler forms the organ 

of hearing has a particular biological value in mating, as it enables 

the sexes to find one another, but its most general adaptive function 

lies in its servioe in warning of impending danger. In man, considering 

the remarkable precision by which he can discriminate frequency and 

intensity differences, his binaural sense of hearing sometimes overtakes 

his other senses in locating distant objects and in orienting himself 

with respect to such objects. In birds and manuals, hearing is 

particularly developed for communication, and in man it attains its 

highest utility in articulate speech and the art of music.

The ear is considered in three parts; the outer, middle and 

inner ear. (See Figs. 1 and 2) The outer or external ear intercepts 

and receives airborne sound pressure waves; the middle ear cond^c t 

them inwards; and the internal ear, through its curious fluid/membrane 

anatomy and its intricate arrangements of receptor cells, translates the 

effects of these pressure waves from a mechanical domain into patterns 

of electrical nerve impulses that are sent through the auditory nerve, 

from the inner ear, to the brain centres, where they finally give rise 

to auditory perceptions.

In this chapter the characteristics of the hearing organs are 

considered, sosMtlmes originally, from an engineering system viewpoint 

as well as from the classical, anatomioal point of view.
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lb.The Outer Ear

Thle consists of the fleshy, cartilagenous outer flap (auricle 

or pinna) and the opening and its inwardly directed tube (external 

auditory meatus). The auricle is formed by a yellow fibrocartilage 

covered by skin. Round the margin in its upper three-quarters is a 

rim called the helix, concentric with which is a secondary rise the 

antihelix. Surrounded by the antihelix is a deep depression known 

as the concha, from whose anterior part the meatus passes inward into 

the skull. A protective flap called the tragus overlaps the moatus 

in front. The lower part of the auricle, the lobule, contains no 

cartilage.

The auricle can be moved slightly by the anterior, superior 

and posterior auricular muscles, but even with this limited facility, 

it is too small in man to serve any .important acoustical purpose, 

although it does assist in directionally localizing high frequency 

sounds.

The external auditory meatus is about 2^cm long, 0.7cm mean 

diameter, its outer third being cartilaginous and its inner two-thirds 

bony. It is lined in its whole length with skin, the secretory glands 

of which are modified to produce a waxlike substance, oerumen, and it 

is closed by the generally impermeable tympanic membrane or eardrum.

The meatus undoubtedly imparts its own characteristic 

frequency response to that of the ear, responding most naturally to 

sounds of 3 to 4 kHz

lo.The Middle Bar

Beyond the eardrum is the middle ear, or tympanum, a small, 

irregularly shaped, air-filled cavity in the temporal bone. Prom it.

the Eustachian tube, runs forward, Inward and downward to open w o  the 

nasopharynx, above the mouth. Prom the upper part of the pos-renor



Figure 1-3. Diagram of the ossicles of the
middle ear} (a) shows the modes 
of ossicular vibration at 
intensities below the threshold 
of feeling and (b) the mode at 
intensities above this level 
(from Bekesy, i960)
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wall of the middle ear an opening leads backward into the air cells of 

the mastoid process. Lower down is a little pyramid containing the 

stapedius muscle, and at the base of this is a small opening allowing 

passage of the chorda tympani branch of the facial nerve.

The roof (attic) of the tympanum is formed by a very thin plate 

of bone which separates the cavity from the middle depression (fossa) of 

the skull. The inner wall of the cavity shows a promontory caused by 

the spiral shaped cochlea. Above and behind the inner wall is the oval 

window (area 3 to 4 mm"); below and behind lies the round window (area 

2 to 3 mm ), closed by a membrane. Curving round above and behind the 

windows and the cochlea promontory is a ridge caused by the Fallopian 

canal, in which is carried the facial nerve.

The outer wall is largely occupied by the tympanic membrane, which 

is circular (about 9 nun. dia.) and so placed that it slopes downward and 

inward from above. It is broadly conical in form with its apex, or umbo, 

of height about 2 mm., directed Inward. Externally the eardrum is lined 

by skin, internally by mucous membrane and between these two layers is 

a firm, fibrous tissue.

The whole tympanum is about one and a half cms long from front 

to back and its volume is about 2 c m \  It is spanned from side to side 

by three small bones (ossicles), of which the malleus (or hammer) is 

external. (See Figs.2, 3) The malleus Is attached by its long process 

(or handle) (about 6mm in length) to the eardrum, and lies radially on 

the upper portion of the eardrum from the apex almost to its outer fold. 

The head of the' malleus lies in the attic and articulates posteriorly 

with the bulbous upper part of the next ossicle, the incus or anvil.

The long projection of the incus (some 7mm) runs downward and terminates 

in a lens-shaped nodule which is Jointed to the third ossicle, ihe stapes 

or stirrup bone (which is about 3jmm in length) whose name efficiently
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describes its shape. The two branches of the stirrup are anterior and 

posterior, and its elliptically shaped footplate ( major axis by l̂ iam 

minor) fits into the oval window to which it is bound by an annular 

ligament. The stapes lies nearly at right angles to the long process 

of the incus, and for all but the most severe movements, tends to rock 

about the footplate-ligament attachment at the anterior end, the 

ligament being less restricting and slightly folded at the opposite, 

lower end. The ossicles are suspended in the tympanum by a number 

of ligaments. When the handle of the malleus is pushed inward by the 

tympanic membrane, its head moves outward; the head of tho incus, 

attached to it, also moves out; and the end of the long process of 

the incus moves in, pressing the posterior side of the stapes 

footplate into the oval window.

Two minute muscles act upon the ossicular chain; one, the tensor 

tympani, when it contracts, tends to pull the head of the malleus outward, 

and the other, the tensor stapedius, acts so as to rotate the stapes outward 

in the opposite direction to that stimulated by tensor tympan: response.

As a response for one tensor cannot normally be elicited without the 

other also contracting, one effect of contractions is to tighten the 

ossicular linkage, thereby probably inhibiting the low frequency response 

of the stapes. The most commonly reported funotion of the two muscles 

is to protect the ear against excessive impulses, for example, explosions. 

However they are not ideally suited to this role since their latency 

(response) time is so relatively large that an unexpected explosion 

has occurred before they have had time to contract fully. Their 

response la involuntary, they are innervated by the facial nerve rather 

than the auditory nerve, and they help to change and limit the overall 

locus of motion of the ossicles during continuous exposure to very loud

sounds
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The function of the middle ear is the efficient transmission 

of sound energy to the inner ear by matching the high impedance of the 

cochlea with the very low impedance of the eardrum. The tympanic 

membrane presents a large surface on which air pressure waves impinge, 

whose foroe is applied through the ossicular chain to the small 

surface covered by the stapes footplate, and the result may be a 

magnification in pressure of about 10 to 25 times. This pressure 

magnification is a function of both amplitude and frequency.

The efficiency of middle ear sound transmission varies from 

about 15Jl at extreme frequencies to 30$ at frequencies approaohing 

1 kHz, which may be compared with an efficiency of perhaps O.ljl 

obtaining with no middle ear mechanism.

Being a system of elastic elements, each with a characteristic 

mass distribution, linked by joints with real stiffness and damping 

components, the middle ear constitutes a non-linear mechanism whose 

frequency response is not fully chartered either theoretically or 

experimentally.

2.THE IHHER BAR (Hefs. 1 to 7)

2a.Bony Labyrinth

This is composed of the vestibule, semicircular canals, both of 

which sections are concerned with sense of balance, and the oochlea 

(Fig.4). The vestibule lies just internal to the rear part of the 

tympanum, and there would be oonmunicatlon between the two were it not 

for the stapes footplate. At the rear the three semi-circular canals 

open into the vestibule. Anteriorly the vestibule leads into the coohlea 

which is twisted about 2§ times round a central pillar called the 

modiolus - the whole oochlea forming a rounded cone similar to the shell

of a snail,





though only about 5<nm from base to apex. Projecting from the 

modiolus is a horizontal bony plate, the shelf-like, osseus spiral 

lamina, which runs helically round the modiolus from base to apex.

This bony shelf stretches about halfway across the canal of the 

cochlea and oarries branches of the auditory nerve. If it could 

be unwound and straightened out, the adult human cochlea would be 

about cm«, long.

2b.Membranous Labyrinth (See Pig.5)

The membranous labyrinth lies in the bony labyrinth but does 

not fill it; between the two is the fluid perilymph, which is watery 

and saline, whereas inside the membranous labyrinth is the liquid 

endolymph, of different chemical composition and having slightly 

greater viscosity than p e r i l y m p h / ^

In the bony vestibule lie two membranous vesicles, one of 

which, the saccule, is in front, and the other, the utriole, behind; 

each has a patch of sensory epitheluim called macula to which fine 

branches of the auditory nerve are supplied, terminating around 

specialized sensory hair oells.

The bony semiciroular canals are considerably larger in section 

than their membranous enclosures, and each membranous semiciroular 

canal contains a ridge made up of modified epitheluim containing sensory 

hair oells resembling those in the maculae. All the canals open into 

the utriole.

From the lower part of the saccule runs a small oanal called the 

endolymphatio duct. Anteriorly the saooule communicates with the

membranous oochlea, or scala media, by a short connecting duot.
(See Pis.6)A section through any part of each turn of the coohlea' 

shows the bony spiral lamina whioh is continued right across the canal 

by the basilar membrane, thereby dividing the oanal into an upper and

1-6



SCALA TYMPANI (perilvmph)

Figure 1-6 Sectional diagram of the second turn 
of a cochlea showing the organ of 
Corti (after Davis, 1953)*

Figure l-7a Experimentally determined shapes
and dimensions of the human cochlea 

as a function of length along the cochlea.
A referB to the basilar membrane and bony 
spiral lamina and B refers to the sectional 
areas of the cochlear scalae. (after Wrightson 
and Keith, 1913)•
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a lower half, and connected with the outer wall by a strong spiral 

ligament. Hear the free end of the bony shelf the membrane of Re:saner 

Is attached and runs outweird and upward to the outer wall, taking a 

triangular slioe out of the upper half of the canal.

Three canals may thus be Been in section s the upper is the 

scale vestibulij the middle, scala media, is the cochlea duct or true 

membranous cochlea} and the lower is the scala tympani. At the base 

of the cochlea, the perilymph in the scala vestibuli is continuous with 

that in the vestibule, whereas the perilymph in the scala tympani bathe*- 

the round window membrane on its inner surface, the outer surface of which 

is in communication with the air of the tympanum. Perilymph in the 

scala tympani also communicates through a capillary system called the 

cochlear aqueduct with the space between brain covering layers, in the 

posterior cranial fossa.

The scala tympani and the scala vestibuli also communicate at 

the apex of the cochlea, in which region, known as the helicotrema, the 

basilar membrane is absent and the scala media is closed, so that here 

perilymph can pass from one canal to the other. At the opposite, basal 

end, the soala media, containing endolymph, communicates with the saccule 

through the fine connecting canal of Hensen.

The cross sectional area of the two perilymphatic channels, the 

scalae vestlbuli and tympani, reduces at sections closer to the apical 

or helicotrema end, and their overall variation is frequently described 

as approximating a linear diametral taper. In fact the scala vestibuli 

displays a less regular section than the tympani duct, presenting an

effective oross section of at least 3mn inmediately inward from the
2stapes, reducing to about 1mm halfway along the first turn, then 

widening again to l£mm a few millimetres further along, to continue in 

a more uniformly decreasing taper until at the apex (3icms. along the 

ducts) its area is about Jnm^. (compare with Fig.7)



Figure l-7b. Cross-sectional areas of the human 
cochlear passages. s.v. refers to 

scala vostibuli, s.t. to scala tympani and 
c.d. to cochlear duct or scala media, (from 
Wever, 1949)

Figure 1-8 Cross section of the organ of Corti 
(after Davis, 1951) •
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The most striking variation in the membranous labyrinth, 

however, is the space between the limit of thdjoony shelf and the 

opposite wall of the duct, which is occupied by the basilar membrane, 

on which is mounted the organ of Corti. The span of the basilar 

membrane increases remarkably uniformly from about 0.10 to 0.l8 mm 

very near to the stapes to O .49 to 0.65 nm just before the helicotrema, 

a normal variation of 4 to 4^ times. This variation gives rise to a 

large variation in stiffness, or resistance to fluid pressures of the 

cochlear partition, decreasing some several hundred fold from the basal 

end towards the apex. Similarly, because of the integral nature of 

the scala media and the basilar membrane, the scala media becomes 

more massive as the helicotrema is approached.

2c.The organ of Corti

The scala media contains the essential organ of hearing, the 

organ of Corti, which lies upon the vestibular side of the basilar 

membrane; it consists of a tunnel bounded on each side by the inner 

and outer rods of Corti. Some researchists believe that unlike the 

remainder of the scala media, the tunnel of Corti contains perilymph.

On either side of this arch of Corti are the inner and outer hair cells 

numbering about 20,000, and the outer hair cells are supported within 

their rows by heiter's cells, and externally by the larger Henson's 

cells. (See Pig. 8)

A delicate membrane called the reticular lamina covers the top

of all of these cells, and iB pierced by the cilia of the hair cells.

Above this lies the tectorial membrane which is loose enough to follow,

with some inherent damping, any up and down movements of the active

cochlear partition, but which is rather stiff in either transverse

direction. The tips of the longest cilia in eaoh bundle of 90 to 120

cilia sustained by any one outer hair cell are believed to be lightly

embedded in the lower side of the tectorial membrane/®**8* 10*
18, 26)

■  t 1It
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The tectarium is attached, to the osseus spiral lamina near to 

its outer tip, and within the attachment of Reissner's membrane.

Thus the soala media, or cochlear partition, is hounded by 

the three principal sides. The roof of this triangular, endolymph- 

filled enclosure, in contrast with the floor, is very thin, for 

Reissner's membrane is composed of only two layers of epithelial cells, 

and is electrically insulating. The outer wall of the duot is made 

up of the spiral ligament, already mentioned, contained an the inner side 

of whioh is the stria vascularis. This is rich in blood vessels, and 

is thought by some investigators 14,21,24,27,28) t0 prov^ a

source for the endolymphatic electrical potentials known as cochlear 

microphonics, which by means of two fine electrodes, one applied to 

the endolymph of the scala media and the other adjacently to either 

of the perilymph oanals, can be easily measured at any section along the 

coohlea where the coohlear partition is responding to sound excitations.

Bekesy demonstrated a resting d.o. potential of more than +80 m.v. 

in the endolymph of guinea pigs. The third boundary of the scala media, 

the basilar membranefwith its organ of Corti, tunnel, Belter's, Henson's 

and hair cells complex is also eleotrically non-conducting as a partition. 

The basilar membrane itself is the only one of these membranous and 

oellular elements whioh appears to contain any mechanioally-definable 

elasticity or stiffness. Its histology is uniquely characterised by 

definite layers of apparently elaatio transverse fibres, which are 

believed to impart its elastio nature, embedded in a dense mat of 

oollagenio fibres and homogeneous material. As is discussed in 

Chapter 4, ultra-mioroaoopio studies during the last few years^®*^'1'’1^’1^  

have confirmed the belief held by anatomists ainoe the last century 

concerning the existence of two dis-slmilar membranous sones associated
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with the basilar membrane at every section. It is now clear that the 

inner or arouate zone, of the basilar membrane, projecting outwards from 

its medial attachment at the limbus, and supporting the pillars of Corti, 

is a relatively thick complex of densely packed, irregular fibrous 

bundles. Hear the base of the outer pillar, a discontinuity exists, 

outwards from which the pectinate zone reaches to the spiral ligament.

In this outer zone two regular fibrous stratum are to be found, the 

membrane being thinner and more elastic, and, in addition, displaying 

an increase in the transverse fibrous area in sections taken from the 

apical end towards the basal (stapes) end. Fibrillary arrangement 

as regular and parallel as that found in the lower fibrous layer of 

the pectinate zone is considered to indicate that this part of the 

membrane must be influenced by direct tension forces. This observation 

is developed in the appropriate chapter.

3.M0TI0HS WITHIN THE COCHLEA 

la.General

When under the influence of, for example, an airborne sound 

of constant amplitude and of low frequency, the footplate of the 3tapes 

is momentarily (cyclically) pressed inward, the pressure exerted on the 

perilymph of the inner ear is relieved mainly by a corresponding outward 

bulging of the round window membrane. - As the footplate moves outwards, 

the round window membrane is similarly sucked inward, and as the 

frequency of the exciting tone increases, a small phase difference 

appears between these motions due mainly to the fluid of the scalae not 

being wholly inoomprsssible. Varying pressures thereby induced in 

the liquid of the two adjacent scalae result in cyclic pressure 

differences aoross the cochlear partition, and the magnitude and 

phase of these pressure differences will vary from section to ee^iicn 

along the cochlea.
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Also varying along the cochlea, mainly because of the four

fold variation in width of the basilar membrane, are the mass ana 

stiffness properties of the scala media partition, and so it is to 

be expected, as has been observed e x p e r i m e n t a l l y , t h a t  

the scala media, and in particular the basilar membrane, vibrates 

in response to the main scalae cyclic pressure differentials, and 

that for sounds in the normal human audio frequency range, from 20,000 Hz 

to about 50 Hz, only a limited part of the soala media, being best 

tuned to the input sound, undergoes any appreciable vibration.

3b.The Hair CellB
The mechanics of the processes by which the sensory cells 

are excited, generate partially encoded electrical voltages, give 

rise to endolymphatic microphonic potentials and ennervate their 

various interconnected nerve fibres, is not well understood, and has 

become a major research activity for many neuro-anatomists, neuro

physiologists and sensory cell morphologists, and is mainly outside 

the scope of this thesis. Y- However, so much has very recently been 

discovered^®*^8* ^  ^  lno.)f ^he cilated protrusions, like

groups of mioroscopic hairs, supplied by each outer hair cell, are 

all oriented in very much the same relative direction in relation 

to the axis of the cochlea. An outer hair cell bundle crosscut 

close to and above the cell surface (cuticular plate) and the 

retioular lamina is usually the shape of a V, formed by three rows 

of sensory hairs (called stereocilia), with a total number of up to 

120 of these fine hairs (0.15 micron mean diameter and of height 

from 1 to 8 miorons, erect, stiff and brittle) on eaoh oell.

Synmetrlc with the base of the V and just outside it lies a small 

basal body or oentriole, whloh has been compared with the slngl 

klnoollium (unusually large, viscous and flexible oilia) existing
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in vestibular end organ sensory cells and in several other sensory
%

receptor mechanisms. Whether or not the basal body is an evolusionary 

atrophication of a kinocilum is debatable, but this basal body does 

provide a measure of the orientation of cilia bundles, and all outer 

hair cell bundles are oriented with their basal bodies pointing 

towards the Hensen's cells, across the cochlea. The longest 

stereocilia are invariably found in the central, lower region of 

the W and cilia behind these uniformly reduce in height until at the 

extreme ties of the W they are quite short. In side view, a bundle 

or tuft of oilia having roots deeply embedded in the cuticle and tips 

stiffly mutually supporting, and with the tips of the longest hairs, 

near to the basal body, embedded in the lower lamina of the tectorium, 

rather resembles an abutment, or triangular bracket, which is well

jjilK,t t t t r t r n r / i  f l f f t

suited for the transmission of shearing forces with minimum 

deflect!ant for example, shearing forces induced by relative

parallel motions of the tectorial membrane with respect to the
x.

reticular lamina and basilar membrane. This particular point appears 

to have escaped mention or attention in the discussions of the research 

workers involved.

In one of his many famous series of experiments, von Bekesy^® (an<l 
others( 28) )’ "  studied the cochlea microphonia effect obtained by induoing

slight shearing motions between the tectorial and reticular membranes 

using vibrating needle probles applied to "in vivo" guinea pig cochlaas.

He showed that, at a given spot on the tectorial membrane which had been 

carefully exposed, movements of the needle in only one certain direction 

gave a maximum microphanic output.

The sensitivity was greatest in the radial direction (that is, 

for an "unwound" cochlea, in a transverse direction) and minimal n the 

longitudinal direction when the needle was placed on the outer edge of
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the tectorial membrane. When the vibrating tip was placed on the 

inner edge of the membrane, the direction of maximum sensitivity was 

changed and was more nearly in the direction where the minimum was 

previously.

This experimentally observed direction of sensitivity 

corresponds very closely with the direction of orientation of the 

outer hair cell tufts for maximum shear force transmission. It 

has also been stressed by the group of Swedish physiologists 

(Refs. 12,13,16,18,20,22,25) wbo8a raCent outstanding researches

have thrown much light on this subject, that in both human 

vestibular mechanism organs, and in fish and mammals, the 

orientation of sensory hair bundles in relation to the kinocilium 

in the bundle is certainly indicative of the direction of maximal 

sensitivity of these organs.

The difference in arrangement of the hairs on the inner and 

outer hair celle is one of the many striking differences between these 

two sets of auditory sensory elements. Cilia supplied by the single 

row of inner hair celle, which number less than half as many per inner 

hair cell as do the cilia of outer hair cells, are »ranged roughly 

in two lines parallel to the row of cells. Inner hair oell cilia 

are also considerably coarser (0.35 micron mean diameter) shorter, 

and, presumably, stiffer, than outer cilia, and their straight 

alignment, lengthwise parallel to the basilar membrane, suggests they

only respond to shearing movements in the radial direction.
(21 23)It has also been demonstrated' ’ via further micro- 

electrode studies that inner hair cells are less sensitive to normal 

aooustic sound levels than are outer hair cells, and also that, in th>? 

event of disorientation and destruction of cochlea structures caused 

by violent sound levels, lesions develop among the sensitive outer cells 

before inner hair cells are damaged.
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Concluding the discussion on physiology and morphology of hair 

calls, It is considered^®*"" that while inner hair cells have a very 

limited direction-of-shearing (and amplitude-of-shearing) sensitivity, 

the V shaped bundle of outer hair cell oilia indicates an adaptation 

which, while providing one direction of maximum sensitivity, also 

increases their outer hair cell sensitivity to movements in several 

directions, oblique as well as radial and longitudinal.

It is only fairly recently that theories of hair cell excitation 

by shearing forces have been advanced, and, usually, accepted, to the 

exclusion of former widely held theories of hair cell and cilia 

bending, in which the cilia themselves were suspected of an 

initiating transducer action. Another theory whose abandonment 

has taken a long time in some professional ciroles in this country 

assumed a simple cyclic tugging and bumping of half cells as the 

basilar membrane vibrated towards and away from the tectorial 

membrane.

The most acceptable modern-day theory is that cilia bundles 

passively transmit the energy of the relative shearing movements of 

the tectorium to the outioular plate and, thus, to the basal body and 

its associated organelles, and it is the basal body which may be 

regarded as the component essential to the excitation and polarization 

of the hair cell.

It is feasible to calculate the amount of sliding occuring in 

both transverse and longitudinal directions between the teotorial 

membrane and the reticular lamina when the instantaneous deflected 

shapes of the basilar membrane are known, provided, of oourse, that 

the geometry of the organ of Corti, the spatial relationships between 

its components, and their natural looi of movement are also known.
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(rflf 26)The work of Rhode and Geisler' * ' outlines a simple approach

which it is intended to develop in the future.

A. AUDITORY NERVOUS SYSTEM 

Aa.Heuro Anatomy

Before continuing with the relevance of this theory of 

hair cell excitation hy shearing forces to a dynamical analysis of 

cochlear partition response to sound excitation hy the stapes, which 

is the subject of this thesis, a brief summary of the auditory 

nervous system, as it Innervates the cochlea sensory hair cells, 

is o f f e r e d . ^ 3* 3,4,5,7,27 to 30)

The various spira] and radial nerve fibres from the hair cells
c.ll

connect to att bodies in what is known as the spiral ganglion of Corti, 
which is situated within the modiolis. The basic units of the nervous 

system are nerve cells or neurons, and they are made up of a central 

structure, the cell body, with one or more processes (two in the 

auditory system). One and only one of these processes, the axon, 

acts as a transmitter, conveying information in the form of nerve 

impulses, called action potentials, as high as 30mV, at a speed of 

about 9,000 cm/sec. away from the cell body. The other processes 

are receptors, and are called dendrites, conveying other nerve impulses 

into the oell body. Both dendrites and axons may have several terminal 

branches. There are two general classifications of nerves:- efferent, 

conveying instructions from the brain, and afferent, conveying, for 

example, sensory information to the brain. In the course of a neural 

pathway, the fine terminal branches of an axon may each communicate with 

one of the dendrites of the oell body of another neuron across an apparent 

discontinuity known as a synapse, or synaptic junction. This synapse 

imparts a variable time delay, of the order of 0.5 m.sec., which, after 

repeated stimulation, decreases,



Figure 1-9 Schematic diagram of part of a basal 
turn in the organ or Corti showing 
the distribution of afferent and 
efferent nerve fibres (from Wersall,
1565)•



and also has a most important characteristic in that transmission
CC

across a synapse can only occur in one direction (for ¿Afferent fibre's 

this is towards the cortex). An "all-or-nothing" principle describes 

nerve conduction« providing a stimulus delivered to a dendrite at a 

synapse is of sufficient magnitude, the size of the inevitable 

response and its speed of propagation are independent of the size 

of the stimulus. Also, following the discharge of an impulse, a 

nerve remains for a very short period in a state of exhaustion.

This refractory period is usually about 1 m.sec., but may increase 

when the nerve is repeatedly or continuously stimulated. Thus 

auditory nerves do not normally respond continuously beyond 300 or 

so times per second, although the refractory time may then be 

somewhat reduced by greater stimuli. Thus, other than for a 

sensory meohanism which invokes more neurons when intensities being 

sensed increase, the only gradation which can be taken to represent 

intensity of stimulus of a single nerve is the number of impulses per 

second.

There are about 30,000 nerve cells in the cochlea, forming 

what is known as the spiral ganglion, more densely distributed m  

the basal than in the apical region. The innervation of the two 

types of hair cell is seen in Fig. 9 to be different. Each inner 

hair cell is innervated by one of two radial fibres and each radial 

fibre is connected to one or two hair cells, whereas the outer hair 

cells have numerous innervations. In some regions the multiple 

connections of a single outer fibre extend to many hundred outer hair 

cells, over about half a turn of the oochlea. This multiple 

innervation of the outer hair cells should be noted in association 

with morphologloal differences in the two types of cells already 

discussed. Also, in the cochlea, it is common for an axon to branen



off into several fibrils, permitting one neuron to make interconnections 

with mfloy others, and vice versa. Two common effects of multiple 

connection at synapses may be mentioned; summation, when a series 

of stimuli, each of which would be incapable of singly exciting a 

nerve, can do so jointly, and inhibition, which is known to occur in 

the auditory nucleus, when spontaneous, natural nervous activity can 

be checked by additional stimuli occurring at synaptic junctions due to 

an added sound.

4b.Relevance of Neurophysiology to Cochlear Theories

Prom the brief physiological summary above, it is apparent 

that the performance of the auditory nervous system, at least as 

regards all the separate afferent nerves, which number the great 

majority of cochlear nervous fibres, is a time domain process but 

depends entirely upon the frequency, place, phase and intensity 

performance of the 20,000 separate sensory cells of the cochlea. 

Consequently the ability to perceive and to accurately discriminate 

frequency and amplitude and time components of the sounds in which 

man lives depends upon the ability of his cochlear sensory mechanism 

to present to the adjacent neural complex all the information defining 

and describing the sounds intercepted. Therefore, in any theoretical 

attempt to seek a better understanding of cochlear dynamics, whether 

as a preparation for work for the relief of peripheral hearing defects, 

or in order to provide the neurophysiologist with much-needed information 

concerning cochlear sensory cell response, it is imperative that the 

aim should be to deduce the nature and patterns of hair cell - 

tectorial membrane - basilar membrane mechanical shearing action. 

Co-relations between hair cell action and neuron actions are slowly 

being developed, but are as yet admitted to be fragmentary and confused. 

However it is dear that every part of the hair cell dynamic response 

pattern may be equally relevant.



S. HEARING

Many clues to the characteristics of the three parts of the 

ear, and of the auditory nervous system can he gleaned from what is 

called subjective experimentation;- an immense subject which, at the 

neural end of its spectrum, becomes less subjective, and tends towards 

experimental psychology. A few commonly accepted principles and laws, 

derived from subjective hearing test data, are categorized below, 

these being undoubtedly relevant to an appreciation of the properties 

required of theoretical ear models.

‘ja.The Analysis of Sound

A general definition, not necessarily acceptable beyond the 

world of science, is that basically periodic sounds are heard as 

tones and aperiodic ones as noises. Periodic sounds may vary in 

frequency, intensity, phase and wave-form. In simple tones, the

phase is not perceived except when a difference in phase of lower 

frequency tones is detected between the two ears and the directional 

localization of the source thereby discovered. For a single ear, 

when two or more pure tones interact their phase relations are 

perceived and sustained by the hearing system.

The resolution of a compound tone into a fundamental and 

a series of overtones, with indications of the relative magnitudes 

and phase relations of the components, may be accomplished both 

mathematically and in the laboratory using oscilloscopes and 

harmonic analysis apparatus, and this type of analysis can also be 

achieved by the ear. On this remarkable analytic capacity depends 

much of the peculiar value of the sense of hearing. The ear 

follows Ohm's law in a general way, but by no means exactly.

Acoustic impedances of the various seetlons of the ear, or of the 

assembly at various sections display prominent reaotive components
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as well as resistive, depending upon the frequency of the sound, 

and to a lesser degree upon its intensity«

The changes in the sound patterns produced within the ear 

take two forms, frequency distortion and non linear amplitude 

distortion.

The former is a reflection of the fact that the sensitivity 

of the ear, and its separate sections, varies greatly over the audio 

frequency range, and that the hearing system does not respond tc 

sounds below and above certain limits. Hence, certain components 

of a complex sound will be favoured more than others.

Non linear distortion represents a failure of the ear's 

response to correspond in a simple way to the energy of the 

stimulating sound. For example, a pure tone, if it stimulates the 

ear at greater than a relatively moderate intensity, will produce 

a compound effect and be heard as a fundamental with a series of 

overtones, and it has been indicated by innumerable animal 

dissective and subjective tests that these overtones mostly 

have their origin within the inner ear.

9b.Principal Phenomena of Hearing

1. Pitch

The normal range of audibility for man covers 9 or 10 

octaves, from 19 to 40 Hz up to perhaps 23,000 Hz for children, 

or 10,000 Hz for normal hearing persons over 60 years of age.

2. Loudness

The subjeotive loudness of a sound is a function of both 

its frequency and its energy (that is, power or intensity, or, as 

is used most commonly, its pressure). Sensitivity to loudness is 

greatest for sounds in the middle high frequency range, from 

1 kHz to about 4 kHz, and it appears that man has developed, for 

this frequency region, maximum practical sensitivity of hearing
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(if ears were any keener they would respond to natural molecular

motions of air particles). The power range from this level of

threshold of hearing to the loudness level at which pain intrudes
12and where damage may result is about 10 times.

The perceived loudness, however, is less extensive, 

according to the interpretations made of subjective data. The 

ear may be said to follow the other senses in compressing the 

Intensity dimension. The ear generally adheres to a principle 

of sensation known as Weber's law, which states that an energy 

change, in order to be perceptible, must be a constant fraction 

of the former energy level rather than a simple increment of it.

Thus the perceived magnitude of a sound varies as the logarithm of 

its energy.

3. Interaction of Tones

Two pure tones of similar intensity, differing only 

slightly in frequency, Induce a subjective periodic loudness 

variation known as beating. This effect is discernable up to a 

frequency differential of about 20 Hz.

Two tones with dominant fundamentals and fairly great 

intensity, different in frequency by 50 to about 1,500 Hz, generate 

subjective combination tones, which may be difference tones or 

summating tones. For example, it is not difficult to hear a tone 

of 500 Hz when two strong tones of 2,000 and 2,500 Hz are presented 

to the ear, and with great care, a tone of 4,500 He may be recognized 

if it is not wholly masked by the original sounds. A loud tone of 
1,000 Hz will seriously mask another quieter tone of close frequenoy, 

for example, of 900 Hz, but will have practically no effect on an 

100 Hz tone. Overtones resulting from the original will also mask 

other sounds of similar frequenoy to the overtones.
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All of these effects are said to originate principally In 

the Inner ear, although careful engineering analyses of middle ear 

action, which have not yet been reported, may show the middle ear to 

be less linear than hitherto assumed. Other subjects, equally vast, 

and sometimes alluded to in the script include types of deafness, 

the localization of sounds, modern psychologic, medioal and 

surgical practice, and hearing and sensory system research 

techniques, both subjective and anatomical, as well as neurological, 

but these subjects must remain outside the scope of the present 

study.
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THEORIES OF HEARING

I His-orical Development

With the beginnings of experimental research and human cadaver 

dissection in the Renaissance, the first anatomy-based theories of 

hearing were formulated, and it was as early as the 17th century 

that the inner ear was considered as the section of the ear 

appropriate to frequency discrimination. In the succeeding period 

the osseus spiral lamina, being still recognizable after the 

dissection techniques of the day, was attributed with the powers of 

a frequency selective mechanism, being hard, slender and brittle, 

and being a broad shelf at the basal end of the cochlea and narrower 

at the apical end. The locus of frequency response this implied, of 

low frequency tones causing a response at the basal end of the 

cochlea, is opposite in sense to modern theory, but as a theory of 

the peripheral analysis of sounds by resonance in the inner ear it 

is remarkable in that it was formulated two centuries before the 

revolutionary theory of cochlear resonance advanced in 1857 by 

Helmholtz.

For a comprehensive survey of theories of hearing up to 

Helmholtz' time, and beyond, Wever's book (Ref. 1) is recommended.

Helmholtz was particularly affected by the observation made 

by Ohm in 1^43 that the ear was able to analyse complex sounds into 

a series of pure tones similar to the mathematical postulate by

Fourier (1822). Having only meagre anatomical information on which
oX

to base his theory (which was the principle reason for the rejection
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of the theory by many other theorists during the next 60 years) he 

believed that the changes in the dimensions of the cochlea from 

base to apex demonstrated the natural ase of the principle of 

resonance. A series of independent, tuned elements, like piano 

strings of varying mass and tension, must, he said, be excited 

within the cochlea, and the rods of the tunnel of Corti were selected 

as being the most likely elements. Within 10 years the basilar 

membrane was sufficiently well charted as to replace the rods of 

Corti as being the seat of the principal resonating receptors, which 

remained as transversely tuned elements, lying between the bony 

shelf and the opposite wall of the channel. Helmholtz' mathematical 

analysis almost anticipated the findings of later workers, including 

Hensen in 1867, for he showed that if the basilar membrane was 

homogeneous, rather than a series of separate elements, then its 

resonance frequency response could not be sharp or precise.

Wilkinson and Gray (Ref. 2) in 1924, on observing the variations in 

bulk of the spiral ligament,: suggested that the variation in 

differential pull it would need to exert on the basilar membrane to 

attain a typical audio-frequency range response could certainly be 

accommodated by other human materials. Nevertheless, many other 

theorists preferred-non-resonance theories, which did not rely on 

frequency discrimination by plaae along the cochlea. Even in the 

time of Wilkinson and Gray, which is the beginning of the modern 

cochlear theory era, the state of theories of hearing in this 

country was such that they discussed cochlear partition stiffness 

and mass under a heading Theories which assume that emmd ie 
analysed in the cochlea.

The most plausible original alternative to the resonance 

theory was offered by Rutherford (Ref. 3) in 1886. In the general

o
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subdivision of all cochlea theories into two types, place theories 

and frequency theories, which subdivision persists sometimes to-day, 

Rutherford's was.the classic telephone theory. He supposed that all 

hair cells could be stimulated by every sound and that individual 

frequencies were carried to the brain, but by using large numbers of 

cells there was a high sensitivity to change of wave form. Thus the 

character of a sound was assessed as the basis of a vibratory 

pattern. Although Rutherford himself yielded that there was some 

spatial frequency selectivity for high frequencies at the basal end 

of the cochlea (because of the severe demands his theory made on the 

transmitting properties of individual nerve fibres), several modified 

telephone theories followed. These included Ayers in 1892, Bonnier 

in 1895, Hardesty in 1908, for whom the tectorium was the responding 

mechanism, and Wrightson and Keith (Ref. 4) in 1918 in whose theory 

stapes pressures were communicated instantaneously to all parts of 

the cochlea and the whole basilar membrane moved simultaneously 

(*e4-r=*). In these theories frequency analysis was therefore 

performed centrally rather than peripherally.

In 1898 Ewald stipulated a Membrane Resonance theory, better 

known as a Sound-Pattern theory, in which standing waves with 

characteristic shapes like Lissajous figures were set up in the 

cochlear partition and interpreted via hair cell action. This theory 

did not account for the analysis of complex sounds.

For a few years after 1900, the theories of Hurst, Meyer, 

ter Kuile and Watt were considered. These were non-resonant 

travelling bulge theories. Waves or bulges being induced in the 

basilar membrane travelled up the cochlea and were either reflected 

back from the apical end, or were damped before arriving at the
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apical end. Sensory elements detected wave lengths of bulges o r - 

bulge extinction positions (see Hartridge and Banister, Ref. 5).

II Recent Development

lia. Place Theory

During the past 40 years it has been agreed that any theory of 

hearing must include both the theory of cochlear dynamics and the 

train of neural events stimulated by cochlear mechanical response.

The place theory and the frequency theory are not yet wholly 

integrated; they are sometimes treated as competitive theories in 

the low frequency range, where it should be clear that either theory, 

as such, presents an excessive simplification of the means available 

to discriminate amplitude, frequency and phase.

In its simplest form, the place theory stipulates that 

receptors in a given part of the cochlea are stimulated by a given 

narrow band of sound frequencies, and those receptors set off 

impulses in the particular nerve fibres supplying them. The ability 

to discriminate frequency depends upon which receptors and nerve 

units are excited. Experiments conducted by von B e k e s y ^  showed 

that the stiffness of the basilar membrane generally determines the 

stiffness of the whole cochlear partition, and that the membrane at 

rest is not in any significant state of tension. It does, however, 

decrease in elasticity from base to apex by some hundreds fold, and 

can not be considered similar to the Helmholtz model which consisted 

of large numbers of independent, transverse tuned resonators.
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However, variations in mass and particularly elasticity displayed by 

the cochlear partition, considered as a homogeneous membrane, are 

clearly sufficient to provide frequency analysis in the cochlea, and 

the exper irn^ntal techniques by which this has been confirmed include

a) observation under the microscope of motions of intra-cochlear 

structures when the ear is stimulated by pure and compound tones 

(von Bekesy)

b) examination of basilar membrane motions by the Mossbauer technique 

(Boyle and Johnstone^,)

c) testing of hearing before and after experimental damage to parts 

of the organ of Corti

d) recording of electrical activity (cochlear microphonics) from 

electrodes implanted at different points within the cochlea

e) micro-electrode neuron action-potential studies in the spiral 

ganglion cells.

For example, the highest perceptible frequencies at weak 

intensities set into motion a small length of the basilar membrane 

and cochlear partition near to the basal (stapes) end of the cochlea. 

As sound intensity is increased at that frequency, there is some 

spread of activity along the basilar membrane and consequently more 

receptor cells and their nerve fibres are excited. Low frequency 

response (i.e. below 500 Hz) is considerably more widely spread (at 

the apical end of the cochlea) for sounds of low intensity near 

thresholds of perception, and for intense sounds there is some 

evidence to show that receptors over most of the cochlea respond.

There has always been a tendency to confuse place theory and 

resonance theory terminology. A place theory does not necessarily
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require a condition of membrane partial resonance in order to fulfill 

the defined requirement that sensory cells in one area only are 

stimulated by any one pure tone.

It is probable that relations of phase or rate of change of

phase with distance along the cochlea of the vibrating cochlear

partition are, in some frequency ranges, more relevant to frequency

discrimination by sensory cell and neural action than are maximal

vibratory amplitude conditions. It has also been stressed by 
(8 9 10)Zwislocki ’ ’ ' that the hydrodynamics of the cochlea complicate

what often tends to be treated as the simple response of a lightly 

damped, single degree of freedom partition. Very complex phase- 

change relationships along the cochlea, giving rise to equally 

complex three dimensional shearing movements between the basilar 

membrane and the tectorium, are introduced to the excitation of a 

strongly damped membrane by travelling pressure waves, and the 

concept of resonance, particularly when a non linear dynamic system 

is involved, is inadequate for the description of sensory cell 

excitation zones.

lib. Frequency, Volley and Place-Volley Theories

Experiments have provided evidence not only in support of a 

place theory but also suggesting that frequency theory may be partly 

correct. When electrophysiological methods were used to record 

activity in the auditory nerve it was found that bursts of impulses 

in the whole nerve, which is made up of many thousands of fibres, 

were, as regards timing, synchronous in frequency with a pure tone 

applied to the ear; that is, for each cycle of the sound wave there
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was a burst of nerve impulses. This synchronism occurred for lower 

range frequencies only, up to 4000 Hz. For higher frequencies, 

synchronism between nerve response and stimulus could not 

be recognized.

Since the individual nerve fibres in the auditory nerve of the 

mammals used in these studies do not fire at rates beyond about 

300 per second, the volley principle of Wever^’ was advanced

to explain the firing of the total nerve in regularly spaced bursts 

at frequencies of 4000 or more per second. This principle assumes 

that impulses in some separate nerve fibres are elicited by the first 

wave of a stimulating tone, others by the second, and so on, the 

result being that, by the alternate firing of different groups of 

nerve fibres, the end result of synchronism between total nerve 

discharge and sound stimulus frequency is achieved.

This is an attractive theory at all frequency levels, 

particularly when the different groups of nerve fibres are attributed 

with their discrete anatomical spatial orientations, and may be 

married fairly naturally with the place theory. Two further points 

may be made in favour of such a place-volley theory

a) it provides a theory to explain one purpose for the somewhat

puzzling complex of efferent fibres leading back to the hair all
(12)bodies. Several of to-day's neurophysiological investigators ' 

contend that some of the multiple synaptic junction inhihition of 

neural signals that goes to refine frequency discrimination is 

achieved at the hair cells rather than, as usually supposed, all in 

the spiral ganglion or cochlear nucleus. For example, nerve endings 

with a maximum nerve firing rate of 300 times per second terminating 

at hair cells being mechanically stimulated at 3000 Hz may be safely
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inhihited by adjacent neural activity for all but (roughly) every 

tenth or twentieth cycle, then to be sufficiently stimulated by 

summating potentials to ensure a discharge on that cycle.

b) The instantaneously observed, longitudinally varying shape of the 

basilar membrane in an excited zone, and its so-called traoetling^uave 
characteristics are imparted by the continual variation in phase of 

the responding membrane with distance along the cochlea.

This phase lag vs. distance characteristic is different for each 

frequency. Hence the instantaneous travelling wave deflected 

membrane shape occurring at one region differs from the wave shape 

occurring at another region due to a frequency shift. Consequently, 

a different pattern of hair cell stimulus results at each frequency 

shift, and even in the lower frequency range, when the spread of 

sensory cell activity is broad find the area of response loses 

definition, changes in sensory element stimulus patterns may still 

be recognized, and volley theory detection techniques remain partly 

in the domain of place theory for all but lowest frequencies.

It is clear that both place and frequency principles must be

considered in explaining discrimination of sound frequency differences.

In addition, auditory theory must account for discriminations

involving intensity, phase and complex relationships between tones.

It is currently understood that increases of pure tone intensity

result in a spread of activity within the cochlea. More receptor

cells are stimulated along the basilar membrane and nerve impulses

are set off in more of the nerve fibres leading into the central

nervous system. Also, experiments have shown an increase in the
(12)rate of firing of nerve fibres that are already active

This relationship between stimulus intensity and rate of flow of
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nerve impulses appears to be Crue for higher centres of the auditory 

nervous system as well as at the periphery.

Ill Cochlear Partition and Window Experimental Response Data 

Ilia. G. von Bekesy^

In his most famous series of experiments conducted between 1924 

and 1948 von Bekesy made observations and optical measurements of the 

patterns of vibration of the cochlear partition and cochlear 

membranes, in fresh preparations of the human ear, during stimulation 

by pure tones. To observe these patterns he drilled openings in the 

accessible portions of the bony walls of cochleas and cemented glass 

windows into these openings. These highly skilled and painstakingly 

developed techniques required that each cochlea-temporal bone 

preparation be mounted, prepared and examined immersed in a water 

tank and stroboscopes and microscopes were mounted directly above 

the exposed portions of cochleas in the tank. A brief outline of 

some of the experiments he performed and their results is given.

(The dates in brackets give the year when the relevant work was 

first published.)

1) Cochlear Window Response (1942)

He excited by air-borne sound (pure tones) introduced into the 

meatus some eighty separate fresh, intact temporal bone specimens 

possessing normal eardriss, ossides and cochlea, intending to measure 

the amplitude and phase response of cochlear fluids at the round
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Figure 2-1 Diagrams illustrating von Bekesy's 
experiments on the response of the 

round window membrane to sound. In the 
graphical diagrams, tho upper curve shows 
tho phase angla and the lower curve the 
volume displacement per unit of pressure 
( from Bekesy, i960)
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window. A plan of the technique and a plot of results obtained are 

given in Fig. 1.

These unique results by Bekesy contain certain implicit 

deficiencies. Firstly, his oval window was excited by sound 

pressures and neither the oval nor the round window displacement 

responses were ever ascertained as such: phases of sound pressures 

generated outside the cochlea round window were discovered by a 

sound interference technique employing an additional earphone sound 

generator. Hence round window-excited air pressure waves would have 

been in advance of round window displacements by a phase angle, $1 , 

of very nearly 90°, and the round window displacements would, at low 

frequencies, have lagged behind oval window displacements by about 

180°, this angle, $2, depending on compressibility effects. Also at 

low frequencies the angle $3 by which malleus and eardrum displace

ments lagged behind driving pressures at the eardrum would be in the 

order of 90°. Another phase lag, $1,, almost certainly occurs in the 

middle ear, particularly at higher frequencies, when the middle ear 

mechanism is known to present a somewhat complex transfer function. 

The phase lag, $5, between driving pressures at the oval window and 

the displacement response of the stdpes footplate, which angle 

describes the input impedance of the whole inner ear system, is 

not known.

It could be argued that this angle may approach n radians 

when high frequency inertia effects predominate, and 7 when fluid 

viscosity effects become most significant for large amplitude inner 

ear excitation. At low frequencies, if oval and round windows were 

sufficiently stiff, the angle could approach zero. At the same time, 

when the oscillating oval window is considered as primarily inducing
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transverse wave motion in the cochlear partition, and is compared 

with a surface wave-making piston at the end of a long channel, the 

angle 1)15 could approach -j.

Therefore, if <t>_ is the phase of round window motions with K.
respect to original sound pressure variations in the meatus, then

<I>R “  + *5 + ♦** + $3

whereas the overall phase lag, , recorded by Bekesy, is evidently

♦jj ■ + $1 “  ^  ♦ 02 + $3 + + $5

As is shown in a later chapter, a good estimate of phase angles 

$2 snd 1)15 in particular is required in order to check solutions to 

cochlear mathematical models. It is clear that such data cannot 

reasonably be extracted from these tests by Hekesy.

2) Cochlear Partition Response

By grinding away part of the apical bone surround, Bekesy was 

able to expose, section by section, nearly half of the cochlea, and 

with an underwater microscope and adjacent stroboscope illumination, 

he viewed motions of the basilar membrane, looking through Reissner's 

membrane. For these experiments an electro-mechanical vibrator 

drove an artificially built up oval window membrane, the middle ear 

having been removed from each specimen. The series of experiments 

was repeated, much improved, twice, some years later and data are 

included herein.



Figure 2-2a Diagram illustrating von Bekesy's 
method, of stroboscopically 

illuminating and inspecting cochleas (from 
Bekesy, i960) .

Figure 2-2 Graphical results of a comparison 
by von Bekosy of the place of 

localisation of tonal action of the basilar 
membrane as observed directly and as derived 
from measurements of hearing loss, (from 
Bekesy, i960) .
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(i) Place of Maximum Vibration in the Cochlea (1942)

Usinv a microscope condenser lens, light was so concentrated 

that, in the plane of a rotating stroboscopic disc a beam of 0*1 mm 

diameter was achieved, and light rays progressing into the examin

ation tank wene made parallel by a microscope objective lens (Fig 2A). 

Starting examination from the apical end, very close to the , 

helicotrema, sound excitation frequencies were adjusted until the 

fine area of basilar membrane being microscopically viewed responded 

maximally, and the spot location and the appropriate frequency were 

noted. Bekesy's published result is given as Figure 2. Using this 

technique of exposing the cochlea, it was not possible to investigate 

basilar membrane response in the basal half of the cochlea.

(ii) Distribution of Amplitude along the Cochlear Partition 

as a Function of Frequency and Place (1943)

Again, despite the experimental expertise, only the apical turn, 

representing a distance of from 27 to 35 mm from the stapes, could 

be exposed to microscopic examination. In order to expose more 

basal areas, the apical end of the cochlea under test had to be 

completely ground away.

Over a fairly wide range of vibration input amplitudes, Bekesy 

noted that the amplitude of vibration of the cochlear partition, as 

observed at any particular point, increased in proportion to the

amplitude of vibration of the vibrator system.

At frequencies below about 30 Hz, the whole partition near tiiu
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helicotrema vibrated with almost uniform amplitude and phase.

As the frequency was raised partition motions receded from the area 

of the helicotrema until, at frequencies above 800 Hz, no further 

vibrations could be induced in the exposed spiral.

The measured amplitudes of vibration were expressed in volume 

displacements per millimetre of length of the partition. Bekesy's 

published results are shown in Figure 3, but his ordinate scale, 

expressing the above units, is apparently arbitrary. Amplitudes 

were measured from millimeter to millimeter along the partition.

The figures display broken lines on the basal side of each maximum. 

Here the investigator had to take excessive measures in shortening 

each specimen from the apical end in order to make access to the 

basal regions. Subsequent model tests showed that readings thereby 

made when a normally active part of the cochlea, which was still 

displaying fluid motions, was apically truncated were only slightly 

in error.
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(iii) Resonance Curves - Amplitude as a function 

ofi frequency (1943)

Tests were repeated using a considerably more difficult 

technique to expose parts of the cochlear partition for frequency 

response examination. Only six points, in the apical half, were 

examined, but for each the response to a large number of different 

frequencies up to 4 KHz were obtained, vibration input intensity 

being kept constant. Again absolute values of amplitude are not 

recorded. Bekesy notes that the many different specimens tested all 

gave strikingly similar response curves. These are shown in Figure 4.
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(iv) Phase Changes along the Basilar Membrane

Probably the most highly valued of all of Bekesy's experimental 

data is contained in a paper published in 1947 in which the shape of 

the travelling waves excited on the basilar membrane is described by 

means of phase delay diagrams.

The hypothetical test which theorists of his time required 

Bekesy to perform, the terms of which are frequently mis-understood 

to-day, was to investigage whether elements of the cochlear 

partition, which were and are frequently considered to behave like 

separate resonant elements, displayed a phase lag relative to the 

driving force of up to it radians as driving frequency was changed 

continuously.

Thus this phase test was supposed to ascertain whether or not 

any element of the cochlear partition

a) could be considered as a single degree of freedom system

b) displayed resonance, or, in the event that damping was greater 

than critical, at least displayed a phase change of about n .

In fact, the angle of phase at which elements of the partition 

vibrated changed, for most elements, by 3n or 4ir radians. This fact 

has frequently confused the situation, and as a result of this 

apparently excessive phase variation, the concept of partition 

element resonance has been queried. The main point that should be 

made at this stage is simply that this data does not invalidate the 

single degree of freedom element-of-partition concept. As the 

chapter describing a theoretical model illustrates, the phase of the 

partition-exciting pressure difference between the two scalae itself
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Figure 2-5 Phase displacement relative to
stapedial motion (solid line) and 

resonance curve (dashed line) for a point 
on the cochlear partition 30 mm. from the 
stapos. (from Bekesy, I960).

Figure 2-6 Phase lag and relative amplitude 
envelopes for four lew frequency 
tones (from Bekesy, i960) .

Figure 2—7 Detail of the form of vibration of 
the cochlear partition showing two 

instantaneous shapes of the travelling wave 
occurring at 200 Ha. The two instants are 
1/4 cycle or l/800 sec. apart (from Bekesy, 
I960) .
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constantly changes with distance along the cochlea.

Bekesy's cochlear partition phase change data are both unique 

and authoritative, and are presented in Figures 5, 6 and 7. For 

several reasons involving his complicated and difficult experimental 

technique, Bekesy favours the result for 200 Hz as being less subject 

to experimental error than results at higher frequencies. Note that 

the instantaneous travelling wave shape shown in Figure 7 is obtained 

directly from the data for 200 Hz in Figure 6.

Based on figure 6, the following figures give the approximate 

phase angle of partition vibration, relative to the motion of the 

stapes, at the point of maximum amplitude. Loci of maximum amplitude 

compare approximately with those shown in Figure 2.

Frequency Hz Distance from Stapes', inn Phase Angle degrees

relative to stapes motions

50 34*4 36

100 30*8 120

200 28*2 284

300 26-3 340

(v) Non Linearities in the Vibration of the 

Cochlear Partition (1947)

Bekesy attempted to determine whether one physiological non

linear effect, that pure tones below 800 Hz become lower in apparent 

pitch when loudness is increased, could be ascribed to the cochlea.

A point 30 nm from the stapes was observed in the same series
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Figure 2-8 The effect of sound intensity on the 
position of the maximum amplitude 

response along the cochlear partition. The 
ordinate shows the percentage of change in 
frequency necessary to keep the response 
pattern in one place as sound intensity was 
changed. The frequency shift is also 
expressed as a phase change, (from Bekesy i960)
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Figure 2-9 Amplitude of Vibration of the basilar 
membrane as a function of stapedial 

amplitude moasurod at a point 30 mm from the 
stapes with an intense tone of 200 Hz.
(from Bokesy, i960).



of experiments as described in section (iv) above, and the phase 

angle of partition response at this point relative to the stapes was 

measured for several different amplitudes. He showed that with 

increasing amplitude (and it must be noted chat he was already 

dealing with large amplitudes of the order of 10 3 cm, corresponding 

to extremely intense sounds of the order of 120 to 140 db.) the 

observed phase angle lag, relative to stapes motions, decreased; 

that is, wavelengths local to the 30 mm point became larger.

Bekesy particularly noted that the pattern of partition vibration 

was displaced towards the helicotrema, corresponding in terms of 

sensory cell and neural element excitation to a lowering of perceived 

pitch. This result is reproduced as Figure 8.

In terms of the response of single degree of freedom systems, 

this clearly indicates a hardening spring effect, which is a theme 

taken up in another chapter.

Bekesy expected that, in the event of the cochlear partition 

possessing a non linear hard spring stiffness characteristic, the 

ratio of basilar membrane maximum amplitude to stapes amplitude at 

any fixed frequency (200 Hz) would decrease as stapes amplitudes 

increased. This he showed to be the case (Figure 9).

No similar data exists for sounds at other frequencies, and in 

view of the limiting of this perceived pitch-loudness effect to 

sounds below 800 Hz, it was believed that this non linear effect is 

confined to the apical half of the cochlea. However, modern evidence 

from the most recent neurophysiological research and from cochlear 

electrophysiological experiments suggests that the cochlea may 

display similar intensity non-linearities over all of its frequency
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p = 103dyne/cm‘

Figure 2-10 Upper six curves show von Bekesy's 
estimations of amplitudes of 

vibration of the human head, eardrum, stapes, 
basilar membrane and air and water particles 
for a sound pressure of 10^ dynes/cirf> (l34db.) 
Lower curve shows the amplitude of vibration 
of the skull at the threshold of hearing by 
bone conduction, (from Bekesy, i960).

Figure 2-11 Curve showing von Bekesy's estimate 
of the ratio beiwecn the volume 

displacements of the stapes and the maximum 
amplitude of the cochlear partition as a 
function of frequency (solid line). The 
broken line is merely an attempt by von 
Bakesy to represent, on the same .¿uantit- 
ative graph, the subjectively-determdned 
hreshold of hearing, in order to indicate 

that a strongor dependence of auditory 
threshold on frequency must obtain in the 
cochlea than the solid line would indidate. 
(from Bekesy, i960).
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range. This view was recently expressed by Dr. Hallowell Davis at 

the IX International Congress of Audiology, London, 15th-19th 

September 1968. It has also been implied in several papers published 

in the Journal of the Acoustic Society of America during the last 

18 months.

Finally Figure 9 touches on the subject of the frequency 

response of the basilar membrane in terms of the magnitude of its 

vibration as a function of stapes amplitude and frequency. It would 

be expected from Figure 9 that at 200 Hz, and at low amplitudes, 

there is a ratio of about unity between partition and stapes 

amplitude. This is roughly borne out by a diagram published by 

Bekesy in 1948, reproduced as Figure 10, and applicable only to 

intense sounds (134 db.). Figure 10 also shows that, at 134 db, the 

same ratio approaches 10 for frequencies above 1 KHz.

Figure 11 data, based on Bekesy's 1943 experiments, may be 

extrapolated for a stapes footplate area of about 3 ran2 to give a' 

ratio of partition to stapes amplitude of about 1 at 100 Hz, 6*5 at 

1 KHz and 10 at 10 KHz. In a much more recent review paper, 

published in 1952, Bekesy admitted that, at the time the experiments 

reported were performed, there was little concern with the amplitude 

of movements, and that most of the appropriate experimental data he 

published refered to the case when the cochlea was undeT intense 

stimulation, at about 130 db.

It follows, therefore, that in the likely event of there being 

non linear effects always present in cochlear dynamic responses, the 

Bekesy results discussed above, especially data giving basilar 

membrane to stapes amplitude ratios, may be misleading at moderate
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sound intensity"levels.

As is evident from succeeding sections and chapters, no 

cochlear mechanics investigator since Bekesy has admitted either to 

this possibility, or to the probable non-linear nature of the 

response of the cochlear partition. Every theoretical model proposed 

for the cochlea has assumed a wholly linear cochlear partition 

stiffness. For low sound intensity levels and small partition 

displacements, this assumption is probably very reasonable, provided 

that realistic linear stiffness terms are employed. However, neither 

Bekesy's cochlear dynamic response data, with which the response of 

mathematical models has always been compared, nor Bekesy's cochlear 

partition static stiffness data, from which linear and non linear 

stiffness .terms must be derived, is appropriate to small 

partition displacements.

Illb. Boyle and Johnstone (7)

Boyle and Johnstone have made a successful application of the 

Mossbauer technique to experimental determination of the pattern of 

vibrations of cochlear partitions. Unlike Bekesy, they gave attention 

to the measurement of absolute values of membrane amplitudes of 

vibration. Their experiments were all conducted on guinea pigs.

Their only reported measurements were carried out at a point 

very near to the basal end of the cochlea, at a distance of 1*5 mm 

from the stapes. This, for the guinea pig as well as for the human, 

is a high audio frequency response area, as compared with all of 

Bekesy's results in the second and third turns of the cochlea. They »



were also able to conduct reasonable tests at other than intense 

amplitudes: their technique permitted measurement of velocities of 

the order of 0*1 mm/sec, corresponding to peak amplitudes of only 

7 X for a 20 kHz pure tone.

Basilar membrane tuning curves plotted for the 1*5 mm point 

showed a maximum amplitude occurred at that point at between 18 and 

21 kHz. Boyle and Johnstone also estimated that basilar membrane 

peak amplitudes were about 50 times greater than the corresponding 

stapes amplitudes. This is significantly greater than the ratio of 

about 10 for partition to stapes amplitude for human cochleas 

extrapolated by Bekesy from his own low frequency data.

Tuning curves obtained resemble those by Bekesy (Figure 4) but 

are considerably more sharply peaked. Some response of the partition 

at the point at which the experiments were conducted was obtained 

for frequencies as low as 350 Hz. No details of the phase of 

vibration of the partition with respect to the motions of the stapes 

are presented by Boyle and Johnstone.

IV Current Cochlear Theories

During the past thirty years there have been about a dozen- 

serious attempts to formulate mathematical theories yielding reason

able solutions to cochlear dynamic frequency response. These are 

engineers' theories, concerning themselves with both hydromechanics 

and system dynamics, and many of them are important stages or land

marks in the formerly uncharted plain of cochlear applied mathematics. 

Most of the semi-mathematical models whose originators are set out
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balov are referred to or discussed in this chapter and in following 

chapters and from the fact that these theories are listed in 

chronological order it should not be inferred that the most recent 

theories are always the most advanced or the most accurate:

Kucharski 1930

Ranke 1931, 19

Reboul 1938

Ranke 1942

de Rosa 1947

Zwislocki 1948(8)

Ranke 1950(l3)

Zwislocki 1950(9)

Peterson and Bogert 1950(15)

Fletcher 1951( U >

Zwislocki 1953(1°)

Hause 1963(16>

Klatt 1964*17)

Klatt and Peterson 1966(18)

Huxley 1969(19)

The most outstanding of these contributions are probably those 

of Ranke, Zwislocki and Peterson and Bogert. These works are 

briefly discussed in this chapter. Note that the excellent 

contributions made by several other well known cochlear response 

investigators, particularly Flanagan and also Siebert and Greenwood, 

are not discussed in this review. Their studies did at no time 

involve analysis of equations of motion or first-principles 

synthesis of mathematical models of the cochlea, but were rather 

restricted to extrapolative, empirical logic, based on the 

classical von Bekesy experimental results, for approximate
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prediction of basilar membrane response patterns under conditions ■ << 

not investigated by Bekesy. Doubtless the type of computer 

simulations of basilar membrane displacement developed by Flannagan 

(1958-1964) involving impulse response functions rigourously derived 

from the experimental data, will prove an invaluable means of 

refining cochlear response theory when the data which they 

extrapolate have been verified, improved, and extended. However, up 

to the present time this type of approach has apparently stimulated 

no further development and has aroused little interest compared with 

the engineering theories of cochlear mechanics.

a. Ranke

Ranke was the originator of taodem hydrodynamical cochlear 

theory, although in his writings he criticises the suggested 

application of fluid wave equations by Frank (1926) to solve cochlear 

behaviour. Ranke's first preoccupation in all of his publications 

concerns the pressure force - inertia momentum equation of fluid 

motion, applied to the longitudinal direction of perilymph displace

ment along the two main channels or scalae of the cochlea. In 1931 

he first drew attention to the fact that the neglect of transverse 

fluid motion in a scala, particularly in an area of the scala 

adjacent to large transverse amplitudes of cochlear partition 

vibration, in favour of longitudinal fluid motions was not necessarily 

valid, despite its mathematical convenience. He introduced the 

concept, later taken up by Zwislocki, of water waves propagating 

under deep and shallow conditions. A wave length which is long 

compared to the depth of water in which it propagates he called a 

shallow-water wave, as assumed to invariably apply in the cochlea
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by Frank and Kucharaki and all other authors since, and typical deep 

water waves (Ranke waves) he defined as those of relatively high 

frequency and of shorit wavelength compared with depth. In the 

extreme case of very small depth, h, the velocity of propogation 

c (of shallow water waves) is

c - /ih

which is independent of frequency and wave length, while for deep 

water waves

c - _s_ - , si2irf / 2it

where c depends on frequency f or wave length X. As the point of 

transition between these two types of waves occurs when

X c .
2 7 “ U f m h

then, if the mean depth of a cochlear scala from its partition

interface (representing a free wavy surface) is about 0*1 cm, the
10cwave type transition occurs when frequency f ■ Hz where c is the 

wave propagation velocity in cm/sec. According to Bekesy's data, 

c is about 100 cm/sec at the area of maximum partition amplitude for 

a 200 Hz tone, and decreases on the helicotrema side of the maximum 

response area.

At the time he began his studies on the cochlea, Ranke was 

alone among scientists in attempting to contradict the theory of 

cochlear frequency discrimination by resonance. In 1935 he devised 

a mathematical solution for deep-water fluid wave motion, taking 

into account fluid wave motion in two simultaneous directions, which 

he made integral with an approximate solution to cochlear mechanics 

published in 1942. Here he used lumped elastic constants to descritv 

the cochlear partition. He solved the Navier equations of fluid
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motion for a two-dimensional case, neglecting fluid friction, and 

with equations thus simplified applied a velocity potential field 

approach. He treated the cochlea spiral as an unwound pair of 

channels, and took into account the mass, elasticity and damping of 

the cochlear partition. He assumed that the natural (resonant) 

frequency of narrow, unloaded, sections of the partition, (without 

the surrounding liquid) decreases exponentially from base to apex, 

and that the membranes were uniformly damped at all sections.

He realized that there must be equilibrium at every instant and at 

every section between the force of the liquid and the forces of and 

within the membrane.

(13)The final 1950 Ranke results for partition dynamical 

response compared remarkable well with the Bekesy data as regards 

the shape of the relative amplitude envelope, although details of 

how he selected such vital physical variables as partition stiffness 

in order to achieve this degree of matching are somewhat' obscure by 

virtue of the difficulty of making total translations of his papers 

from the German. The fact remains that his physical constants are 

not based on Bekesy's or any other direct static measurements.

The locations of his calculated response areas along the cochlea as 

a function of frequency are roughly in agreement with Bekesy's data, 

but a serious deficiency lies in his phase characteristic as a 

function of distance. Ranke's short wave theory necessarily resulted 

in a decrease of partition travelling wave velocity as the point of 

maximum partition amplitude of vibration was approached and passed, 

followed first by an area of minimum wave velocity at a short 

distance beyond the maximum amplitude point and then by a rapidly 

recovering wave velocity.
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In this his final contribution to cochlear hydromechanics,

Ranke made one innovation, namely, that there are no pressure wave 

reflections within the scalae during normal inner ear excitation.

He had previously hypothesized on there being a strong wave 

reflection near to the point of maximum amplitude of vibration of 

the partition, occurring at the place where waves had ceased to be 

long in comparison with the dimensions of the cochlea. In his 1950 

paper, however, he considered that long wave equations were 

inadequate in this region, and he used more complex equations 

appropriate to short waves. Thus the strength of his approach lies 

in the fact that, purely from a hydrodynamic point of view, short 

waves propagate along the cochlear canal and reach a maximum 

amplitude at a point dependent upon frequency.

The essential weakness in his theory is assessed from his 

partition travelling wave propagation velocity results. Both model 

test data and experimental in vitro cochlear test results by Bekesy 

confirm that wave velocities display no minima for any but (possibly) 

very low frequency tones, and on the helicotrema side of the maximum 

amplitude region, partition wave velocities and wave lengths continue 

to decrease, giving rise to a continually increasing phase lag for 

partition vibrations.

Physical model tests performed for and reported in this thesis 

also strongly reinforce Bekesy's results in this regard.
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b. Zwislocki

Zwiiiocki's 1953 p a p e r i s  invaluable as a review of his 
(13)own work and that of Ranke , Kucharski, Reboul, Peterson and 

Bogert^^ and Fletcher .

His own analyses of cochlear dynamics are contained in his 

1948(8) and 1950(9) papers.

While Ranke's main contribution was to draw attention to the 

hydrodynamic response of the cochlea and the possibility of short, 

deep-water wave motion, Zwislocki concentrated on proving that the 

so-called cochlear resonators were in fact highly damped; viscous 

damping effects were shown to have a most significant effect on 

partition travelling wave response. He therefore classified his 

theories (and those of Ranke, who attempted to include damping in 

partition dynamics equations) as non-resonance theories, being 

superior to all other (resonance) theories.

A resume of his solution is given in Appendix I of this chapter. 

His results are very similar in nature to Bekesy's in all respects. 

However he did not attempt to reduce the limited data on cochlea 

physical properties to more than order of magnitude accuracy, nor 

did he estimate any detailed transverse shapes of the deflected 

basilar membrane upon which shapes hair cell shearing actions must 

be based. In his later equations he also ignored perilymph viscosity 

and compressibility. He ignored mass and damping variations for the 

cochlear partition, assiaaed linear elasticities, and did not consider 

longitudinal stiffness or the restraints applied to elements of ttu 

partition by neighbouring elements. He did not allow for cochlear
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duct sectional area variations in his numerical solutions. It is 

difficult to re-apply his expressions, especially the more complex 

ones, and it is also difficult to extract information other than 

partition response, for example, round window response and oval 

window impedance, from his relationships. Nevertheless, his theories 

and reviews have, up to tne present time, contributed far more 

complete an understanding of the nature and reasons for non-resonancs , 

damped, cochlear partition travelling waves^which display a discrete 

amplitude maximum,than have any other theoretical solutions.

It is unfortunate that no investigator has expanded or improved 

upon Zwislocki's work. This may be partly due to some difficulty in 

reading his (and Ranke's) publications and partly to occasional lack 

of clarity in his mathematical logic.

c. Peterson and Bogert

The single paper published by Peterson and B o g e r t i s  

particularly easy to read, and of the treatises mentioned in this 

review, presents the most obviously plausible approximate solution 

to linear cochlear dynamical theory. The authors developed a 

formulation similar to those of Ranke and Zwislocki, but with fewer 

geometrical and physical simplifying assumptions. They conceived of 

two compressional pressure waves travelling at high speed up the 

cochlea, one in the scale vestibuli and the other in the scala 

tympani. The resulting cyclic pressure difference between these 

waves at sections along the cochlea caused a partition displacement 

wave which propagated at relatively low speed.
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Despite the clarity of their mathematical model, they were 

restricted in the complexity of the situations for which numerical 

solutions were required by not having, at that time, access to an 

electronic computer. In particular, they were obliged to omit 

damping terms from cochlear partition dyhamic equations. A summary 

of and further comments on Peterson and Bogert's theory is given in 

Appendix II of this chapter.
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APPENDIX 2-1

SUMMARY OF ZWISLOCKI'S COCHLEAR THEORY^8>9^

From the basic equations of fluid mechanics, assuming partition 

waves are long with respect to the depth of the cochlear ducts, Zwislocki 

deduced a dynamic differential wave equation containing, he claimed, all

of the factors which influence the process of vibration:-
. 2_ .o * R,

è x 2
¿ 2 *F J o i f + 2 —  p

o
where x is the distance from stapes, t is a co-ordinate of time, p is 

the instantaneous pressure difference between the two scalae at distance x, 

y O  is the fluid density, R.̂  is the coefficient of fluid friction of 

perilymph per unit length of a scala, Fq is the mean cross sectional area 

of the scalae and J is the impedance of the cochlear duct per unit length.

For the compliance C, of the cochlear partition (inverse of 

elasticity), at any section x, he derived the following expression from 

Bekesy's static pressure test datai-

^x) " Co exp X)
where Co is the compliance at the stapes end and the dimensions of length 

units are cm, with/3 « 1,5 per cm. The general impedance of the 

partition, J, becomes

J - R2 + J [ w * - ^  exp (-/? x)J 
where R,, is a friction or damping coefficient, 6" is the effective mass 

of the partition, both functions of x, and w is the angular frequency.

The general wave equation then becomes
à 2P 2 (Rj + J «yo ) p

a * 2 “ Po (R2 0 ( w f - ^ )
When friction.coefficients and mass are eliminated, the solutions

to the resulting equationt-

2 2/°Co --- ♦ p w -----
* x 2

, exp (/3 x) . 0  
o '
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represent Bessel functions, which, together with the ends-of-scalae 

boundary conditions, generate standing waves in the cochlear partition, 

whose wave lengths, velocities of propagation and pressure amplitudes 

decrease towards the helicotrema, and whose displacement amplitudes go on 

increasing.

If friction only is eliminated, the relations become

equation gives the location of the resonance.

However, argued Zwislocki, for either linear or non-linear 

dynamic systems, the maximum amplitude of vibration cannot occur at 

the location of resonance as derived above, but when damping is present 

will occur towards the region of higher elastic impedance. The greater 

the damping the greater the shift of the maximum oscillation from the 

site of resonance. Therefore, with sufficient damping a state of 

resonance is not essential for the production of an area of maximum 

oscillation.

Having illustrated the influence of the various cochlear component 

mechanical properties on the type of response obtainable, whether standing 

waves or a resonant condition, Zwislooki observed that the elasticity 

(or stiffness) of the partition decreases rapidly with increase of 

distance from the stapes, while (he considered) mass, friotion and 

damping remain approximately constant. Because the damping is,

2

P
P° " F c  >

1

- 2 l°ge ^  )

when resonance may occur if the denominator of the first equation

equals zero, that is, if

and then ^ gives the corresponding resonance frequency and the lower
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„(15)
APPENDIX 2 - II

ciTvniABY OF COCHLEAR THEORY OF PETERSON AND BOGERTv

The origin of the co-ordinate system was fixed in a plane containing 

the oval and round windowB. The positive x direction is towards the 

helicotrema, which is located at x - 1. Their notation is as followss- 

A(x) > area of either scala, the two being assumed of equal area, 

at x, and A(x) - (0.029 - 0.005 x2) cm2 

b(x) a width of (uniform) basilar membrane and b(x) a (0.019 + O.OO93 x)cm. 

k(x) a stiffness of basilar membrane as a pressure per unit deflection, 

and k(x) a 1.72 x 10^ x e-2x dyne/cm^. 

m(x) a mass of scala media and partition membranes per unit area and
2

m(x) - 0.143 gm/cm #

a average density of perilymph a 1.0 gm/cm^.

c a velocity of sound in perilymph a 1.43 x 10  ̂ cm/sec.
2

p a gauge pressure at any point x in a scala, dynes/cm .

u . partiole velocity at any point x in the positive x direction

in a scala in cm/sec.

subscript v refers to quantities in the scala vestibuli 

subscript t refers to quantities in the scala tympani 

v(x,t) . vertical (downwards) membrane velocity cm/sec. at point x 

and time t.

r(x) . velocity resistance (visoous damping) of membrane per unit area. 

Hence the fluid equations of motion for the channels are

YT * -  (/o);fT
and . _ ( 1  ) l ! l

^ t ■ V s  ' d *

«hen fluid visoosity effects are negleoted.

Also assuming small membrane displacements, Peterson and Bogert’s 

continuity equations become I-

H I

r '

■ t

i u j
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Ò (uv A) A Ò P V
b X / O  C2 ò t ■
Ò (ut A) A * pt
Ò * " / o c 2 ò t

- v b

+ v b

where u, A, p, v, and b are all functions of x, and u, p and v  are 

also functions of t. Note that compressibility effects have been 

included.

Their equation for membrane motion was
• rPv  - P t - m v + r v + k /  v d t

The following variables are then introduced, corresponding to 

different normal modes of propagation, (longitudinal and transversal). 

P+ 2 (pv + V »
1 /

P" - 2 (pv - pt)

2 (uv + Ut>’ u- = 4  (u 2 ' v - «t)
The two fluid motion equations and the two continuity equations may thus

be combined to give the following two equations
,2I ifi Ißt') . L. J_A òx à 1/ c2 àt2

and - X  (a. àv_ _ _1 ^ 2;A òx V* Ò x J A T t  q 2 à t2
(1)

in which the variables in u are eliminated.

and 

Hence

p- m ^  ( m v + r v + k P  v dt)

and

àx
à Pt 
Òx

-/°¥î N

«-

j

(2)

(3)

If all variables oscillate sinusoidally with respect to time

P+

v

f rad/sec., then writing

P* .Jwt, I- . P- eJwt

V eJwt

U+ eJwt, - U- eJwt

and substituting these relationships in equations 1, 2 and 3, the authors 

obtained equations 4 to 8, in which the prime denotes differentiation 

with respect to xi-
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i  (A P+')' + \  P+ - 0
c

(4)

i  (A P-')' + ^4 p- - V - 0 
c

(5)

P- - + j ( j ) ) V (6)

P+' - - j W^/O U+ (7)

P-' . - j w/O U-

Defining a partition impedance as Z (x, w)

(8)

2
where Z (x,w) > k(x) - m(x) w + j w r (x) 

then from equation (6)

V - ( ) P-

which, substituted in equation (5) gives

(9)

i  (a p-')' + 4  (1 ♦ > p- - 0c

or J  (A P-')' + ( 4  * 2 P- - 0

(10)

C

where tf2 - 1 +
(11)

Thus i f  A ’ is approximately constant it is clear from the P+ wave 

equation (4) that the P+ wave travels along the scale with the velocity 

o f sound in perilymph, o, while equation (ll) shows that the P- wave, 

which disturbs the basilar membrane, travels at a velocity ^  .

Peterson and Bogert made approximate calculations of the variation 

of Y with frequency, and in doing so the viscous damping term r(x) was 

neglected, and at low frequencies below 100 Hz, they alBO neglected the 
mass component of impedance. Wave velocities at low frequency compared 

roughly with velocities derived from Bekesy data. They demonstrated 

that for resonant frequencies when Z approaches zero, Y beoomes infinite 

and the travelling wave is attenuated. They thereby showed that the 

distance x at which this ooours approaches zero for a frequency of 18 k Hz., 

which is approximately the upper limit of hearing.
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Thus they contributed a clear understanding of the travelling wave, 

and up to this point their theory is no more a resonance theory than is 

Zwislocki'e. They did not, however, consider any numerical trends or 

solutions for the general case of a complex partition impedance in which 

damping was allowed which must generate a complex value for '¡f , and by 

admitting real and imaginary components to displaced values of P- and 

P-" in equation (ll), result in out-of-phase components in all variables. 

Their approximate numerical solutions are also outlined:- 

Boundary conditions were stipulated, and the authors decided that 

at the helicotrema,

P- (1) - 0

and U+ (l) . 0

and at the round window,

P+ (o) - P- (o)

and at the oval window,

P+ (o, w) m 1.00 for convenience.

Introducing the numerical equation for A(x) into equation (4) they
- +>

obtained

whose solution is

P* • h  J.  [ f  (5.« -  * )] ♦ *2 » .  [ f  <5-8 -  x)]
where J and N are zero order Bessel functions of the first and secondo o
kind respectively, and and are constants determined from the 

boundary conditions that U+ (3.5) - P+' (3.5) - 0 and P+(o,w) . 1.0,

and are found to be linked by first order Bessel functions of both kinds.

Hence an exact expression for P+, in terms of JQ, J^, N q and 

Bessel functions of x was obtained, and the only relatively major or gross 

simplification involved in this exact solution is that perilymph visoous 

effects were ignored.
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No analytical procedure to solve equations (ll) for the P- wave 

could he found and so the equation was rather laboriously solved by 

numerical methods, without the benefit of an electronic digital computer. 

For three frequencies for which a singularity did not exist in 

equations (ll), namely 31.6, 100 and 316 Hz, numerical integration was 

commenced at the helicotrema end, x » 3.5, where P- (3*5) ■ 0 and a 

small positive value o£ was given to P-'(3«5)* *“>4 a step by step 

calculation carried backwards to the origin, and, the problem being 

linear, solutions obtained for pressures along the cochlea and at the 

oval window normalised to make P-(o) - 1.0.

For higher frequencies, between 10 and 1 kHz, a singularity in 

equations (ll) could not be avoided, and a series solution for P- around 

the singularity was successfully employed. This necessarily introduced 

complex values for P- during the excursion of the solution around each 

singularity, which complicated the calculations considerably.

As no damping was included in the numerical solutions for 

equations (ll), the final amplitude curves are undoubtedly steep 

resonance ourves which consequently bear little similarity to the 

Bekesy experimental data, either as regards frequency looii or phase 

variations.

Comments on Peterson and Bogert's Theory

Despite the disappointing results published by PeterBon and 

Bogart, their ingenuity in getting numerical solutions may be noted.

A few features of their theoretical formulation are open to 

criticism, while others are very useful. The following notes summarise 

these featuresi-

1* the form in which the wave equations (4) and (ll) sire presented 

has relieved much of the previous confusion surrounding soalae

pressure variations
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2. the coefficients of these pressure wave equations being seen to 

yield good approximations to fluid pressure wave velocities, the 

simplicity of these equations could be sacrificed in order to 

include seals fluid viscosity effects; also in order to allow 

for differences between scala vestibuli and seals tympani 

sectional areas, and equally, to permit other than simple linear 

variations in the physical properties, such as A, m etc. of the 

system.

3. partition impedances are limited to the case of linear stiffness 

components.

4. the singularities encountered by the authors could have been 

avoided had real damping coefficients for the cochlear partition 

been included in impedance data. The author's intention to reduce 

the difficulties of numerical solution by neglect of damping 

coefficients was in any case thwarted by their being obliged to 

introduce complex notation in order to continue solutions around 

the resultant discontinuities.

5« the two authors point out that future coohlear theories should

include both damping effects and a solution for continuous flexible 

membrane response, rather than the treatment, applied by themselves 

and all other cochlear theorists, of the partition as an assemblage 

of independent pistons.

Note that a distributed-parameter, membrane-system treatment, 

assuming many degrees of freedom and the possibility of longitudinal tensions 

restraining adjacent portions of membrane, will not have exactly the same 

effect as increased viscous damping of separate elements, despite Zwislocki's 

implications that adequate damping oan make the mathematical model wholly 

realistio.
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In troduction  atid Review.

Tho r o b lo n  o f  e s t im a tin g  the mass o f  th e  membranes and f lu id s  o f  the 

innoi: ear which co n tr ib u te  to  the in e r t ia  fo r c e s  o f  a v ib r a t in g  s c a la  media and 

coch lear p a r t i t io n  has co n fro n te d  many in v e s t ig a t o r s  d e s ig n in g  t h e o r e t i c a l  

models o f  tho human in n er e a r .

In  most an a lyses  o f  c o c h le a r  dynam ics, a so t o f  eq u a tion s  may be w r it te n  

representing  th e  f lu id  m echanics o f  the two m ajor sca la o  o f  the c o c h le a  and 

another so t o f  equ ation s may then  d e s c r ib e  the m otion o f  the p a r t i t i o n  sca la  

which sep arates the two main s c a la e .  By c a r e fu l  rep resen t ation  o f  th e  p h y s ic a l 

parameters in v o lv e d  and w ith  c o n s id e r a b le  su b s id ia ry  m athem atical c a lc u la t i o n ,  

ahese l a t t e r  equ ation s can  bo shown to  be c cco n d -o rd e r , p o s s ib ly  n o n - l in e a r ,  

p a rt ia l d i f f e r e n t ia l  e q u a t io n s , w ith  v a r ia b le  c o e f f i c i e n t s ,  in  Dz ,th c  membrane 

w isplaoenont. The problem  nay be c o n v e n ie n t ly  handled w ith  re a so n a b le  j u s t i f i 

ca tion  by r e co u rs e  to  "w edge" th e o r y , in  w hich, v ia  d i g i t a l  com puter te ch n iq u e s , 

the membrane respon se t>  p u re -to n e  s t im u la tio n  i s  c a lc u la te d  re p e a te d ly  at 

d if fe r e n t  s e c t io n s  a lon  • the c o c h le a  f o r  sm all increm ental le n g th s , th e  membrane 

p rop erties  b e in g  co n s id e re d  u n iform  w ith in  each a p p lic  .t io u  but d is co n t in u o u s  

between a p p l ic a t io n s .  ¡.lost t h e o r e t i c a l  c o c h le a r  mechanics in v e s t ig a t o r s  have 

e ith e r  s im p li f ie d  tho system  to  a two dim ensional s in g le —ie g r e e -o f - f r e o d o n  

lin ea r  d i f f e r e n t ia l  equ t io n  o r  have reduced the v a r ia b le s  to con v en ien t 

fu n ction s o f  X on ly , making in p a r t ic u la r  the s t i f fn e s s  term l in e a r ,  'fhe ev a lu a 

tion  o f  the e o lu t io n s  to  e it h e r  the p a r t ia l  o r  the reduced d i f f e r e n t i a l  

equ: t i o r s i s  dependent, in t e r  a l i a ,  upon a s c r ib in g  fu n c t io n a l v a r ia t io n s  and 

values to  th e  e f f e c t i v e  mass o f  the c o ch le a r  p a r t i t io n ,  do agreem ent e x is t s  

concerning c i t h e r  o f  th e s e .

Some au th ors in c lu d in g  B u d d e ^ ' and ..ilI :in 3 on  and C r a y ^  in  1924 have 

n r ju c j th a t masses o f  colum ns o f  f l u i d  between round and ov a l windows to g e th e r  

••ith tho e x c it e d  p o r t io n  o f  tho o o ch lo a r  p a r t i t io n  ".'are d i r e c t l y  r e le v a n t to  

the s u b je c t .  Among au th ors who have d iscu sse d  there s o - c a i le d  reson an cem
olumn hypotheses are von B e k e s y ^ \  VJever^^ and L it t le r ^   ̂• L i t t l e r ’ s review
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in clu des an o u t lin e  o f  the re lev a n ce  o f  th e  fa c t o r  o f  mass to  s e v e r a l  o f

these t h e o r ie s .  In  a sense o f  c o u rse , f l u i d  column m asses are r e le v a n t

to a l l  th e o r ie s  but perilym ph m otion , as w e l l  as o th e r  main sca le s

p r o p e rt ie s , can be p r e c is e ly  and c o n v e n ie n t ly  d e s cr ib e d  on ly  in  more

complete a n a ly se s , as by sep arate  e q u a tio n s  a lrea dy  m entioned.

Hanke ( 1 9 3 1 ^ ,  1 9 4 2 ^ ,  1 9 5 0 ^ ) ,  in  h is  t r e a t is e s  on f l u i d  m otion

in  the co ch le a  and p a r t i t io n  resp on se , a p p a ren tly  co n s id e re d  the a c tu a l

mass o f  the c o ch le a r  p a r t i t io n  in  h is  t h e o r e t i c a l  c a lc u la t i o n s ,  a lth ough

d e t a i ls  o f  and ju s t i f i c a t i o n  f o r  a c tu a l v a lu e s  te s te d  are  hard to  e s t a b l i s h .  
( M  ( 1 3 )

Uever (1949 and 1954 ) drew a t t e n t io n  to  the v a r ia t io n  in  mass

per u n it  len gth  o f  the b a s i la r  membrane and i t s  a s s o c ia te d  c e l lu la r  

s tru ctu re s , which he showed to  vary  about 4-g- f o ld ,  in c r e a s in g  from sta p es  

towards h e lico trem a , a s  compared w ith  I la rtr id g e  and B a n n is te r 's ^  ^  

estim ate o f  12 tim es. He gave d e t a i l s  o f  mean c r o s s  s e c t io n a l  a rea s  o f
2

th is  b a s i la r  m em bran e/cellu lar complex which lie  between about G.U05 mm
2at basa l end and about 0 .0 2 2  mm at a p ic a l  end. In  anoth er co n te x t  he

described  t y p ic a l  c r o s s  s e c t io n a l  area3 o f  sca la e  m edia, between 0 .1  and 
2

0 .3  mm area .

P eterson  and B ogert in  th e ir  m athem atical treatm ent o f  the

problem, s ta te d  c le a r ly  that the e f f e c t i v e  mass o f  the b a s i la r  and c o ch le a r  

duct was assumed to  be due to  the mass o f  f lu id  in  th e  d u ct , which, having 

roughly 25$ o f  the c r o s s - s e c t i o n a l  area o f  the main s ca la e , y ie ld e d  a uniform  

mass per u n it  area fo r  the p a r t it io n  o f  0 .1 4 3  grn/cm^. T h is  g iv e s  

approxim ately 0 . ( 0 2  gtn/cm a t  the stap es end and 0 .(  075 gm /cm .at tlie neUootrona.

F l e t c h e r i n t r o d u c e d  a rad ia n t mass concept to  a s e c t io n  o f  p la te  

v ib ra t in g  in  f lu id ,  and estim ated  th a t , f o r  a uniform  square b a s i la r  membrane 

se c t io n  o f  s id e  b cm, i t s  e f f e c t i v e  mass when o s c i l l a t i n g  was 1 .7 5  b^ tSrn• 

in clu d in g  the mass o f  l o c a l  c e l lu la r  and membranous s t r u c tu r e s .  C on siderin g  

each o f  these square elem ents to  extend o v e r  the normal w idth o f  the b a s i la r  

“ embrane he showed th at t h is  im p lied  th a t  as a fu n c t io n  o f  d is ta n ce  (X)

•'long the c o ch le a , m = 10( " 5 ’ 31 + ^ ^ g m .  This y i e l d s  an e f f e c t i v e  mass 

v a r ia tio n  between sta p e s  and h e lico trem a  o f  from 0 .0 004  gm/cm to  0 .0 0 3  gm/cm.
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In his discussions on scala media mass, Zwislocki (1950^^, 1953^^) 

defines an efi'ective mass of the cochlear partition which he says should be 

based on the mean cross sectional area of the cochlear duct. In as ’far as 

this tern is relevant to his arguments and theory, it was assumed to be 

approximately constant.

hause^1^  used a constant value of 0.05 cm/cm2, which, although chosen 

mainly for purposes of demonstration of his techniques, lies within the 

FI- tcher results.

Klatt^^ justified a factor of of the effective partition mass which
(17)was later applied by Klatt and Peterson' , who quoted two ranges of values for 

m a s  as being experimental data. The first of these ranges, quoted as being 

from Fletcher, although the values do not agree with Fletcher's, is 0.000033 

gn/cn at the stapes end to 0.0018 gm/cm at the apical end. The second range is 

said to include the mass of the entire soala media and is constant at 0.0067 ga/ 

cn. however, in their mathematical model they used a different, very wide range 

of 0.0000167 gsy'cm at the basal end to O.OO67 gm/cm at the apex.

Table 1 summarizes these fi.yures.

In t!ie present state oi the subject it seems that any mathematical theory of 

cochlear ¡.otion is compare . with and judged by the classical 3ekesy experi

mental data. (This comp ricon is a.s much by phr.se change along the length of 

the cochlear as by amplitude response of the basilar membrene.) It is neither 

adequate nor acceptable simply to devise a mathematical formulation and 

solution which fits, more or less, the results. If a serious attempt is to be 

made to introduce physical parameters which will describe the real situation 

it is imperative that bottcr-than-order-of-magnitude accuracy is achieved.

This study is an attempt to achieve such accuracy via an experimentally 

- supported hydrodynamic analysis and computer evaluation. It is only when 

the available experimental data has been analysed with accuracy that an 

extrapolation into the region of the cochlea for which little experimental 

¿-ta exists has any validity.



Table 1. Review of cochlear partition effective naso ranges as employed 

by various cochlear theory investigators.

11 far enee ilasa/unit distance along 

cochlea in gr/cra

Liass/unit area of b.silar 

membrane in ¿n/cx?

Stapes end Apical end
-- 1-----

Stapo3 end 1 Apical end
________________________ ______________

Before 1930 Resonance and fluid column hypotheses.

:ianl:e(7),(G),(9). A varying effective mass, based on the section of

scala media.

Peterson and

Eogert (ll) 0.002 0.0075 0.143 0.143

Fletcher (12) 0.0004 0.0055 0.03 0 .11

llause (15) 0.0007 0.0020 0.05 0.05

IClatt and Poterson(l7) 0.000017 0.007 0.001 0.13

" ,

• 1 i * J
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I. 7011 XTiATIOi: Or -HU ¡.10DEL

The length of the human adult scala media is 30 to
35mm, its width, in the plane of the basilar membrane and the
osseous spiral lamina, varies between 0.75 and 1.5nm, and its
height, that is the dimension normal to the latter piano and
between it and the top of Itelssner's membrane, adjacent to the
scala vostibuli, varies between 0.3 and 0.9mm. The mean cross

2sectional area of the scala media is 0.10 to 0.3bmm . The scala 
media itself is surrounded by perilymph, which has a density very 
close to that of the endolynph which fill3 the scala media.
Pressure waves in the perilymph, that is Ln the two main scalae 
of the cochlea, disturb the cochlear partition, (the scala media 
and enclosing membranes) and set it vibrating in certain regions 
along its length. Associated with a pressure wave in a fluid 
there is always an accompanying particle motion, and in the vicinity 
of a section of the cochlear partition which has been set into 
vibration there is necesssriLy a matching transverse vibration 
of the surrounding fluid in the two main scalae. So it is to bo 
expected, considering the viscosity of endolymph, that an induced 
movement of the basilar membrane will be accompanied by motion of 
adjacent liquid in the scala media, with corresponding motion of 
other fluid in the scala and of the relatively light, flaccid 
Scissnor's membrane, and that this integral motion of the whole 
partition will tend to occur in a direction perpendicular to the 
basilar membrane and not be diffused longitudinally along the 
cochlear.

It has been deduced from the experimental stiffness 
test data contributed by von Bckesy that it is mainly the basilar 
membrane itself, but also the additional stiffening effects of its 
supported structures, cells and membranes and the resistance to 
deflection which is the result of tectorial membrane/reticular lamina/ 
cilia shearing action, which governs the elasticity of the cochlear 
partition.

Consequently, any local unbalance of fluid pressure 
in the two main 3calae at seme section along the cochlea would bo 
expected to deflect the scala media local to that section in a 
manner dependent upon the elastic characteristics
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of the basilar membrane and its cellular complex. Nov; it is clear 

that if the scala media is wholly filled with a near incompressible 

liquid, any notion of any part of its fluid or enclosing membranes

.nunt result in a natural and repeatable notion of some other part of it 

according to the equation of continuity div^ov) = 0. Applying this 

equation and assuming that the fluid field contains potential flow,

(i.e. fluid particles ere irrotetional and inviscid within the scala 

media) it follows that the deflecting shape of the basilar membrane 

will determine the vector representing motion of each and every moveable 

particle comprising the scala media at that section. This also applies 

to deissner's membrane when this is considered as having negligible stiff

ness compared with the basilar membrane. In fact in the fluid mechanic 

sense, one can model the iteissner boundary as one which, being very 

flaccid and of much the same density as the liquid on either side of it, 

the liquid does not notice. That is, its motions are dictated by the 

surrounding fluid motions which are themselves approximately continuous 

across this boundary.

Thus one major property of the theoretical model of the scala media, 

by which its eifective mass in the oscillating state is to be calculated, 

is that of a potentiel flow field, within wliich inertia forces on each 

fluid particle will predominate over Iteissner"s membrane clastic forces, 

endolymph compressibility forces and endolymph viscous forces, in which 

case the whole scala media at any section must vibrate completely in 

phase. Allowance for endolymph viscosity must be made in order to 

justify the assumption that scala media movement is confined to the 

transverse direction and is not diffused longitudinally. Other effects 

of endolymph viscosity are confined to the viscous damping coefficients 

in the equations for scala medi;, motion, (not the scopo of this paper).

As regards compressibility, if the speed of sound in endolymph is of 

the order of 1500 m/sec, then at a section responding to 15 kHz, the wave 

•sngth being 1cm, the phase lag across a maun height of scala ..edia of 0.5mm vóli not

I
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be greater than 0.10TTwhich even at the banal end of the scala 
media is sufficiently small to have an unimportant effect on the 
ensuing calculations. There is no experimental evidence of a phase 
difference greater than this occurring in the scala media.

Some evidence for the assumptions regarding localization 
of the response, phase insensitivity and the part played by Reissner's 
membrane can be found in von Bekesy's experimental observations:

1) The cochlear duct acts in such a way as to prevent any 
lateral flow in response to rapidly changing transverse movements.

2) The displacement of the cochlear partition for frequencies 
below 2-3 kHz showed no phase difference between movements of scala 
media membranes.

3) There were no phase differences observed among movements 
of the basilar membrane, the organ of Corti and the tectorial membrane.

4) If Reissner's membrane was removed along the cochlear 
partition, it was easily seen with the phase stroboscope that the 
tectorial membrane, the organ of Corti, and the visible part of 
basilar membrane vibrated completely in phase, so that it is 
proper to consider the entire cochlear partition as a single 
structure.

5) The measurements show that it is, as Hensen and Helmholtz 
have argued, the basilar membrane that determines the movement
of the cochlear partition.

6) The deflection of the partition closely resembles 
that of a bar fixed at one end (limbus) and whose free end becomes 
a membrane completing the partition.

7) (For guinea pig.) When the point of maximal transverse 
vibration along the basilar membrane was observed and the 
frequency was increased three times, no subdivision of the basilar 
membrane in the transverse direction could be found, but there 
remained a small phase difference between the centre and the edge of the 
membrane. From this observation comes the theoretically important 
conclusion that the mechanical load concentrated at one point of
the basilar menbraneby the pillars of Corti is relatively small 
compared with the load of the surrounding fluid.
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a) If the cochlea is exposed to very intense sound, then
in general the first event is that the cell 3 of Hensen separate from 
the basilar membrane and the reticular membrane. They float in 
the endolynph freely.

IA Application of potential theory with point sources

Consider the scala media as a right angled triangle witi. 
no flow across its orthagonal boundaries and the centre of the basilar 
membrane represented by a single simple source. Applying mirror-image 
sources at (c,o) and (-c,o) (Fig.l) there will be no streamlines 
across the x = o or the y = o boundaries, but there will be a streamline 
co-incident with these boundaries. This infinite field is of ever 
decreasing velocity (as w = m/v), becomes less significant with 
distance from the sources, and is well represented in the physical 
situation by the transverse motion of the perilymph in the scala 
vestibuli, and further out still, by longitudinal perilymph wave 
motions, by which all transverse motion is initiated.
For the two point sources shown, (see Appendix I)

W  = m log0 (z - c) + m logg (z + c) 

where W is a function of (x + iy).

But f/ is the potential function,
\ is the stream function.

And

V» » m tan”^ +x-c

7

» 1 * M









Table 2. Variation of velocity of Reissner's Membrane with abscissa x,

when x is expressed as a fraction of the duct width b, for 

point source excitation (see fig.1). Various configurations 

representing the slope of Reissner's Membrane, l.'r, and the 

position, c, of the point source (again in terms of width b) 

are included, and the units of velocity are arbitrary.

Slope Position of Velocity at abscissa x =

l'r Source, c. 0.1b 0.3b 0.5b P.7b 0.9b

0.5 0.2b 1.76 2.07 1.66 0.98 0.58

0.5 0.6b 0.71 o.ao 1.51 2.96 1.13

1.0 0.2b 1.63 2.28 2.81 2.61 1.33

1.0 0.6b 1.14 1.36 1.86 3.46 3.33

1.5 0.2b 1.33 2.00 2.95 3.69 3.16

1.5 0.6b 1.10 1.46 2.00 3.40 5.32

2.0 0.2b 1.09 1.70 2.75 4.18 4.42

2.0 0.6b 0.97 1.38 2.00 3.33 6.75
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of analysis should, except for the regions very near to the x and 
y axes where even a flimsy membrane must impede fluid movements, 
approximate that of Reissnec's membrane during fundamental harmonic 
vibration of the cochlear partition. These values show that the 
largest velocities and hence the largest amplitudes of vibration 
occur towards the lower end of Reissner's membrane. This becomes 
more marked as the slope increases, the location of the maximum 
becoming less dependent upon the actual location of the source. Even 
at low membrane slopes, the maximum amplitude occurs on that side of 
the point source towards tho lower end of the membrane. This 
accords well with the fact that the lower attachment of Reissner'3 
membrane to the limbus is mechanically rather weak and even f>ldcd, 
and with Dekesy’s repeated observations that the lower portions of 
Reicsner's membrane moved with maximum amplitude during static 
tests, and apparently also during dynamic tests.

Hence it is suggested that while assumptions inherent 
in a potential field model of the scala media are quite unacceptable 
in '»he general dynamic situation, tho approach is sound enough for 
the estimation of cochlear partition effective mass.

The question then arises as to the influence of the 
actual shape of the amplitude (and velocity) function of the 
vibrating basilar membrane. In the above elementary analysis a 
point source has been assumed. As a source, however, the basilar 
membrane may occupy as much as half of the width, b, of the scala 
media, and its region of maximum vibration amplitude may not be 
assumed to lie centrally.

One method of approximating the true basilar disturbance 
function is to apply a number of spatially distributed point sources 
and their images, all of varying strengths relative to one another. 
This approach would introduce a number of mathematical singularities 
and would cause difficulties in later calculations which rely on 
mathematical transformation of the scala shape. Furthermore the 
number of such point sources required to model the disturbance 
function sufficiently accurately would result in voluminous and clumsy

V l  4 A A
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mathematics which would not be amenable either to generalization or further 

refinement.

I.B . A p p lica tio n  o f  p o t e n t ia l  theory  w ith  d is t r ib u te d  s o u r c e s .

Let the potential flow field bounded in the first quadrant by x = o and 

y = o be excited by a simple harmonic function modelling the basilar membrane 

displacement and velocity pattern, beginning at the point (x^,o) and extending 

to (x̂  + f, 0). The effects of the following assumed functions have been

assessed. See Fig.3«

1) . v(x)1 = M ^(x - xn)2 - f(x - x1)^

This is a symmetric function about (x^ + f/2) and is parabolic. It represents

closely the pressure-deflected shape of a pure membrane.

2) . v(x)2 = N ^(x - x,)3 - f(x -

This is an assymmetric function with zero slope at x = x^ and having maximum 

amplitude at x = x^ + 2f/3. It represents the mirror image of the shape of

the basilar membrane under pressure loading.

v(x)., = P^(-X + X1 + f)^ - f(-X + X^ + f)2^

This is also an assymmetric function, with zero slope fit x = + f and

having maximum amplitude at x = x. + f/3. It represents, as closely as any 

simple expression can, the displacement pattern observed for the basilar membrane 

by von Gekesy.

Using potential function ^ ;

(>t, y) = X(x) Y(y)

Y d 2 / x dfT „X

¡ 7  + dy2
1 dfx 1 d ^
X dx2 “ Y . 2 1 dy
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sin six + Be °^cos</. x + Ce-<* ysin«/x + fe-0  ̂ycoso4 x

cosol x - _ a( y  . 7 Be sinocx + r. y  ✓Ce co g  (xx - D e~°*  ysino4x)

sinoix + Be ^coso ( x  - -  o t vCe” " sirici x - De” ®^ycos </ x)

•;oïj boundary conditions are
( Ì É  )x /x = 0

0(8)
( I ? ) -
( I f ) ( : : ,y )  = (^>y)(-x,

y = oo

From coni itions (2), (4) and (5) it is clear that the acceptable condition is that 

= De”^ y cosofx

If now, appropriate to the second boundary condition oq.(3), a function g (o4 ) 

in series form is introduced which is obtainable by inverse Fourier transforms, 

and which satisfies the <f> potential function, then this function g'(o4 ) can be 

used to define the x axis boundary conditions.

That is 

Then 

And

(|“ )y_0 is defined as v(x) which, on the lino y = 0 is aero for -x^< x$ x^

w * -or |x|^|x^ + f| but is non-zero for j x^-c |x|«r |x̂  + f|

*ll0n f  -</ G (oC ) cos at x d«4 = v(x)
-'o

and by an inverse Fourier Transform, applying to a half plane solution
A*>H)

~oi J  (al) =  /  v  (x) c o s  oi x cIk (f)

It is shown in Appendix U  that, for the symmetrical velocity pattern v(::)1, 

-etorniaation of g (o4 ) and integration according- to equations (6) leads to

( W  Œ y f  -

(y*~ï~C2 i( AC) ~Xfô„c ) ~i(Y+ 3 D) +an~'(£*E-0 )

------------- 7 ~ { *) \(a 2 - /c>)

l
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and ! 2
3 T (| * , _  -.f-X ( / - A C )  + l ( j ‘+ 8 D ) .
2 M  'd< J

/o?e (yi+ D i^ +  ¿-(¿A ~-f) ian

i---------------------- <9)
(/\2-ll)

\ here A = x, + f + x , and B = x.j + f - x ^
L------------------- -(/oj

-ml C = x1 + x , and D = x - x1 J

?he above expressions, ecins(s) and ($>)> satisfy the boundary conditions 
of eqns (2 ), (3), (4) and (5).
For the aosymotrical velocity pattern -/(x^* it is shown in Appendix 113 that

5 : ( $ ) -  ~ ¥ (+■>■*<)~ % t o - * ( 3A

< " )11111 (a i -h,)

z n  +T(yx(3*-2f ) - 4 r ( y Y 3 8 ' 2 ^ ) - 8 ^ ) .

'  ^-----------------------------(J)

lor the op ositely assyruaotrioal velocity pattern v(x),,^sce appendix lie)

I t  ( i f )  ~  +- A (3 A -2 - f ) ) lo ] ' ( j (p Q )  +  B(3B-2f)}

lole( ^ 0  ^ c )  - ¿ - ( v r 3 B - ^ +  b' d) .

Vr - B0>
:-nd for the velocity in the direction parallel to the x axis,

(A2 - l<ij

" *  j£ (4 -* ,t -3 f )  —  £ (y 'f 3 A  — {)-/)*£■) /of*.(-jfr££ij -f -

i(f(^-f) + a* e) !.*(&&)-J£(f-A(sA-2<))^'(£Lc)
y y

-— (>+)
(A2-20)



_ section IA, the line y - a - Mrx represents Reissners membrane,

a4>
d tll6 velocity normal to this line is given by

___
/ M 7  +  I / M / t  l

hence the normal velocity pattern of the membrane may be commuted for

ench of the v(x>1t v(x)? and v(x)^ distributed sources, and w ill , 

according to the assumptions made, be very closely representative of the 

actual velocity function of this membrane except at and very close to the 

x and y axes. A detailed knowledge of the velocity pattern is an 

essential prerequisite for any effective mass calculation.

II. Effective Hass Calculation

II.A. Right-angled triangular representation.

To calculate the effective mass of fluid enclosed in a right-angled 

triangular scala media, the following assumptions and concepts are 

employed:

a) , frictionless, potential flow fields exist for the in-phase macs

components (only) as lias applied in the analysis so far.

b) . the total energy within the oscillating scala media at any instant

is its kinetic energy at that instant. That is, the total energy 

is the sum of the kinetic energies of all particles within the 

cochlear partition (i.e. no body forces or potential energy).

c) . the total energy for fluid and cell particles comprising the

cochlear partition is equal to the total kinetic energy for particles 

in an idealized, potential column of matter having basilar membrane 

width f, and height H, the mass of which column is then defined as 

the effective mass of the cochlear partition.

Consider a column of fluid of height H, density>0, of unit thickness

■md of width f, seated coincident with the basilar membrane, and having motion

ll*entical with it, so that, as a bounded potential field, the velocity of any

clement (x,y) within the oclixnn is equal to the velocity w = io + j(v(x) =
\A \ \

basilar membrane st that same value of x ,and is inuepenJ.ent of y. fora

\\&  AS~(x.o)) of tte
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thin vertical section of this column of width dx, (Fig.4), • ,|

kinetic energy = ¿yOH v2(x) dx.

Hence for basilar membrime velocity function vfx)^ the total energy of the |
+ +) 2 /f

colu m n , ¿v  = / ¿-/OH v  ( x )1 dx = /O m t  f  (X4+f2X2-2fX3) dX I
J  x-. 2 J  o

/o h i.r s? 
X 60

and for basilar membrane velocity function v(x)2> total energy in column, Eg, is j
Eg = J 1 |/OH v‘-(x)g dx ' '

J

• • 20 - /O H h2 f7
210

l!ow consider the right angled triangle representing the scala media (Fig.4). 

dividing each of its tv/o perpendicular sides into K small equal strips will
l

yield aoprox. small rectangles of intersection within the triangle. Consider1
2 IfQ,an;1, ona of these small elements having unit depth, and sides yrr" , ^  .

Consider!»^; the fluid enclosed in the scala media to have the same mean density, ;
I

/°, as that of the idealized equivalent columrj, the energy of the small rectangle | 

of fluid at (x, y) = |  ( ( | Î )2(x,y) + (| y )“(".y))
f iu.l K

-he total energy of matter within the triangle can be ob..aimed by sumnating 

all of the elements, giving,

u.nce in case of v(x)^

H = 120 a“-

y -
< <tt>‘(xfy) + ( ^ 2<,, ,)>

1Î X2!5 Tt2

r t l i i i 2 . c ZLl£')2} 
t t 211 b» ' + ' 21.1 by ' '

"
*

and for v(x).

H 420 a
f ? 7 ^ 2r

( ( / 2L
 ̂  ̂ 211 V 2 + '  2IT b y '  '

aass of the idealized, equivalent column of unit thickness, 

Ae “ H i / °
'’tile actual mass of tiie sc^.la media, for unit thickness,

l a_ jn
a u rrC, *

. * -'■-o oi effective' mass/actual mass of scala media
2H fae 

A a

■ i • J 1 • V•*A. ■ «I
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which in the case of v(x)1 yields

and for v(x)„,

rv(x)x

^(x).

240 a
K2f4

840 a 
K^f^n2'

* y
^  ( )

The summation over the elements was carried out using an Elliott 4130 
digital computer. Programmes evaluated the Reissner boundary amplitude 
and velocity profiles and, in particular, the effective scala masses 
for any value of M^, x^ and f.

Comparison of results was facilitated by normalizing the 
scala media sizes of the several shapes for which solutions have been 
sought by expressing all dimensions as a percentage of the height of the 
partition, i.e. the partition height has been reduced to unity 
throughout. It is the shape of this scala, including the geometry of 
its basilar membrane location relative to the wall of the spiral ligament 
which is the main factor of significance to the effective mass. As 
it is suspected that the density of the relatively small bulk of the 
cellular structures adjacent to the basilar membrane is very close 
to that of the endolymph, namely about 1.05 to 1.10 as compared with 
1.05, a single density value (1.05) was assigned to the whole scala 
at this stage, although it is relatively simple to assign different 
densities to different areas of the scala in the computer programmes.

It has been established that for a range of K2 of 100, 400, 
1600 to 64OO and with the most critical values of M , x. and f, that K2A- i. A
of 1600 yielded results of adequate accuracy (worst error 1 part in 10' ).

Hence, as finally programmed, the following expressions 
were employed.

rv(x)x

rv(x)2

Typical values of r computed for various geometric variations 
presented in Table 3. (for angle <- = 90°)

A general mathematical technique is thus developed, based 
on the Laplacian or potential field'nodel, to compute the effective mass, 
based on

____ 60
1600 TT

210
1600 TT f

___* y rrJLzl.}2 . (—  i-l'i2 3 
2f4 ^  *' ‘X; (x.y)^ TyJ (x,y)1;

1 x y / / T  /TT o'i\2 \
T Z  . N àx'(x.y) N ‘y' (x,y)„'
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n,r̂ , considerations, of any right angle triangle-sectioned uniform, fluid duct 

:z - is disturbed by a partial bound.ry norabrano,moving', or vibrating with 

r-.-ls iunaonic ..ration,in a known nod a.

11.A. ..bn-ri ht an :led  tr ir u y .u la r  ra r c s e n ta t io n .

It is unfortunate that the best triangular approximations to the shape of 

the seada media include, both acute and obtuse angled triangles at different 

sections along the length of the cochlea.

By applying the technique of conformal transfomation, it is possible to 

calculate the velocity vector field in a general (deformed) triangular space by 

referring each point considered to a more conveniently analysed right angled 

tri.ngular space, both spaces still retaining the qualities of a potential field. 

Consider the t(u, v) plane and the s (::, y) plane (dig.5). 2y application of the 

ta.isfornstim c j.n 
n u

tne space bounded by the typical A  and u lines in the t plane (whose 

included angle is , may be comf-rually transformed into the space bounded 

uy the viglvo angled as:es y and x respectively in the 3 plane.

From z £  tn

-nus

i.e., x + iy = ^ (u iv)n

x = r cos© = — Iln cos(n£) 

y = r sin© = — lin sin(n40and

oh oust bo true for all values of 

Hence C  r J lr a —  Hn
e = n (f>

'■u: the point z (x^, O) transforms to t (u^, O), both or. the x or u axes, in

-•’■ich case,as both.© and ^ > = 0 ,  . • ui = ( £  x -|) 71

The point 3(0, yL) transforms to t (uu,, v2) and all points on the 3 plane

J “--is transform to joints all on the t plane X line. Conversely the point 

•(-I v) transforms 

^udlariy as
to z (x, y) as detailed above.

t = ( £  « ) *
* I 1

i.e. u + iv = ( £  )“ (x + iy)n
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• ii A
. . R  (cos <f> + i sin <^) = ( “ J r "  (cos©/n + i sin& /n) 

divine u = H cos = ( —  r̂ f* cooS'/n ,

v = il sin = ( f  t f  sin^/n

and R = ( —  )' c y I

Consider two possible shapes of scala media described in fig.6 as triangles 

in tha t plane and let the apex of each triangle bo the point (u,, = a) where, ^

in each case, a is the height of this point above the u axis.
1 I

Let each of these t piano triangles be conformally transformable via the 

formula s - ^(t) into a right angled figure in the a plane of height also a,

i.c. apex of a plane triangle is the point (0, a). ■(

. . sin TT_ =

c / \l-n / . ii \- = (a) (sin =- )rr
n '--- 2n

As before, a was maintained as 1 in all computations, and in the computer

. rojrar.ir.os, the insertion of

( ■ \ ( s m

enaurci that both t plane and s plane triangles were of unit height. Using *liis 

Identity, any point within a t plane triangle nay be transformed to the s plane, 

-bo straight line representing the iieissner boundary in the t plane transforms 

into a curve In the s plane, and a point (u.j, 0) in the t plane transforms to 

the point ( ^ (Ul)n , o),

that is, ( ( Ul sin |^)n , 0) 

on tho x axis of the s plane.

In order to determine sntual velocities, a velocity transformation from 

— flans to t-plane must bo executed.

Chen v^ = a = It, sin TT* 
1 2n

in t plane

and a = r, sin "U 
J 2

ii 4
U

ol

ii

c , n 'I 
n "3 i• l|

•
. ilj = a(sin IL)-1

2n;
1 I’

• ill
and rU sin Tt_ = c . n

\1 |1 13 2n n 3 1 l
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Then

From z = £  (t)n n x '

x + ty \ n« £.(u + * vn >

¥  +
i $1 -  c (« + - ) " "

_  c R (f.i (n-i)4> + 1 »'"in -0 <f>)

¥  +  ov 1 ¥
_  e x  ^u +

- c l  R*'' (n-i) 4* +  1 *>" (*->)<p)

-  c R " "  ( - sin t  +  i cos(n-)(f>ÿ

Hence c) X
à u

=■ -  y ■ =  C  R  cos ( ►"» - cj>
'b*

± 1 ^ ^ x —• c R s • n  ̂r» - 
b v

But vj> —  à* +  ^ ày
^x à y <)m

I t _  âife c R coi (n-i) 4> +  c R sin(n-i)(f> 
'à x oy

A rxei. ^d>
^ V

_  _  à t  c R  *.« (n-i)(f> +  c R  coî(n-i)(f> 
T>x dy

• ‘f -
/ \ n r»

-  -  (•” £ )  e

* • ^  Cl
-

if
*  (■'-)

=  real part of s'u

and

( — ) l 3 u  /  t plane

f à i )
V 'èv/t plant

imaginary part of z'u

-  I à ) / &  (* '-) + ( ^ l  ? ( * '» )

It is this format which has boon used successfully in the computations.
> <j> , . . èAny point in the t plane for which vertical or horizontal ^  ̂

sosjonantaof velocity are required* and such points include the deissner 

aouai.y  as well as the general net of yrid points considered in the effective 

sas ; .nerjy summation, is first transformed into the z plane. At this z plane 

-aceiion, \.ith its orthogonal bound.ricsj and ^ a r e  evaluated.

-Tno complex function z'u is then evaluated for the point on the t plane
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beinj considered using the expression z u = n ( sin —  )n (t)r‘“
»

The red and imaginary parts of z u are then used in the appropriate equations

i-h ^  and ^  for the transformed ooint to yield and at the t
'•n M  Y I  *Y d« Sv
■lane ooint considered. As regards the boundary velocity functions v(x)1 and I 

v(x) ,ctĉ it is cloar that they will ho changed in a conformal transformation from 

one plane to the other, the transformed function becoming more distorted relative j 

to the original function as n departs further from unity.

go»7 the functions v(x) ̂ , v(x)2 and v(x) -j are, for the sake of mathematical ' 

convenience, necessarily only applicable to the z piano. It therefore remains to 

express these as t plane functions, and to assess their distortion when in the t 

piano.

Consider the point(u2, o) on the u axis of the t lane transformed from 

the yoint (x2,o) in the z plane, (Hcfer to Figs. 5 and 6).

*2
1 1 

(x2)n /  sin ^  = S(x2)n

where S = l/sin ^

- f (* - *,))

. . for Xg in terms of 7^,

*  ■ f t ) ”
Considering v(x)^ = II ^(x - x-j

bet u1 -  G, f1 = x2 - x1 , Ug —  G + F

■•here G is the distance, in the non-right angled triangular representation, from 

the origin of co-ordinates to one side of the region of excitation and (G+F) is 

the distance to the other side of the region, the wi th of the region therefore 

-sing .. Those distances correspond tox^,(x^ + f) and f respectively in the 

-igut angled triangular representation and also in the z-plane tr;.nsforr.iation.

«•"» >(•), - u [ ( < 1 ) “ - ( f  ) * ) 2 - ('(£ -tr ) n - (§) - < D i

„ /  2n n n n  n n \
. . v(u)-] = — jn ( u - u ( (g  + r) + g ) + o (o + y) I

-1-' is zero when u = G and when u =G + F .nd displays a shape very similar to 

of v(x)2 as n rises from 1 towards 2 

U. (2n u2""1 - n ( (G -,*F)n + Gn ) u11-1)  /

— plane shape of v(x)„as n rises from 1 towards 
to dv(u)1 

du
displa'

„2n

ys a maximum negative value of v(u). when (u)
n _ (G -i- F)n + (C)n
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If, for the purposes of illustrating the location of 
these maxima for variations in n, tho severest case is assumed vrhen 
3 (and hence x^) is almost zero, and F (and hence f) i3 large in 
comparison, £

then consider u = ~  .

Clearly, when n = 1 and there is no transformation, i.e. 
the t plane axes are orthogonal, and the maximum occurs at u = F/ 2 

i.e. the function v(x)^ is symmetric.

When n = 2, u = 0.7F gives the location of the maximum, 
which implies a less symmetrical function than v(x)2 in which the 
maximum occurs at 0.67 f°

When n = 1.2, representing a 75° included angle in the 
t plane, which is the smallest angle expected to be encountered in 
cochlear variations, the maximum is located at u = 0.55 F.

When n = 0.75, representing a 120° included angle in the 
t plane, which is the largest angle expected to be encountered, the 
maximum is located at u = 0.4 F.

Hence between 120° and 75° included angle variations, 
the use of the basilar boundary velocity function v(x)^ will present 
an approximately symmetric function to the real (t plane) model, 
but one which varies more towards the likely correct basilar membrane 
actual velocity pattern, (as described by v(x)^) in the regions 
for wldch n<l.

Similarly, the function v(x)2 which is assymmetrically 
loaded towards the limbu3 and bony spiral lamina in the z plane will 
more or less retain this characteristic in the t plane. But for areas 
where n- 1, where the included angle becomes obtuse, the shape of the 
function will tend to approach the symmetry of v(x)^. It should be 
clear therefore that the choice of velocity functions v(x)^, v(x)2, 
v(x)j etc. is influenced not only by their z plane shapes but also 
by the variations in included angle of the t plane axes, representing 
variations in organ of Corti geometry. As there is a limit to the number 
oi such functions for which the potential analyses can be made, it remains 
a matter of interpolation as to which function to apply to any one section 
of the cochlea. In any case, as the results will indicate, the different 
functions have only a limited effect'on
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the: affectivo mass of the scala media. I

Corisiderlng v ( .)2 => N  [ (* (*a

Î
As before, if u1 = +o

IIro P, and (u,0 ) uep;cements the t plane transform- I

ation of s plane point ( x, 0)

then
V K  * ' N  [ ( ( f ) - ■ (f )" ) - (c&

»+ F 
S )-®tf )-(§)"/]

?
I.
I

• v (u)^ _  N
c 3'

I 3  n 2n,J U - U (' 2 G n+(c,+ F) ") + nu
1 1

b L f

Aj:tin this checks as being 0 v/henu = G and u = G + 1

It is now possible; to perform a recalculai Ion of en:trgy of ido.al.Lsed fluid
I

columns. Jho concept of a bounded, ideal column of potential (in the irrotational 

sense) natter, mounted upon the basilar membrane, maximum kinetic energy of which 

c ion is equal to the maximum kinetic energy of the .natter comprising the scala 

media, has been outlined ir. section IIA.

In order to use this concent for the inclined axes situation, it is now
/ V  f  2/necessary to calculate the equivalent of the term J x v“(x)dx. 

i.hus for v(u)^ velocity distribution in the t plane,

(« ( « ) , )*—  p * £ u * n- 2  u 3n( ( G + F ) n+  6 , " ) +  & '’ (&+ F ) n 4-

( ( & 4 f ) %  G n j 2) -  2  u " G n ( 6 +  F ) ^ ( 6 +  F)n+  6 hj  +  G  CG + F T j  

-  i j T p i  - 2  F) \  6 ” ) +JL ' v V  S *n jjVn-t-l 3n+l ̂  J J  2  h + l

2 6 g " ) ‘) - 2 * £

+■ - i ^ t F r l  
Jfr)*•— thm expression has been programmed and computed in this form 

Similarly for v(u)_

iV
111

+ 1 -, 5n + l . v "Tn T I -j v--- -2_u-- (e4) + “---(E4+2.E2)
5n+l  Sn+I  4- n +1

An-H

-  2  u
Jn+I

3n +l
( E 6 + E 4 . E 2 )  4. ì l ! 1 V é 2;I4 2 . E 4 . E 6 ) - 2 u! ! ,( e 2 .E 6 ) + ^ ( e 6)1

' 2r»+1 ' ' n+l
la)





2, Acute case with v(u)2

Sinilcrly
acute = 2F^

/TT à<t>.2 /TT^v2)
(Ñ  &  + % S 7  V

(sin'n'/2n)6n n ? (integrand of (v(u)2)2j°

3. Obtuse case y/ith v(u)^. See Fig.6b

In these computations involving an obtuse angled triangle, a and a/¡.l were 

each divided into K = 4̂  strips for tho particle energy summation.

. . .¿acinum kinetic energy of each small rectangular element of matter

- v v H  *
/0<J\2

> + (^ }

lotal max. energy of v;hole scala media
2 , 2  __U va__I.i

'  V o 7 7 1 ?
TT ^ fbI /-> t  \ Á r

'» uu U *

Total max. kinetic energy of equivalent ideal column of natter, height 

II, mounted on the basilar membrane

~l s4n

..once

But effective mass 

= yO II F

4

itio r

•finco r1 obtuse

^integrand of (v(u)^) 

K2 Ji^Tf2 ̂ integrand of (v(u).j)^i
mass of ideal column of c mo energy

And actual nans per unit thickness of the triangular scala

/° if

effective mass 
actual mass

•(Mr + V

^ i l U i
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4, Obtuse case with v(u)2

Similarly

T  obtuse =

-here 1) f is the t plane actual width ascribed to the basilar membrane. ' 

2) n is the factor in ̂ /2n which gives the included angle between the

Ill.oiscussion oi theoretical effective mass ratios

lie suit s of calculations performed on the Elliott 4130 computer are 

summarized in table 3.

The v, wiables involved in scala media effective mass calculations up to

and lor ranges o 1 each of these variables the effective mass ratio r, is 

tabulated, where r is the ratio of the mass of an imaginary basilar membrane 

having tho same total instantaneous energy as that of tho whole scala media 

to the actual mass of the whole scala media.

.,’ith each value of r, as ¿Ivon in Table 3 .there has been added a lower 

case letter, a, b, c, d, e or f which i3 intended to categorise tho shape of 

the amplitude envelope of ileiscnor' s membrane. The letter a indicates that 

the membrane has highest velocity and, assuming sinusoidal notion, largest 

displacement amplitude very near to its hi;,her attachment. The letter c «  f 

.n.icates the displacement pattern noted by von Bekesy ior static displace

ments, with mnl displacement very near to its lower end, adjacent to tho 

attachment of the tectorial membrane. These categories are indicated 

Graphically in Pig,7.

•rom Table 3 the following observations can be made.

• KelucLn the obtusenoss ana increasing the acuteness of the triangular 

representation of the scala media (increasing n), while maintaining other

basilar membrane and the spiral ligament straight wall of the t

plane model of the scala media,





Table No.3 Effective Mass Ratios, r.

n o( Mr /3 G F For v(x)n For vCx)^
Ueissner's Reissner' 6
shape shape

r index r index

1.25 72° 2.00 63s ° 0.01 0.10 0.014 d 0.013 e

0.01 0.30 0.129 d 0.117 e

0.01 0.50 0.319 e 0.286 e

0.01 0.30 0.129 d 0.117 e

0 .11 0.30 o a k ) e 0.126 e

1.00 ^5° 0.C1 0.10 0.010 c 0.009 c

0.01 0.30 0.092 c '0.083 c
U)<D 0.01 0.50 o.24i c 0.218 c
bû
§
•H 0.01 0.30 0.092 c 0.083 c
■P
»O 0 .11 0.30 0.102 c C.C92 c
H

§ 0.21 0.30 0.107 c 0.097 d
Q>-P3O 0.50 26-}° 0.01 0.10 0.006 b 0.005 b
cO

0.01 0.30 0.059 b 0.054 b

C.Ol 0.50 0.160 b 0.146 b

0.01 0.30 0.059 b G.054 b

0 .11 0.30 0.067 b 0.060 b

0.21 0.30 0.071 b 0.C64 C

l.OC 90° 2.00 632° 0.01 0.10 0.052 e 0.045 e

0.01 0.30 0.269 e 0.228 e

• 0 .11 0.50 0.211 f 0.182 f
to0) 1.00 ^5° 0.01 0.10 0.030 c 0.026 d
bO
CO
g 0.01 0.30 0.174 d 0.149 d
■P
T3 0.01 0.50 0.352 d 0.299 d
•H
§ 0.01 0.30 0.174 d 0.149 d
•P
•S) 0 .11 0.30 0.149 d 0.131

0.118

d

0.21 0.30 0.133 d e



n oC ft G F For v(x) 1 For v(x )2 1
Reissner's Reissner's
shape shape

r index r index

1.00 90° 0.50 ro & 0 0,01 0.10 0.017 b 0.014 b
i

0.01 0.30 0.102 b 0.087 b 1
0.01 0.50 0.218 b 0.187 c

0.01 0.30 0.102 b 0.087 b
1

0 .11 0.30 0.090 b 0.079 b

0.21 0.30 0.082 b O.C73 c

0.75 120° 1 . 0 45° 0.01 0.10 0.093 e O.O76 e
i

(0 0.01 0.30 0.301 e 0.233 f 't
rH

r:Cti 0 .11 0.30 0.160 f 0.128 f
u■p 0.50 26J° 0.C1 0.10 0.036 c 0.029 c

■1.
rHh0 0.01 0.30 0.139 c 0 . 1 1 1 c t
C I
0)w 0.01 0.50 0.236 d 0.186 d
3-P.QO 0.01 0.30 0.139 c 0 . 1 1 1 c 1

0 .11 0.30 O .089 c O.O76 c
j

0.21 0.30 0.070 d C.O6I d 1

Refer to Fig.Ho. 6 for diagrams defining the t plane variables;

G (distance from the inner extremity of the bneilor membrane to the 

foot of the straight lino of slope = tan oC , where ot = TT/2n, repres

enting the spiral ligament/atria vascularis inner wall of the scala 

media), F (width of the basilar membrane), M r (slope of Reissner's 

Membrane = tan/£?). The height, a, of the triangle representing 

the scala media is unity in each case.
»

Refer to'Fig. Ho.7. for the index to the deflected shape functicns 

of Reissner's membrane and to Fig.No.3 for the shape of the two velocity1

functions v(x)1 and v(x)^ defining the z plane deflected shape of the 

basilar membrane.

■1
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parameters constant (Hr , G, F , v (x )  ) r e s u l t s ,  in  ¿one:•".l, in  d e c re a s in g  v a lu e s  

f  r< This trend may be a r r e s te d  by s e v e r a l moans j f o r  example by moving the 

vsU ar membrane tow ards th e  lim bu s, th a t  i s ,  by in c r e a s in g  1, in  w hich  case r  

for the obtuse angled ca se  d im in ish e s .

2) . The effect of reducin; the slope of Keissner's membrane (¡.¡r), all other 

par meters rci.iaining constant, is to ;ivc a consistent reduction in the values 

of r and to raise the area of maximum displacement of .eissner's nombrnno away 

fron the limbus.

3) . The effect of varying G, which fixes the location of the basilar membrane, 

o. the ratio, r, of effective to actual mass, seems to depend on the relation

ship of the basilar membrane to the apex of the triangular representation of the 

scala media in that the value of r falls as this source of excitation is moved 

away from an area directly below the apex, whether to right or left. For

o. ample, in .cute angled triangles, increases in G are associated -.vith 

increases in r for the range of values of G tested. In obtuse angled tri

angles, the opposite trend is apparent.

4) . -7ith increasing basilar membrane width, F, the value of r, not 

expectedly, increases sharply in all cases and the area of maximum excitation 

oi doissner'o membrane moves down tho membrane towards the limbus. This is 

the most significant functional relationship for controlling r and follows 

iron tho fact that a wider basilar membrane excites more field and imparts

- rger, more widespread fluid velocities.

5) * dith the symmetrical excitin; function v(x)^ the point of maximum 

excitation of dcissner's membrane tends to occur higher up the slope, a 

little further away from the limbus, than with the an symmetrical excitation 

given by v(x)2, but it should be noted that with the non-right angled tri- 

-•Vular sections the actual excitin: function is somewhat distorted,

•spending on n .

The value of r derived from fluid velocities based on v(x)^ is larger in 

L--?y case dian r for v(x)„. (Note that the volumetric flow difference between 

EQ v°looity patterns is not relevant to this observ.tion, tho theory for
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h'ch is wholly normalised). In man;'- cases the difference between the two 

•• ’ues of r calculated from the two b.-.silar membrane velocity ant', displ;.cement 

rtte rn  assumptions is snail (about 10,$) and at the greatest it is 30'j.

./han n = C.75, the actual velocity pattern v(u)^,obtaining at the basilar 

oenbr ne in the t plane when using v(x).. in the z plane,is very similar to 

v(x)y and close to the pattern as described by von bekesy and as predicted 

iron static deflection shapes. Also the pattern obtaining using v(x)g for

n= 0.75 is similar to the undistorted v(x)^ envelope, obtaining when n = 1 .0. 

This allows a partial comparison to be made botwoen results for n = 0.75 and 

n- 1.0 for constant v(u). S imilarly, v(u)g£= v(x)2J in n = 1.0 is very 

nearly equal to v(u)^ in the cases where n = 1 .25.

It i.s considered that in view of the closeness of the results for the 

two velocity functions for which results have been computed, extrapolation 

of results to allow for other functions is quite reasonable at this stage.

to conclude the discussion about the dependence of r on tha various geo

metric functions, it is clear that the most important variable is the width of 

tha basilar membrane, and that, for conversion of r into an actual mass per 

ur.it len;th, this width factor outweighs even the likely variations in scala 

n-iia cross sectional area. It should bo observed that since the greatest 

value of r displayed in the table is 0.35,it Is inconceivable that more than 

a half of the actual mass of the soala media could be considered as a load 

integral with the basilar membrane and it is probable that a figure much 

saaller than this is appropriate. As regards the amplitude aid velocity 

envelopes for iteissner’s membrane, in no case did condition a apply. For 

••'■e 06 remits, the incidence of each of the 6 oases is given ass-

a - 0 d - 10

b - 21 e - 13

c - 23 f - 6

Pr ;dictably, when the basilar membrane was situated close to the lower end 

°* ^issner1 s membrane, an, for e ample, ..hen IL, was larg'cr, the lower end of the
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-embrane did tend to move with maximum amplitude. Although it is not 
so included in ths computer tests whose results are shown in the table, 
the same effect applies for low when a relatively broad basilar 
nembrane is inserted, especially if G is large enough to displace 
the latter membrane more to the right.

Bekesy's observations as one can judge from the paucity of his dynamic 
test data.

IV. DISCUSSION OF TYPICAL EFFECTIVE MISSES

The variation in effective width, F, of the basilar 
nembrane is itself well documented. Also it is possible, from the 
reports and photographs of several investigators (2,3,4»5*6,18,19»20) 
to determine overall dimensions of the scala media, and dimensions 
and angles of inclination of Reissner and stria/vascularis/spiral 
ligament boundaries.

Consider the types of triangle used to approximate the 
shape of the scala media (Figs.6a and 6b). Also refer to Figs.Sa and 8b.

In each case Y is defined as i> = TT-(7 +3)

The effect of variation in width of the basilar membrane 
is discussed elsewhere. Based mainly on the references (2), (3), and

is reasonable, it has been used as the basis for defining the dimensions

approximate this normally curved boundary, some care must, of course, be

These results appear to be as much in accord with von

Therefore a = L sin i. sin /? 
sin Y

• • Area of triangle A =
2

L sin.4 sln/3 
2 sin Y

(4), the following linear expression is used, (see Chapter 5* table 1,
Page 5-16)

F =. 0.152 + 0.0116 X. mms.

where X nms is the sectional position from the stapes. As this dimension 
* is the only dimension of the cochlear partition on which agreement

2 and L (see table 4)« As is seen from Fig.Sb, the dimension G is not 
critical and is arranged to suit the mean slope and curvature of the spiral 
ligament wall. In setting the straight line at inclination angle c/ to

taken to ensure reasonable inclusion of the stronger potential field 
bearer to the basilar membrane, at the

> U l i
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• ense, if need be, of areas further removed from the source (i.e., areas 

.-rarer the upper attachment of iteissner1 s membrane.)

Satisfactory agreement has resulted from checking the variations of L

-ith listance along' the cochlea, relating L to F in each case, against published

information. Table 4 and Fig.8« set out the variations in these variables,

There is close agreement between the areas calculated from the selected variables
2and both the mean cross sectional area of the scala media of 0.19 mm given by

Littler^ and the value of 0.20mm2, representing a variation frcra 0.15 to 0.25
2 (d)nri , given by V/ever' .

It may also be noted that the dimension h was calculated so as to test the 

von Bekesy implication that the sectional length of deissner1 s membrane in 

cochleas on which he conducted scala media stiffness tests was approximately 

constant. Results in fable 4 show only 25ij variation in h, which remains 

constant in the apical -half of the cochlea. The constant width Bekesy 

apparently observed is calculated as being 1.20 mm. The results in table 5 

: re calculated for the typical scala media soot Ions as detailed in Table 4 and 

Figure 8. A moan fluid and cell density of 1.05 was assumed. 'Results were 

also obtained for the simple case of a uniform scala media model, having 

angle oi constant at 90° and angle/® constant at 45°, and a constant height of 

r.633mn., giving a uni orm area of 0.20mm-.

From table 5, it is immediately apparent that the mass for unit area on 

the basilar membrane of the scala media varies by less than 2 . 4  times -from o n «

-nd of the cochlea to the other, and that the range of results for the 

detailed case is only slightly wider than the range for the simple case. As 

r.'C boon concluded elsewhere, the varying width of the basilar membrane is 

•nerefore the most significant variable in any effective mass calculation.

The ratio of effective mass per unit length at the helicotrema (X = 35) 

t3 that at the stapes end (X = 0) is slightly greater for excitation v(x) 1 

-••an for the excitation case v(x)g. This ratio i3 about 6 for the simple 

orn scala case and 0.5 for the detailed case.

It is now possible to recommend, values of effective mass to bo employed 

general mathematical Cochlear models. In doing so the following factors
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. ense, if need be» aroas further removed from the source (i.e., areas 

n'arer the upper attachment of Reissner's membrane.)

Satisfactory agreement has resulted from checkin,; the variations of L

-ith distance along the cochlea, relating L to F in each case, against published

information. Table 4 and Fig.0«set out the variations in these variables.

There is close agreement between the areas calculated from the selected variables
2

and both the mean cross sectional area of the scala media of 0.19 ram given by
/ r- \ 2

Littler'"" and the value of 0.20mm , representing a variation from 0.15 to 0.25
2 (,i)mn , given by .'¡ever' ' .

It nay also be noted that the dimension h was calculated so as to test the 

von 3ekcsy implication that the sectional length of ileissner's membrane in 

ooohleas on which he conducted scala media stiffness tests was approximately 

constant. Results in fable 4 show only 25$j variation in h, which remains 

constant in the apical 'half of the cochlea. The constant width Bckesy 

apparently observed is calculated as being 1.20 mm. The results in table 5 

..re calculated for the typical scala media sections as detailed in Table 4 and 

Figure 6. A moan fluid and cell density of 1.05 was assumed. Results were 

also obtained for the simple case of a uniform scala media model, having 

angle constant at 90° and angle/5 constant at 45°, and a constant height of 

0.633mn., giving a uni orm area of 0.20mm .

From table 5, it is immediately apparent that the mass for unit area on 

the basilar membrane of the scala media varies by less than 2.4 time* from one 

end of the cochlea to the other, and that the range of results for the 

detailed case is only slightly wider than the range for the simple case. As 

his boon concluded elsewhere, the varying width of the basilar membrane is 

-•"■o ref ore the most significant variable in any effective mass calculation.

idle ratio of effective mass per unit length at the helicotrema (X = 35) 

to that at the stapes end (X = 0) is slightly greater for excitation v(::)̂

•••an for the excitation case v(x)g. This ratio i3 about 6 for the simple 

ora seala case and 0.5 for the detailed case.

It is now possible to recommend.values of effective mass to bo employed 

general mathematical Cochlear models. In doing so tho follov.'ing factorsin



Typical Geometric Properties of the Scala iiedia:- 

Detailed Case (see Figs. 6 and 6).
■ |

Xnn 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
froa stapes j|

»((angle, degrees) 80° ' 84° 90° 98° 105° 107.5° 100° 90° |

n(fron«^= 1.125 1.071 1.000 0.918 0.857 0.837 0 .9 0 0 1 .0 0 c

(angle, degrees) 65° 60° 55° 50° 45° 40° 35° 30°

F( basilar membrane 1
v.llth, mm) 0 .1 5 2 0.210 0.269 0.326 0.384 0.442 0 .5 0 0 0 .5 5 s

G(Jictance, mm) 0.35F 0.30F 0.25F 0.20F 0.15F 0.10F 0.05F 0 '

L(diciance, mm) 0.440 0.494 0.510 0 .5 2 0 0.540 0.600 0.750 o W

a(hoi ;ht, mm) 

h(len,th of 

ioissner's membrane,

0.686 0.724 0.727 0.747 0.738 0.681 0.599 0 .5 3 3

i

nm). 0.755 0.836 0.888 0.972 1.043 1.072 1.052
1

1.06] |

A(area of scala
1

2
acdia, mm“') 0.151 0.179 0.186 0.194 0.198 0.207 0.226 0.24^|j

'

I'

i
r



labié 5. Seal a Media Effective lass, computed for the geometrical shapes of

both the Detailed and the Simple cases.

SECTION SU.IPLE CASE DETAILED
---------------- !
CASE

X
Po3itior
from 
stape3 
in inn

Incitat
ion

Ü r r
llass por 
unit length 
along' cochlea 
¿;n/cn

llass per 
unit area of 
basilar mem
brane [¡m/cu^

llass per 
unit length 
along cochlea 

gm/cra

llass per unit 
area of basila 
nembr:.ne
gm/cm2 «

0 v(x)1 0.00023 0.0152 0.00018 0.0120

0 v(x)2 0.00020 0.0132 0.00016 0.0108

5 v(x). 0.00037 0.0176 0.00034 0.0160

5 CM 0.00032 0.0154 0.00030 0.0140

10 v(x), 0.00052 0.0192 0.00049 0.0102

10 CM

'x 0.00045 0.0166 0.00042 0.0158

15 v(x)1 0.00067 0.0205 0.00061 0.0188

15 CM

X̂> 0.00058 0.0177 0.00052
I1

0.0150

20 v(x), 0.00082 0.0215 0.00069 0.0180

20 CM

'x 0.00070 0.0183 0.00057 0.0148

25 v(x)1 0.00098 0.0223 0.00081 0.0183

25 CM

'x' 0.00083 0.0108 O.OOO65 0.0147
30 v(x), 0.00115 0.0230 0.00112 0.0225
30 v(x)2 0.00095 0.0191 0.00092 0.0184

35 v(x)., 0.00134 0.0240 0.00156 0.0279 1

i 35
L

v(x)2 0.00108 0.0194 0.00131 0.0235

Ï
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are relevant. |
1. The results for the detailed case are assumed to be more 

accurate.

2. Allowance must be made for the change of velocity patterns 
v(u) in transformations.

3. A small membrane mass of about of the scala fluid and '
cell mass must be added to each value .

Figure 9 shows the effective mass per unit length of the
scala media plotted graphically for both the v(x) ̂  and v(x)2 cases, j
with the derived actual effective mass also plotted. It should be
observed that when oi = 107.5°» at X « 25mm, the v(u), function will*
be sufficiently distorted a form of v(x)^ so as to be similar to \
function v(x)y i.e. tangential to the osseous spiral lamina at the
limbus end of the basilar membrane and most heavily deformed on the ,
sjiiral ligament side. Hence, at that point, the true effective
mass is considered to be very close to that for v(x)^. Also it is I
assumed that as function v(x)2 gives smaller effective masses than
v(x)^, so will function v(x)2 generally give smaller masses than
function v[x)y due to the shift of the region of maximal excitation.
The range of actual effective mass for the scala media, as estimated

|
from these and similar observations, is set out in table 6. These 
are the values which are used in the final mathematical model of the 
cochlea. From table 6 it can be seen that as a major simplification, 
a constant mass per unit area of 0.02 gnv/cm^ would not be an 
unreasonable approximation. However, the effective mass is expressed 
oore meaningfully as a mass per unit length along the cochlea, and 
the real influence of the variation of this term can only be illustrated 
by the effects on cochlea dynamic response.

In principle, however, it would appear from the sharp 
increase in slope of the curve in Figure 9, showing the variation of 
estimated effective mass with respect to distance along the cochlea, 
towards the apical end of the cochlea, that

a) the moan human cochlea is at least partially adapted for improved 
amplitude response to low frequency sounds*

b) cochlea frequency discriminability at the low frequency end of the





Table 6. Actual effective mass of the typical cochlear partition at various 

sections alonfj the cochlea, estimate from all results.

x Hass per unit length alon,i Mass per unit area of
mm
fntn stapes

cochlea the basilar membrane
fem/cm

0 0.00023 0.0151

5 0.00040 0.0190

10 0.00056 0.0208

15 0.00068 0.0208

20 0.00074 0.0192

25 0.00085 0.0192

30 0.00120 0.0240

35 0.00175 0.0313

■ ¿.a
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audio frequency spectrum (50 to 500 Hz) should be, on this 
basis alone, better than in other frequency bands.

v. CONCLUSIONS

a) Effective mass per unit length of the human scala media varies 
by less than an order of magnitude from one end of the cochlea 
to the other.

b) Effective mass per unit area of the basilar membrane varies
only by about two times, and could be not unreasonably described2
as approximately constant at 0.02 gm/cm .

c) The range of values calculated is considered to by typical and 
reasonable. The main conditional requirement for using these 
values in dynamic analyses of cochlear response, and for treating 
then as being accurate (within 25$) is that they only be 
employed in dynamic equations of the type mentioned, and then in 
association with other fluid dynamical equations for the 
vestibular and tympanic scalae, for the assumption of an infinite 
potential flow field requires that the scala media fluid be treated 
as a continuum with the main scalae fluids.

d) Comparison of these results with those set out in table 1, as used 
by several investigators, shows that the closest result is that of 
Hausc, whose result was based on a rough estimate, and was not, 
apparently, the result of particular experimentation, analysis
or calculation. Fletcher's result is also surprisingly close, 
being less than twice as large at the basal end and just over 
three times larger at the apical end.

Peterson and Bogert's assumption of constant effective mass per 
unit area appears reasonable, but is almost an order of magnitude 
too large. The variation suggested and used by Klatt and Peterson 
i3 not substantiated.

e) The actual significance ofttiese results as obtained by the techniques 
described, as with the effects of other physical parameters of the 
cochlea for which thorough analyses may be appropriate, can only
be assessed in the light of the dynamic response of an integral 
mathematical cochlea model.
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V dllDIX I

binary of incompressible potential flov/.

Consider a three dimensional velocity vector vr = iu + jv + kw 

If in a certain fluid field, flow is irrotational, 

then spin or vorticity V x  w , that is, rot w = 0 

Iron incompressible continuity equation 

V . w , that is, div w = 0 

^u ^ vv
or + S7 + 57 = 0

A potential </> may be defined to exist at all points in the fluid field, 

if rot w = 0, such that

"Iso, if any arbitrary function 17 of complex variable x + iy is chosen, its

i*e. if z = x + iy and W = f(z), then '.7 
can bo expanded into the form V7 = U + iV and the quantity U (= f.,(x,y) )

w = V  (f> 

i.e. iu + jv + lew

;rad (j)

u

-enee as div w = 0 i.e., V ’ • w = 0

For the two dimensional case,

= 0 , i.e.,Laplace's liquation
àx2 *y2

real and imaginary parts separately satisfy Laplr.ce's equation

••nen represents one velocity potentidl for one possible f o m  of 2 dimensional



potential incompressible flow and V (= f2(x, y).) represents another. .Then 

ti_ .u_.ntity U (■= f1 (x,y))is then identified v.ith a velocity potential 4* 

for a possible flow then the quantity V is called the stream function y  for 

that flow.

Consider .7 =* f(z) = f(x + iy) = cf> + i y

Cut b . / = 
bx iz

and i .7 = .i'7 
i y  15z’

* i>'.7 + 
• * $x

.b;i = o

3ut Y.T = b<t> 
3ix Sx

+ 2 i Y  and i_7 = i 4  + ^ i Y• Tx by by by
•
e -i- i c | T s f >  ■ 0

e
• . bjt = v v

5 x i y
= u and b ̂  = - b M  — v 

d y d x

llO.V grad (j) = i i:: * 7 ^  ■ 1 «  * 7 *

and
e

, ,rad Y  = i
^ X

+ j i V  = - i v + j u
by

• «the scalar product (grad^) (gradY )

= ( i  u  + I  v)  ( - I  v + i u )

= - u v + u v  = 0

grad <p is perpendicular to grad Y  .

Since grad ̂  is a vector representing u'jtimum rate of change of <p it is 

perpendicular to (f> contour lines.

Binilarly grad Y  is perpendicular t o y  contour linos

. . 4  a naY lines are mutually perpendicular

and | grad (f> | = |grad Y  |

But as w = grad(f> , velocity vectors arc normal to <f> constant lines.Thus 

velocities are parallel t o y  constant lines, which are thus streamlines.

In the direct determination of u w '  v , oi her ono can find the velocity 

components for >T = f(z) by different iat ing an expression for the potential

function if> , giving 

u - ¿i>
b x  t y by •

the following approach may be used:-

and similarly for Y
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If W

1 W

d w

d w
7 T

{(*) — cf> + ¿ V

( It ), j " (*?). J'
(4* +  *■ V )  4- * "V) o//

M
( 5 7 +  1 ¿* x) -+• ( #  +

(~ 1 < V H -h (* + * w) dy

f - --  <v)dx -h <(•- iv) Uy

(~ — t ^ dix -h * d'f)

r - -  - V

where VV =* <f> +  < Y

fhare are msny such ./ functions representing streamline flow patterns coincident

it.i boundaries of useful 2 dimensional shapes.

Consider a simple source or sink, i.e.,a singular point of zero area out

of which a finite fluid flow emanates in all directions, or into which fluid

disappears. Such a source may be described by the following function, in which
t e

n is real and constant:— W  —  *0<3» z "!«« 2  '  ’+ ‘lf “  'rc'

W  —  «* l®% ( T « iS) —  ™  0°°)« "r "*■ * )

*= fr\ loge -r -4- wr> i ©

But W  ■“  +  i V” i* ■M« po+in-tial -field

, , ~  yv\ r  -m /oy,  v * t  y

and "Y •  ->v̂ ©  •  m  r-a n

•• is thus defined as the strength of the source, and the amount of fluid created 

-r sec. is directly proportional to m, flow represented bo in,; entirely radial

ssd a r i - 3y m e t r i c .

n  * », dr , and as wand dr are both only radial,

w . dr 1 “  1 | __ j
W j dr d <j> . .icnce v; ^ d ̂

dr

¿SjjjtiotLQf' the field for specified b..siljar jnepbr ana, displacements.
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If H112

—  cf> + 1 V-

-  ( I v X  ■*' +  ( & ) .

- * v) dx -1- ,h  ( 4  +■ * v )  j y

-  & + ‘ i ? ) 2 * +

i * )  U* -h (v  +  < u) J /

-  ( - - iv )  d* -h < ( u  - i  v(y

d IV —= (**■ — <■ v ) (  •+■ * d 'j)

J. W
• 7 T -  (M ~ iv)

where w  =  <f> +  i y
'i'here are msny such ./ functions representing streamline flow patterns coincident 

v/ith boundaries of useful 2 dimensional shapes.

Consider a simple source or sink, i.e.,a singular point of zero area out 

of which a finite fluid flow emanates in all directions, or into which fluid 

disappears. Such a source may be described by the following function, in which
L Bm is real and constant:— W  —  *n lo«jc * wh«« 2 -  * +

’ 1 - t a *■*°% *-

■r e.

• • W  — m ••1« (*r * iG>) —  '"v ( *r "+■

- \o*fe t  +  m  » 6

3ut w  — -f* i V' 1* “M «  / /*«/■/
•

• • 4  - /oj4 V  — ■ -m /oy« >/*"2 +  y2

and “V  - 7V\ 0  «  *m. V-« n JL

m is thus defined as the strength of the source, and the amount of fluid created 

per sec.is directly proportional to m, flow represented bein£ entirely radial 

and a:d.-symmetric.

Now d^> = w. dr , and as wand dr are both only radial,

• • w . d r  = | w  | j d r | =  d ̂  . lienee | v.

In above case w is radial and at radius r, ̂  w

Arl-JiffllX I I

Solution of the field for specified basilar membrane, displacements.

a 'ar
d_ (m 1ogg r) 
dr m

r
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A. ¿Symmetrical displacement.

Considering boundary velocity pattern v(x). substituted in equation (7).
A *  i+ f )

— oC gf(=0 =  (  (*  -  * 1) c o s  o (x  — /  ( *  - * / )  «»* * )  J *

(x ty)

“  ĵ=r[ f - J j ) ^ x + ^ h ^ J c o s c i x  — f ( * - » , ) „ „ o u — fc o t c ( 2  

O M r ------- -------  ---  -1 (*•)
'  _ ^ -^ 3  2 nno{(x,+-f)-f-o^-f^£oioi(*, + / )  - f - 2 s i n  c^x, +  £c£ cos e<x. I----------^

•’•¿^(1^) _ 0 =  ~2 f  tm U (x, + - f ) c o ' J x J j  +  f  i  ct>tot (1, + f) , ¡77 ̂
Y”  ■'£ X  o i 2

+  2  /  » "»  «¿x , f o t  °<x « / , /  _L /  /  co» x , co »  odjr A c t

Ja oC3 V
=  — /  «/n ô  (•• +  ■ (+ * )  J l J  — / T<n <* A. - h f - x )  J* C  - L - i f  cos Of fx , + { - „ )  o/od

-4 2l

■{■ i  cos  c i  ( * ! + {  +  * )  U o (  _J_ / "  »<n c t ( x i - h x )  J o t  KCl o (  f  A — X,) A </ - (A 2 -2 )
2 Jo Ja 0C3 JQ A 3

I £  f  co t c i  (k  -  x J  U o i  I j £  f° % o s  o C { x , - h x )

Z L  <*a 2). oC*
iecause tho,^,o(^ terms in the denominators are subject to one limit ofo7 = 0 

it is impossible to compute these infinite definite integrals and it is clearly 

necessary to determine the limits of the sum of an infinite series.

Consider the first term only, integrating by parts : —
r sin A  (x, +{■ + *) J.0C —

oL

i l l  »in e i i M , ± f + x )  1 f  . + f + « )  c ° s c t (x ,  +  f +  «) !  , («,4 -f +  * f /'*"> <* ( ” + + + jJ  J  o f

|_2 <rfa r 2  c i  '  2  Ja A

which now includes two infinite non-.integral terms which are expandable in series 

form, and one finite integral term. These integrals are set out in Appendix IID. 

Expanding all eight terms of equation (A2-2) similarly, and adding '..'here

possible, ¥m ~~
x) a. »in oi (*,+{-*) +  & -*) cos o((x, +-f-x)_f. (?>+ *) cot'<t(* i+f+*)

L 2  o ia 2  o ia 2c/ 2A
— »in oi (x,+ x) 4- si n«i^X-x,^ — (*>+{-*) cot A (< — *,)_ >̂i +£+•») col■ A (* + *,)

~2cC2 2cC* 2oC 2ci J9

(*i +■ *)(* l"*"/+ * ) tin ei (*!+■{+*) (
2  i

Uo( -(¿-A  
*

!i)(*i+ /-* ) /'  *,n * ( * /+ /" ' 
2  1

•) UaC

-  fci + *)(«,+<+ y ~i>r- ^
2  J* °
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(A simple check on the validity of this expression is that (^~) is zero at
ay y=0

x = 0, x = x., and x - Xj + f. This has been verified). Returning to the 

general e x p r e s s i o n ( e q u a t i o n  6), substitution from eq.(A2-l) yields

1T ,b<b\ /  /  e~^y sino^ j
2M V  /0 ¿ 3

e~^y sino^B f  e”°̂y coso^B
¿f3 2o£2

f e
2d?

~°^ 'd coso^A + e~^y sir^fC - e~°^y sinoQ) + f__ e~°̂ y cosaCD +

where A = X1 + f + x , B = X1 + 1

C = X1 + X , D = X - X1

2X?

f__ e-°<y co3oic\dX

2^  _______ (A2-3)

______ (A2-4)

The inte ;ral terns o,oo f the tyue / e'^^isino/A)^""3 da£ and of the type
fTol .2 ̂
lc~ y (sinoi A)oi” have been reduced by repeated integration by parts, and are 

given in Appendix IID.

Substituting similar expressions for these two types of integrals into eq.(A2-3) 
r  . -<*» . ~*r .. -*y . .\ /  —*»• _- £_¿in

-  j f y  - X yof^ ^ c o i -f- y d _

1__SUi2oC
X C  - e / > f. w e  +

-4.
't.i-

2 2* 2 2  2 2

£__

*>

—  /I A  vn X J _/3^ faiVfl

*n — /-A. **2n 2 £> — yb 2 D
T ~ J  V 2 o ( r  22

*>in <//>) —  f  t -l<lfoi —  / c. *^ o j  J. 8  — 4 e.~* Jcoi 2 C  — -f  
22 / 2 at ”  '  °  '

A __2 D >T2oi

.1 x/r~4y9 *Ci-f A y f €. cc% 2  A 2 2  - f  A -  y  / *'̂  *\in2A 2 2 4. B y / c "*1cot 2  B 2 2  .j. B - y  f * i in<2B
Jo *  2  L  d  Jo <* 2  Jo *

2 D  22— Yo t 2 C  c¿2 -  C ~ i f  €  “‘Ys>n2C 2 2  4- D y / g -l l l iHlAS* 2 2  4 - b -  *Yc_ » i

L  •* i J .  -

—  B-f f~%~°'\,i\2B 2 2  — y ^ / "  jc~^ycot2B 2 2  — A {■ fe.~'tYs,n2 A  2 2  — /•f/'g  K-ot2A 2 2
21 *— 2—  y /  ^  y  ^

-  e~*ln2D 22 - 2 2 -!i i£'l\~>2C_ 22

-------------------- °— (a 2 - s)

lirst, consider the non integral terms.^
These are all zero at the upper limit of infinity, -or the lower limit,
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they become
" '  ~-gly r
/,m,t -  C -  ±±>n*A_ +  (A-j) COi +  , , n d B  _  y , o< B

Oi — o  1 - 2  d  2ct 2 d  2  <<* 2 d

*/- ~"f) Coi ^  C jy » iti <4CF _  ((C Ce: s *4C. -f- ±/n <4 O   JY >m <4 0
2 d  2 d 2 2 d  2d. 2  k 1 2 d

+ ( D eO* d  D 1 - ..... — (a 2-<s)
2 k  J '

Iio\/ consider first term of the expression (A2-6) i- 

3y expendin'; the sine term it follov/s that

.* , 3 .S' /i-I sin d A
* d 2

1  Fa 2  _  A s d  , A sd  _  7 =  ± f A  A*d ^  7
3  /  o^- s !  of2 J  2  L<* 6  t /

In this expansion, asr d — >-£>,only the first term is non-zero. 

Similarly _ y „ r. jt-d A J i  -  + A * < r 7 _  ï ±  -  â l k  + 7
l d 2! k o( J L<* 2 J

in which again only th. first term is relevant, 

hence the non integral terms of eq.(A2-5) become

1-yA + i
d  d  d  d

,-dy

di™ X - e J ^ Î A  -  yA + fe2î) + J L -Y R +-(Hz£)-Ç. i  i c -ÎFL±Û + 2 -
d — * O  2  ¡d c i d  d oi o i d

- Y D  +(D-f)
J

I irvnf _£ 
d —  O  2

[(A+B-C + - y)  -  ± £ ] ------ (A2-7)

3ut from eq.(A2-4) A + 1 3 - C  + D = 2f

nonce expression (A2-u) becomes / ” ^
KA2-0)That is, the sum of the non-integral ton.is of eq.(A2-4) isyf 

Secondly consider infinite definite integral terms of typeJ  

which, in order to form finite terms,must b. combined^yielding terms of the

— oYW . v .Q____ rot X Jy
oC

type
/

-ot w
%in d y  sm d £  cl d

d.
■which equal «  J. |0q +  & ]

*■ \ w  2+(y-zr)

Collecting such torms from eq.(A2-5) we have 

- **cotdAcia(+ y(&-L)j'e^Ji

which*since ( * - $ ) — (c + 1 )  -**•
Jo

¿àJd. - y(c j-±)J^\ t̂sLc-k</. 4-
is equal to

j  e.~** (cot d A-c0% dc)ud 4- y ¿^y (co*k R̂ -c<,*d p) Jd

soO . « 4x4 ^  4c(
--- 2  y (A - £ ) J u n fd (Atçjjun^  -ç)J -2 Y C S ~ l ) j ùnf*(B+P)J
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Henee y all fhe infinite definite intrcfToil ferm s of the type f  ____cos s U L U d
Jo oC

~i(A~£) lo%& t  C1) - Z (B~i) /o9*(£t^ )---- £ 2-9)

-oS vv .
Thirdly consider finite terms of type /  ----- s m  d  X  d  d

yo aC
which are eoual to ian ' (fj) -for X  ̂  O

Collecting these terns from erj,.(A2-5) we have

f [(a 1 - y1- a  f) [ !>."**Sind A  U d  +  (b *- y1- c/«r

-(c*- / + c { ) £ ° ^ ^ n d c  d d  +  ( b 3- / -  s , „ d  D  S d J

=  - ( ¿ zz * c) 4 „ n ' A  -  + { £ a c ) ^ n-j_ _(y

Hence is Given in the case for v(x)1 hy

5 ^ (5 7 )  -  i f  -

As shown in section IB
so£>

'a 4* _  *t,n ^ d
Jo .

and substituting for — d y ( d )  from eq..(Ai-l) it follows that 

is given in the case for v(x)( hy

+  »(a - | )  t«n''('-£jU) -  » ( S - i J t . i . ' f j h j , )  (a 2-'0

-UVCHDIX I IB - As symmetrical Displacement v(x)2__

The solution to the problem for V W 2 = ll^(x - x^) - f (x - xi) y

follows along similar lines. The procedure is as for ▼(*)■) • The details of 

the mathematics.which is more complex, is presented in aboroviuted fora.

2 N
£  (  (x ~ *•) “ Ji °i * ~ ■f (x — x cot at <J-*

IN [ ( 3  f r -Q *  6  ) ,„ ,< /* ■f -  6  (*-*.) ) s.ndK
n  1L ' d 3- d*J '  *  ~ d * - J

- — 2 ̂ ̂  und*. -  2 { (*-*,) coS ¿4K 1

\*o
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2ÎT
Tr

/3(x - 2f(x - x.,)

~ ~ Z 2

2II
TT ¿ 4

(e(2i'2 - 6) cos(p<(x1 + f)) - 4oif sin ^ ( x 1 + f)) + 6 cos(oix.j )

2oif sin (otXj)

TT ô4> =
Thus 2ÏÏ Sÿ (Jĵ î ~ c o s o i x  cos o¿(x1 + f) - e coa/x.

o í 3
C O S  <¿(*1+4 )

6 -0 ¿y+ - r e  cosoix cosoix.1
2f

ci3

-ciy
e cosoix sinoix.| | doi

2 / t t f y  /  - ¿ y  /  -°<y
i / e cosoÍA doi - 3 / o cosoj B (W- 3 / e cos°/A d/+

'o oí O 0¿4

rl / -o(y -«iy
+  -i- /e cosoiB - 2f / o sinoi A V

o oí " oí3

-oiy ■oiy
^eo
-°iy

- 2f e s inoí B d/+ 3 / e cosoiC dd + 3 / o cosqÎD de/

r  / - o i y  /  -ciy
~  T / c si noi C ¿4+ f/ o_____sino/U d>/

/  oí3 A> oí3

_(A2-12)

/  -°¿y
The integral terras of the typo / e 3inoíA do^ ,

/> o¿3



3 -  4 0

l -oly
e cosdk ào/ and
o

, oo
l -aiy
e coso/ A dô  

cx(4

-  4 0  -

have been reduced by repeated integration by parts to non-integral terns and 

to residual integrals containing only one order of ai in the denominator, and 

are set out in Appendi:: IID.

Substituting for these integrals in oq.(A2-12),the thirty dour resultant non- 

integral terms may be collected, and expanded into sine and cosine scries, 

the limits of oo and 0 applied, and the resulting terms simplified, giving for

the sun of the non-integral terms, - yf( j  + 2 x^) ________ (¿2-13)

The ten resulting integral terms of typo / o y (coao( $oC 1 d</ may also
n

be

collected, simplified and combined to give

i- ferr- + \ (3A2 - y2) - 2Àfy) loge ( \--- ~  i (f O 3“ - /) + ~ 2Biv)
' ^ y + c

W V - 5  >y + D .(A2-14)

/ -aly / . \ _1
Lastly, ten integral terns of the type J  e (amo/ ,\j c/ dismay also be

-'o

collected, simplified and integrated between the limits to give

( - i f  - A (A2 - 3 y2) * r (A2 - y2)) t ™ 1 A * (f <C2 - 3y2) ♦ f ( c 2 - y2)

-1 c

( -  s f  .  S (B2 . 3y2) * r(B2 - y2) )  t-»-1 f  ♦ ( f  0>2 - 3/> -

. -1 Jtan -
.(AÌ-15)
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3-4

The final expression for ^  (|^) , for v(x)2lis -~j (||")

2 ,2
- (4x1 + f) - y2 - 3A2 + 4Af - f2)loge ( A  ■ ) . X(y2 . 3B2 + 43f - f2 )

H y + C H

l «*e C 4 ^ >y + D

+ i- (y2 (3A - 2f) - AC2) tan"1 ( ---) + ¿(y2(3B - 2f) - BD2) tan"1( --- )
y - 3Dy2 + AC

_(A2-lu)

Similarly, ^  •» to

) sino^x coso^(x1 + f )  - sino/x sino^ix^ + f)

+ r~7 3 in c /x  coso^x, -  —  s in o /x  sin«^'x1 1
1 “ o ^

o /  -°*y / - ^ y  / -°fy
S r  / e sinol A do/ 3/ c_____ sino/ B do/ 3/ e_____ sino/ A do/

o T

The thirty four resultant non-integral terms, when treated as previously,

eventually simplify anu reduce to ^  (4x, ♦ f)



A<0
~<y

-  4 2  -

The ten / e cose*' A cW terns reduce, combine and simplify to

.■ (y2 (3A - 2f ) - AC2) loc ( K - "  \  ) - 4 (y2 (33 - 2f ) - BD2)Je ' 2 „2y + C
lor

2
v 2 J2 ' y + B

- ^ y
Lastly the ten / e_____ sino/A cW terras collect and simplify more directly

to four arc tangent terms as previously:-

§  (y2 - 3A2 + 4Af - f2 ) tan-1 ( y) - f  (y2 - 3C2 - 2Cf) tan-1 ( f  )

- £  (y2 - 332 + 43f - f2 ) tan"1( J) - £ (y2 - 332 + 2Df) tan-1 ( | )  

Thus final expression for ■?£ ) for vCx)^ is:- ~  )

%  (Ax. + f) + i  (y2 (3A - 2f - AC2) log (*  ■ ■ - •'") - *  (y2 (33 - 2f) - BD2)
y + C

,-,2\

2 p2
lose ( )y + 3

+ £  ( y2 - 3A2 + 4Af - I2 ) tan"1 ( ----- ) - £  (y2 - 3D2 + 43f - f2) tan'
y + AC

-1

(-5**— )y - 3D
.(A2-17)

AfiSrjIX IIC - Assymme trical Displacement Function v(x)j_

It can be shown similarly that the solution for the input function

v(x;, = P ^ -  (x - x1 - f)^ - f (x - Xj - f ) ^  yields
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-olcf-fa  ) = -f t '¿¿4  r  ^ c o s c i  ( 3̂  + f )  + 2(/f 3 in o < (;:1 + f )  + ( o ¿ 2 f 2 -  6)

cosoix.j + 4o4f sinofxj

_( A2-18)

Giving

J L t ì É )2P vò y  '
rJGL,

2 .2
(4x1 + 3f) + y  (y2 - A (3A - 2f)) loe0 ( 2L2~L A 2 ) +

y + C

X  (y2 - B(33 - 2f)) log (y-2- -2- ) 
4 e y¿ + D¿

- h  ( y2 (3A - f) - A2C) tan" 1 ( % -----  ) - £  (y2(3B - f) + B2D) tan" 1
y + AC

— )
y - BD

_(A2-19)

and

i (J* - « - A) uci < *
2 ,2

9 ?
i  (y2(3B - f) + B2D)loge ( V ^ )
^ y : J

- P ( y2 - A (3A - 2f) tan“1 ( Q -----) + f  ( y2 - 3 (33 - 2f))tan"1̂ ----- )
2 y h AC y - BD'

________ (A2-20)
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a p p e n Dix U  O  -  Solution o {  in te g r a l i

/ ''o
> _ qC U»
g  /I ¿Leí

Q¿*_____________

éL~U* aiC  ___x» fc-w « ^ _ V /" -g JcL
' 1  *

+  A g  ^ g Cxo °i A  cl oí

/ ■g ^  caf °¿ A ¡I ¿  
àC*

¿  ^co-a o¿ <4 /
oo ^ y

e~ * eoo 2  A J J

—  A

A  c¿ oí

g  V^, -v>. <2 /4 U  <¿

c¿

-— y — /^  ¿  o¿ A __ / I  g  ^  e »-a ai A

2 ¿ *  * *

-J- y  ~~ ̂  / "  g  ^  oí A oloi __ /4 y  X ' g  °( A ¿[al
^  Jo SO ^

C + - * t  PL
L  — ¡ P —

U  °L
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IKTROKJCTIOJ

For any dynamic analysis of the human cochlea, and for the 
design of both physical and mathematical models of the cochlea, some 
assumptions have to he made about the way in whioh the cochlear 
partition defleots, deforms or displaces when subject to a pressure 
unbaleaoe between its two surrounding fluid ducts or soalae.

In the initial theories, e.g. the Helmhdlts resonance theory, 
it was always assumed that the membranes dividing the vestibular and 
tympanio scalas were under a state of constant transverse tension, 
very muoh higher at the stapes end of the ooohlea than at the 
heliootrema end, and that as in piano strings, the loci of maximum 
response for any pure tone excitation in the surrounding fluid was 
primarily dependent upon the length and tension of the membranes 
constituting the ooohlear partition. Since the length variation 
is only three or four times, and as it was difficult to see how the 
membranes would respond in modes higher than the fundamental without 
upsetting the theory, it was assumed that the tension variation was 
of the order of several thousand times in order to aooosnodate the 
known human audio frequency range.

Before the relatively-reoent introduction of composite 
vibratory part it ion/fluid meohanioe-of-maln-soalae-theories, other 
investigators produosd thsories, often substantiated more verbally 
than mathematically, in whioh ooohlear partition tensions and 
stiffnesses played small part, and in whioh either the neural 
prooeases were endowed with phenomenol capabilities or the bone or 
(in some incomprehensible way) fluid column elasticities permitted a 
limited degree of mechanical frequency discrimination.
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In the present state-of-the-art, cochlear partition 
elastioitiea atill appear to he discussed by some writers in the 
same breath as partition tensions, while other writers, who do not 
confuse them quite so obviously, introduce equations, definitions, 
constants and simplifications which, when examined, imply a return 
to the old theories of stretched, vibrating strings. Whatever form 
of the Bekesy experimental stiffness data they ohooae to insert in 
their calculations, whether it be volumetrio, superficial or 
discontinuous pin loaded stiffness data, the formulae used by some 
investigators demonstrate a belief that the functions relating forces 
and pressures to displacements and displacement volumes are necessarily 
(and conveniently) linear.

Many of these investigators have at the same time apparently 
aooepted, if not oome to terms with, Bekesy's conclusions that, like 
all other fibrous, membranous structures in a statio and unpressurised 
condition in the human body, the static basilar membrane is not in a 
state of tension. Or at least, any normal residual tension existing is 
biologioal in nature, being primarily for the growth and maintenance 
of the oharaoteristio regular transverse fibrous layers, and, in the 
meohanioal and funotlonal sense, being ineignifioantly small and quite 
unable to give rise to significant basilar membrane etlffness variations 
of the order of 100 fold from the basal to the apioal end (100 times 
variation being the magio number usually assumed).

The purpose of this paper is, at least in part, to draw 
attention to the mechanics of pressure-defleoted membranes, whioh, 
if suoh membranes are normally not in a state of tension when in the 
mean or rest position, implies non linear systems.

4-2
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At tha beginning it must be said that the outstanding 
experiments of von Bekesy on cochlear partition stiffness and 
elasticity, completed some 30 years ago, were then, and remain 
today unique, authoritative and quite invaluable. However the 
insufficiencies of the experimental data must oast some uncertainty 
an some of the quantitative values calculated in this paper and demands 
for improved accuracy can only be met by new, advanced' cochlear 
experimentation.

Sinoe many investigators appear to have applied the olassioal 
von Belcesy stiffness experimental data directly to their dynamic 
equations of cochlear partition motion, an application whioh the 
writer considers, in several cases, to be highly suspect, both the 
typical form of the relevant equations and the appropriate 
experimental data are described here.

In the simplest case of a massive body suspended by a linear 
elastic element

f . k.x
where f is the deforming foroe, k is a oonstant stiffness (foros/unlt 
displacement) and x is the displacement of the body from the rest 
position.

In most natural situations, the system subjeot to deformation,
i.e. the elastio element, is not linear. That is, the foroe deforming 
it is not, over the whole range of deformation, direotly proportional 
to the deformation. This situation may be described by making k some 
function of the deformation. Then, 

f . k(x) .x
or more generally, 

f - k(x)
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For example, in a oomposite spring system, where increasing 
resistance to deformation is encountered as the deformation proceeds, 
one oould find

k(x) ■ Ax + Bx2 + Cx^ ♦ ...
where A, B, C, ... are all constants independent of x.

Such a system when subject to rapid time-dependent disturbances, 
instead of to a static force f, can be described as follows in an 
equation whore the foroe F is required to balance three different 
effoots. The single degree-of-freedom system

'  "  M ~ f  + °U )  «  + * K)dt
which this equation represents, of effective mass M, requires a foroe 
to accelerate the massive part, a foroe to oppose the frictional effect 
and a force to produce the elastio deformation. In the equation c(x) 
is some dissipating funotion which may include fluid damping and 
friction (in a simple case when o is independent of x, c is a 
viscous friction coefficient) and k(x) represents the restraining 
foroes due to the displacement of the body causing a deformation of 
the elastio element.

low this equation describes only the motion of an isolated 
massive element of the system. When suoh an equation is to be used 
to desoribe the dynamics motion of a body whose mass is distributed 
integrally with its elasticity the terms in the equation become more 
complicated. However, the deformation term k(x) may remain 
unchanged, assusdng that the forcing funotion F is applied in some 
known way to the elastio element and that the response of the element 
is being examined at only one seotion at a time. So this stiffbess 
term, being Just one of the terms in the dynamic equation, may be the 
same as in the statio foroe equation.
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In the case of a system with more than one degree of freedom, 
for example a membrane, having two natural dimensions and being 
deflected in a third orthogonal direction, the static force equation 

* - k(x, 7* «)
describes the deflection, z, of a certain point (x,y) due to a force 
F at that point. Similarly the equation

i. i tr - k (x,y,x .y ,*)
desoribea the defleotion e of a certain point (x,y) due to a force F 
at some other known point (x ,y ). Clearly, the use of pressures 
instead of forces is convenient when dealing with membranes, and

. i i. . i i.depending upon the size of area (x, - x ), (y, - y ) over which the 
pressure aots, and the location of this area with respect to the 
point (x,y) whose pressure/defleotion stiffness function is known, 
an equation oould be written

k (x,y,z,x » X !•••)•
Similarly, a volumetric stiffness oould perhaps be deduced, 

in whioh the relationship between a pressure aotlng in some defined 
area of the membrane and the volume displacement of Borne area of the 
membrane as a result of this pressure ie defined.

It is generally inadmissable to replace a point load
i i i .stiffness oonstant of the type k (x,y,x ,y ,z) by a point load 

stiffness oonstant of the type k(x,y,s), whioh has a different 
meaning, and at the same time assume equality of the two different 
oonetants. It is equally inadmissable to generally interchange 
point load stiffness constants of the type k(x,y,s) with volumetric

N I t Idisplacement pressure stiffness constants such as k (x,y,z,x ,y ,y^,.
Unfortunately, thin has been done by more them one oochlear 

investigator without any attempt to eo-relate these two independent 
funotions. (See Review section Tb. following).

. • i i i . ..P(x ,x ,y ,y , z(x,y)) • •



I. COCHLEAR PARTITION STIFFNESS DATA 
la.Experimental Data

In 1947 *■ paper^^ by von Bekesy appeared 0Y1 which Is based 
a large part of the study of cochlear theory. The first part of 
the paper is devoted to a description of experiments and apparatus 
for measuring variations in phase of vibrations occurring in the 
oochlea. The second part (very appropriately) begins by considering 
non-linearity in the vibration of the cochlear partition, and Bekesy 
observes that his measurements show that with increasing amplitude 
of vibration the cochlear partition becomes stiffer. He also points 
out that the measured mechanical changes in the cochlear partition 
lie in a direction which would explain the expected lowering in 
pitoh with an increase in loudness. This latter effect is, he 
says, well known in musical circles for pure tones of less than 
800Hz (whether ausioians can produce pure tones in this frequency 
range without harmonics is an interesting question). Bekesy 
finally concludes that the mechanical non-linearities he measured were 
not likely to oauae subjective pitoh changes for other than very loud 
sounds, and that suoh pitoh ohanges as do occur for amplitude changes 
in quister sounds must be caused by neural rather than mechanical 
processes.

Despite this not-altogether-convincing statement, he did 
consider the one effeot most relevant to the subject of non-linearity 
in the cochlear partition 1- the absenoe or presenoe of permanent 
residual tension in the cochlear partition.

In a neat and simple experiment, hs was able to bare out the 
bone surrounding the spiral ligament of one portion of a human ooohlea 
and, with the aid of a probe, release any residual cochlear partition 
and basilar membrane tension and also slightly compress the soala media.
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Absolutely no effect on the partition dynamic response could be 
observed. Hence Belcesy reaffirmed his conclusion that the 
basilar membrane is not under tension.

It is natural therefore that the remainder of this 1947 
paper should be devoted to an examination of the variations in 
stiffness of the basilar membrane, and to an attempt to examine 
physically the other membranes and structures to determine whether 
all of these membranes move integrally, allowing the partition to 
be considered as an entity, and to establish which components govern 
the stiffness of the partition.

He demonstrated and confirmed that all structures and membranes 
constituting the soala media and organ of Corti vibrate wholly in 
phase, so that it is reasonable to consider the coohlear partition 
as a single struoture. He goes on to describe and supply graphical 
data from experiments in which he measured the resistance to deformation 
of each membrane due to a single point load. It is this which, 
based on a very simple conception of a pin or a hair defleoting an 
elastio membrane, has probably never been used in the way in which 
BeVcesy dearly intended and in faot stated it should be used - for 
the calculation of elastio modulus of the membranes. Although 
several analyses of cochlear dynamics are open to severe criticism 
for having misused this data it must be pointed out that the data 
is incomplete unless each membrane is assumed to have a wholly linear 
foroe/deforaation or pressure/volume—displacement characteristic. 
Presumably most investigators have assumed this, whioh implies that 
a one hundred fold range of point load/maximum-deflection stiffness 
in the basilar membrane implies at least an 100 fold range of pressure/ 
volume stiffness. Unfortunatsly no such co-relation necessarily 
exists and the equations of the system must be carefully solved
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in order to convert a range in one stiffness system to a range in 

another.

The difficulty with Bekesy's data arises because even in the 

membrane with large initial tension, so large that the added tension 

due to its deflection under load is negligible, a single discontinuous 

point load p^, in the centre, say, of a membrane of certain width, may 

produce a deflection of x, but a point load 2p, on the same membrane 

will not cause a deflection of 2x^ (although it will approximate to 

it if x^ is small). Hence the ratio p^/ij is a function of p^ or ij. 

The membranes under consideration, for which Belcesy had shown no tension 

or little tension to be present, will thus behave with even less 

linearity, and hence, for any ratio of p/x or x/p a value of x or p is 

required to make the so called stiffness term meaningful.

Consequently, for each set of data used, a value of p has been 

deduced by the writer, allowing membrane moduli of elasticity to be 

calculated for the three sections along the ooohlea at 10, 20 and 30mm, 

these being the sections for which Bekesy supplied pin stiffness data.

What Bekesy did was to use pieces of human hair, as straight 

as possible, varying in length from 3 to 10mm, fastened at one end to 

a small stick or needle probe. These hairs were fine tactile 

stimulus hairs presumably from the back of the human hand or wrist, 

and their property in common with all elastio columns, of always 

buckling under the same longitudinal orippling load, was employed to 

ensure the transmission of a known maximum foroe for each hair/stiok 

assembly. By choosing hairs of different diameters and lengths a 

wide range of eteady forces wee applied to the membranes of the cochlea.

For each load, the depth of the impression of the hair, i.e. 

the defleotion of the membrane under that point load, was measured 

miorosoopioally. Bekesy's intention was that the resultant stiffness
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values, expressed as centimetres deflection per dyne foroe, should he 
reduced to the elastio modulus of the membrane by measuring, in the 
same way, a specimen of homogeneous material with a known modulus.
Such a direct reduction is valid only when complete geometric 
similarity exists between the specimen and the membrane and there 
is a lsl scale ratio, this being the only scale factor at which 
dynamic similarity can be ensured. This implies building up membranes 
of the same modulus and testing them microscopically over the same 
widths of 0.1 to O.^mm, which is not a useful proposition. The other 
alternative, of evaluating elastio moduli analytically has been 
attempted and is described in this chapter.

( 2)In another earlier paper, first published in 1941» von Bekesy' 
discusses the ratios of tensions in the transverse and longitudinal 
directions and he makes much of the point that an axi-symmetrio 
deflection pattern results from the distortion of a uniformally 
tensed membrane by a pin load applied normal to the membrane, while 
the ratio of the major to minor axes of elliptical isoclines and 
deflection contours oharaotsristlo of a non-unlformly tensed 
membrane under a point load deformation is a measure of the ratio 
of tensions in the two orthogonal dimensions of the membrane. 
Unfortunately neither he nor other oochlear investigators since 
have bothered to analyse and evaluate non-unlformly tensed membrane 
point load displacements mathematically. Such calculations illustrate 
how relatively insensitive this test is to tension differences in 
homogeneous membranss. For the oase of the distinctly non- 
homogeneous basilar membrane, whioh apparently aots more like a 
plate than a membrane on the side adjacent to the osseus lamina, 
suoh data as Bekesy presents are of limited use» e.g. a ratio of 
1«2 for the axes of the deformed area under point load deformation
near to the stapes
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However, Bekesy' a observations and arguments concerning the 
lack of tension in the undeformed basilar membrane are very convincing 
(except perhaps, his statement that "the claim that the transverse 
fibres of the basilar membrane are especially well developed cannot 
be substantiated"). A formula for a plate in bending is presented 
by Bekesy which includes for the stiffening effeots of the arch of 
Corti and of the teotorial and reoticular membranes, linked by 
stereooilia, and on the osseus lamina side (i.e. the arcuate zone) 
the plate model is probably reasonable. However, on the spiral 
ligament side, in the pectinate zone, which includes most of the 
width of the basilar membrane, the structure apparently has only 
small bending resistance. Thus, the plate bending formula 
introduced by Bekesy becomes seriously inaccurate when applied to 
the whole basilar membrane width for other than small deflections 
because it oannot include direct stresses due to increased lengths 
of ourved paths. Bekesy's static basilar membrane stiffness 
experiments involved large deflections.

The short section of this 1941 paper dealing with the statio 
plasticity of the ooehlear partition oontains data possibly more 
vital than any other to the problems of cochlear mathematical 
modelling. Although this data is again misleading and does not 
constitute his actual experimental results, it is so important for 
the estimation of membrane moduli and partition stiffness that it is 
essential to re-interpret it.

In these olassic experiments, Bekesy opened the oval window 
of each of his ooohlea specimens and pressurised the ooohlea via the 
round window. He opened the soalae at various sections from the 
heliootrema to near the stapes, one at a time, sealing the soalae on 
the heliootrema side of the opening on each oooasicn. The speoimen
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in each case was immersed in saline or tap water, and the displacement 

of the intact cochlear partition was measured and noted at each 

opening in the lumen for known pressure "heads" of water acting 

across the partition. These pressures were selected so as to 

induce a maximum displacement of the cochlear partition at each 

section of about 10 microns, which was a convenient deflection for 

miorosoopio observation and measurement.

Unfortunately, although very different heads of water 

(calculated herein to he of the order of 5 to 300 nan.) were required 

to produce this 10 micron maximum deflection at all of the sections 

considered, (with corresponding varying widths and stiffnesses of 

basilar membrane), the results are "normalised" to linear and 

volumetric partition displacements for 1 cm. pressure of water.

As before, this has apparently been done assuming absolute linearity 

of partition stiffness, that is, assuming that if a pressure h^ 

induces a maximum partition displacement of d^, then 10h^ induces a 

displacement of lOd^. If the partition aots like a single highly 

stressed membrane then for moderate displacements this is 

approximately true, but if the partition can be analysed as a 

single unstressed, elastic membrane, at least over half of its width, 

then the bending plate model will be seriously inaoourate for other 

than small defleotion ranges. Fortunately, both attiffhess" term 

and a displacement are oaloulable for eaoh set of data and ignoring 

the ocement that the assumed, reduced values illustrate an elasticity 

variation of one hundred fold from stapes to heliootrema, whioh cannot 

be inferred from the data in this form, the actual experimental data

can he deduced.
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Several authors have estimated values and variations of 

tension of the basilar membrane and some have dlsoussed elasticities 

of this and other membranes of the cochlear partition. As far as is

known, only Berendes^ ̂ , other than von Bekesy, has produced experimental
(2)data for basilar membrane stiffness. It was, in fact, Bekesy' ' who 

drew attention to Berendes1 work, suggesting that the Berendes technique 

for measuring the deformation at only one cochlea section of the basilar 

membrane by using a blunt rod to apply a point load to the centre of 

the basilar membrane was invalid. In fact the Berendes data, though 

very limited, is presented adequately and has been used with little 

diffioulty in the oaloulations which follow. The only doubts 

concerning this data arise from some uncertainty of the sections 

along the cochlea and basilar membrane to which his three sets of 

data refer.

Berendes built a compact item of apparatus in which a light 

hair spring rotated a shaft carrying a lever arm and a membrane- 

engaging pin. By calibrating the rotation of two shafts via minute 

light-refleoting mirrors he was able to plot direotly the force exerted 

by the pin on the basilar membrane as the membrane deflected, thus 

giving an ideal hysteresis type record of point load versus deflection 

as load was applied and removed. How his teohnique oompares with 

Bekesy's hair test regarding experimental accuracy is difficult to 

Judge, but oertainly his apparatus, though doubtless difficult to 

apply to all points of the cochlea, lends itself to the requirements 

of data extraction.

Ib.Beview

In the literature there is a complex array of cochlear 

partition stiffness and elasticity data. Nearly all the authors 

whose theories of ooohlear action have been published have used
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different ranges of stiffness values and many authors have added to 

the confusion by mis-quoting the values of others. Although the 

ooohlear partition equations of motions into which these stiffness 

data are substituted are virtually the same in all cases, the 

dimensions of the chosen, Invariably lin e a r , stiffness coefficients 

have not been consistent.

In table 1 is  summarized the data used by a number of authors, 

all of which is based, at least indirectly, on the work: of von Bekesy. 
Some explanation i s  given  o f  how the Bekesy results, in the form in 

which they were published, have come to be used, and, where it can be 

deduced, an outline o f  how each in v estig a tor  derived or modified his 

chosen data is presented.

TABLE 1 COCHLEA PARTITION STIFFNESSES

AS USED BY SEVERAL INVESTIGATORS

Sectional position 
along cochleai-

Near Stapes 10mm. 20mm. 30mm.
8

Nearelicotrema
1. Bekesy hair test data

dyne/om.
2. Bekesy pressure 

test data

2.1xl04 1 .4x10 3 3.1xl02

dyne/cm3

3. Bekesy pressure 
test data

1 .5x 10® 2.7xl07 7 -5xl06 2.0xl06 l.OxlO6

dyne mm/om9 2.2x1010 4.5X109 1 .3xl09 3.4x 10® 1 .6x10®
dyne/cm4 

4. Fletcher
2.2xl09 4 .5x10® 1.3x10® 3.4xl07 l . t o o 7

(based on l)dyne/cm 1 .0x10 

5. Fletcher/Zwislocki.
1.8il04 1 .4xl03 2.5xl0 2 70

(based on 4)dyne 
6. Fletcher/Klatt

(based on 4)dyne

/cm*

/cm 1 .0x10^

2.1xl09 7 .7xl07 2.4xl06

C o n t i  n  u

70
id



Sectional position 
along cochlea«— Bear Stapes 10mm.' 20mm. 30nm. Hear

Seliootrema

T.Hause
■**

(Fore e/displacement) 
/area: dyne/om3 l.OxlO9 5 .o x io 7 2.5*io6 1.2xl05 2.8xl04

S.Hause/lClatt.

(based on 7) dyne/cm2 l.OxlO9 3.0xl04

9.Klatt

"stiffness/unlt 
membrane length" 
Dyne/om^ 3.0il05 20

lO.Klatt and Peterson

(based on 9) dyne/cm2 3.0xl04 20

11.Bekesy/Zwislocki.

5.0x10® 1.2x10®(based on3)dyne/cm4 3.4*107

12.Bekesy/lClatt It 
Peterson

dyne/cm^ l.OxlO3 40

13.GuoIke,

(based on 3)dyne/cnr’ 5.0x10® 1.3*10® 5.3*107

14.Zelslooki

(based on 3)dyne/cm4 S.OxlO9 l.lxlO9 2.3*10® 5-3*107 2.3*107

15.Zwlslocki by Hause

(based on 14) dyne/om' l.lxlO9 2.5*10® 5.5*107

16.Peterson *  Bogert

(based on l)dynes/om' 2.3*10® 1.8*107 2.5*106

17.Peterson k  Bogert/ 
Zwlslocki

(based on l6)dynes/ci!« 7.0x10? 7.5*10® S.OxlO7
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1) B e k e s y ^  hair or pin test.
Data is given in dynes/om; the force exerted by a straight 
hair on or near the oentre of the basilar membrane per unit 
displacement of the basilar membrane at the position of this 
point load.

2) Bek esy^ pressure test.
Linear displacement data is dynes/om^, the pressure acting aoross 
the cochlear partition per unit maximum deflection of the 
partition due to this pressure at the section considered, 
assuming that a linear relationship exists between the pressure
and deflection. The data was reduoed by Bekesy (for publication)

2to a pressure of lorn, of water or 981 dynes per om , and at 
eaoh point along the oochlea, both a volumetric displacement 
(per 1mm. of distanoe along the ooohlea in em^) of the partition 
and an alleged corresponding maximum linear displacement of the 
partition in om. are given. So it is possible to evaluate a 
second pressure-pei^-unit-displacement term from the volumetric 
displacement, by dividing the volume by, say, 2/3 x 0.1 x b, 
where b is the looal. width of the basilar membrane, (or of the 
oochlear partition), 0.1 is the 1mm. of length along the 
ooohlear for which the Bekesy volumetric displacements are 
calculated and 2/3 is a membrane shape constant.

3) Bekesy's pressure test.
Volumetrio displacement data in dynes/om^ per unit length of 
the ooohlea. Assuming that the ooohlear partition displays 
a linear pressure-volumetric displacement relationship, as 
indeed all authors have assumed and, considering the steps 
Bekesy took to reduce his prsssure-test experimental data to 
the form in which it is presented, the least inoorreot way in
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which to use the pressure test data is as a pressure per 
unit volumetric displacement in dynes/cm^.

4) Fletcher^ used the hair test stiffness data,l), directly and
equated that stiffness to the force acting on a square surface 
of the partition, of side equal to the width of the basilar 
membrane at the seotion considered, per unit mean displacement
of that square surfaoe due to that force.

\ (5)5) Ewislocki re—expressed Fletcher's data in terms of pressure
per unit volumetric displacement far purposes of comparison 
with his own and other data. Thus he correotly divided 
Fletoher's data by the cube of the width of the basilar membrane, 
obtaining data in dynes/cm^ which, not surprisingly, bears no 
relation to data 3).

6) K l a t t ^  compared his own data with Fletcher's and other data,
and simply re-expressed Fletoher's data, presented logically 
if inappropriately in dynes/om, as dynes/cm . By what 
argument he did this remains uncertain.

7) H a u s e ^  presented his data, which was probably based on
Bekesy's pressure test data, in the form of partition 
stiffness per unit area of basilar membrane. His figures 
display a stapos-to-helicotrema variation of an order of 
magnitude greater than Bekesy's figures. His variation 
from basal to apical end follows the law 10^.e ^.dyns/om^.
(X cm. being the distance from the oval window).

8) Klatt for purposes of comparison re-expressed Hause's data
in different units, the justification for whioh again remains
uncertain
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9) Klatt's analysis of the deformation of a membrane and his defence

of his stiffness formulae contains three errors, and it is not

worthwhile to review his work closely. He has equated his

linear stiffness constant k to — - , where p is the
max

pressure acting on the oochlear partition at some section, 

b is the width of the basilar membrane and w is the maximum 

linear defleotian of the basilar membrane at that section.

The value he uses for k at the stapes end of the coohlea 

agrees closely with the Bekesy pressure test data reduced in 

this way but at the apical end it would appear that his value 

of k is several hundred times smaller than the value which, by 

the method he suggested, can be derived from Bekesy1 s data. 

However, it may be that he has based his range of values of 

k on re-arranged Bekesy data, extracted and re-oonverted to 

approximate more nearly what he estimates to be Bekesy's 

original experimental data.

10) Klatt and Peterson^^ have published a oochlear dynamio

analysis based on Klatt's paper, employing the same principles 

for estimation of partition stiffness. Bata is again given 

in dynes/oin but the range of values of k from the basal to the 

apical end is reduced by one order of magnitude, the stapes 

value being one tenth of the value given in 9) • I* 1* implied 

in the text that this is intended to be based on Bekesy's 

pressure test data. This is open to question.

11) Zwislocki accurately refers to data 3) and quotes it with

correct dimensions.

12) According to Klatt and Peterson's definition, k » f t  •
b u t

Bekesy pressure-test data gives either k ■ 3 * 10 dynes/om
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at stapes and k . 6 x 103 at apex or k . 4 x 10^ dyne/cm2

at stapes and k « 2 x 103 at apex. However, they quote

the data in one of Bekesy's papers as yielding k . 103 dyne/om2

at ctapsa »nrt k - 40 at apex, which range Is needed to validate

their own ohoBen range at the apical end of the cochlea.
\ (9)13) Guelks has used data for analogous volume compliance In his

apt and useful electrical transmission line analogue of 

cochlear dynamics. The reciprocal of his compliance, with 

units of dyne/cm^, shows a variation along the cochlea
„1.355*

according to the formula  ̂ an,l 1» closely in

agreement with Bekesy data 3 in dynes/cm^.

14) Zwislocki's own data is closely related to data 3), hut is

Increased by a faotor ranging from about 2.2 at the basal 

end to 1.5 at the apex.

15) According to Hause, a private communication from Zwislocki

suggests that Hause's exponential formula for stiffness 

variation would be a more satisfactory approximation
9 — 3X(? to the Bekeay data) if the exponential term in k - l<re 

—1 SXwas amended to be e . Suoh a variation in fact desoribea 

Zwislocki's data 14.

16) Peterson and Bogort^ based their stiffness data on the hair

teut data, l), and calculated an effective stiffness term in 

the form of pressure per unit mean linear displacement of the 

basilar membrane at the section considered. To do this the 

authors apparently assumed, in effect, that the point hair 

load on the membrane was equivalent to a pressure distributed 

over an area of 0.01 sq.m.



17) In order to compare Peterson and Bogert's data, 16), with

his own data, Zwislocki needed to divide by the width of the 

basilar membrane at corresponding positions. In fact he

divided by a mean basilar membrane width throughout of about

0.03cm.

It will be apparent from the foregoing brief notes that only 

Zwislocki's treatment of Bekesy's data appears to be intelligent. 

Despite this, however, it is probable that none of the ranges of 

data displayed in Table 1 can be employed with confidence.

Bekesy's reduction of his own experimental readings to the data 

which has been published is based upon a number of uncertain 

premises including pressure displacement linearity and small 

deflection theory. It is therefore considered desirable to 

look again at partition and membrane statics from first principles, 

considering cases for both small and large deflections.
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FIGURE 1.

GENERAL ANALYSIS OF LONG RECTANGULAR MEMBRANES WITH LARGE 
DEFLECTIONS CAUSED BY UNIFORM HYDROSTATIC PRESSURES
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FIGURE 2.

UNIFORM CLAMPED MEMBRANE OR PLATE OFFERING 
ELASTIC RESISTANCE TO BENDING AND SUBJECT TO 
SMALL DEFLECTIONS
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II ANALYSIS OF PRESSURE-DEFLECTED MEMBRANES 

Ila.Ho Resistance to Banding

Consider the case of a rectangular uniform membrane, long

compared to it? width, b, clamped at all edges, initially unstressed, 

and deflected statically by a steady, uniform hydrostatic pressure, p, 

(Fig. l). Let the tension at y » | be T per unit length. Consider 

the membrane at the point (y, w). Let the vertical and horizontal 

components of the membrane tension Ty per unit length at this point, 

be Tvy and Thy respectively. Assuming symmetry about the oentre line 

y . and equating vertical forces on an element of membrane of unit 

length,

T vy . ^  - py - P ( f  - y )

Equating horizontal forces

Thy T - p(- - w)
where the maximum deflection of the membrane at the mid point 

b .y • 2 Is
T
-U. . 
T, hy

P(2 ‘ y) i d  w\ 
T - p(wm-w) * ( dy ^

T - pw m b w  + w b w  » b —
p d 7 dy 1

integrating the equation with respect to y and setting the integration 

constant to zero for the condition that w » 0 when y - 0, gives
0 (1)p m ow ♦ - w j w  + y - by

- (w -m p ('■*]
' b2 ( * - w ) 2'p m' 4 +

centre , (w- - ? }
Now Ty

Ty

2 2 Tvy + Thy

T2 - P2(*.2 ♦ f '  > - pV  + * ( f  - wj - ♦ y2 - by)
Hence, from equation (l),

r 2Tw_ 2 -2 2 r Ty ~ T ♦ p i V 1
— —  + v  I whioh is independent of both 
P 4

w and y
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But from «quation (l), at tbe point of maximum deflectlon,
2"b 2 2Tw1.«., at point (•£,« ) lt can be aacn that w^ - ___m » 0.

P
Hence, Ty^ _ at ail values of y.

That I s ,  the te n s io n  In the membrane I s  constant across the 

whole section. This conclusion, and the observation that the shape 

of the membrane is circular depend only on the membrane being unable 

to support any bending moment, and both conclusions apply regardless

it is only when just the horizontal component of membrane tension 

Is constant over the span, or when the loading is wholly normal to 

the undeflected position of the membrane that a parabolic shape 

(as assumed by some investigators) can be shown to exist. For 

example, if, in the above derivation,

Thy « T = constant

then

which Is parabolic. When w is small, this shape is indistinguishable 

from a circular arc, as also are several other shapes, including half 

wave sine functions. Note that when w is small, the assumption on 

which the above analysis is based, that the membrane is unable to 

support bending moments, may not be realistic.

For the case being considered the length of the stretched and 

deflected membrane above is the length of the circular arc in Fig. (l)

Now as T is the uniform tension per unit length of the membrane,

of the size of the deflection. Subject to these same assumptions,

and

» - - (y2 - by)

if t is the thickness of the membrane then the stress at any and every
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/ Tpoint In the section is T/t. That Is, strain «= -=7- where E is the modulus

of elasticity for the membrane material at that section. But from 

equation 2,

Defining a parameter R to be the ratio of width of membrane to the

U -  - „ ----------- iS-

In his pressure tests of the cochlear partition, for which data 

this analysis is prepared, Bekesy notes that the maximum linear 

displacement which he applied to the cochlear partition at any section 

was O.Olnm. At the stapes end, for a basilar membrane width of 0.10mm, 

.which is slightly less than normal, this would indicate a maximum R 

value for the whole p.re .ure test of ton, assuming for the most severe 

case that the basilar membrane was subjeot to the maximum deflection of

the partition. At all other points, R would thus have been greater
p bthan 10, Therefore the error then introduced into the value for 

by ignoring terms higher than the second in the expansion for the 

inverse sine in equation (3) is 6^» This is tho maximum error which

maximum deflection of the membrane at its centreline, (R = — —) , it follows
m

that the radius — » (R +4). Hence strain at any point in the

section of the membrane

But also, strain » length of arc
b

Expressing this as a series in — —  we have
R + 4

2Et R2 + 4 6 40 336
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consider, by L'hopitsl's ruis,
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H a  dz^2 ~ V 1 ~ _ lim / 2» \ _ Q
z-*0 ■jjj’ . z z-»01 yi-zz J
Hence since R should approach oo , take first value of R

R - \  (1 + / l  - z?" )
hz

This equation follows directly from equations (3) and (4) and, if the 

single membrane representing the cochlear partition, and the basilar 

membrane are normally unstressed when at rest, the relation also 

follows from equation (l).

Equation (5) olearly indicates non-linear behaviour in the 

variation of the maximum partition or membrane displacement with 

pressure. As the equation is free of error for all values of R 

obtaining in the natural dynamio case, the assumptions being that 

the oochlear partition may be considered as an untensed reotangular 

elastic membrane clamped at its edges, and that this membrane has no 

resistance to bending, it will have to be simplified with minimum loss 

of accuracy to a form appropriate to an equation of motion. Hon- 

llnear stiffness terms in dynamio equations are invariably associated 

with either difficult exact solutions of suoh equations, or 

inconvenient approximate solutions, and before attempting either it

is necessary to express the stiffness component in a form suoh as
2 1p a Aw 4 Bw -f Cw .......

Rewriting equation (5),

» 3 * -
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-

Exparidi ng the terms in brackets on the left hand side in binomial 

aeries <

It can easily be shown that for all values of B the third and 

fourth etc. terms on the left hand side of equation 6 are insignificant. 

For a value of R of the order of one hundred, omission of the second 

term also causes an error of 0.04$ in B. Omission of the same term 

for R of the order of ten gives rise to an error of 4$ in R.

This equation can be used for the normal dynamic case and be 

included as a cubic stiffness term in the equations of cochlear 

partition motion. It is interesting to observe in the derivation 

of equation (7) auooeaaively from equations (5) and (3) eto., that 

subject to the assumptions made, no linear oomponent of pressure 

stiffness appears.

* * „3 --- Et

(7)
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lib.Small Deflection» - Bending Moment Resistance

Consider the case of an elastlo plate or membrane, initially 

unstressed, subject to small deflections and offering full normal 

elastic roi'istanca to bending moments. Let the rectangular plate 

have unit length and width b between its two clamped fixed ends, and 

be subject to a uniform hydrostatic pressure of p dynes per unit area, 

whioh, considering its unit length, indicates a distributed load of 

p dynes per unit sectional (span) distance. (Fig.2).

Then from consideration of its bending moment diagram and the 

principles of elastic bending,

moment of area of the seotion subject to bending.

For a simple rectangular section of unit length 1 and effective 

thickness t, for bsnding about the neutral axis I - I (See Fig.2) ,

That is, the membrane obeys a simple, linear pressure displacement 

relationship. This relationship may only remain an adequate description 

of the mechanics of a deformed plate or membrane when deflections are 

so small that no resistance to deformation arises due to axial strain, 

when the true length of the deformed membrane beoomes sufficiently in 

exoess of its initial span b.

In the oase of an initially untensed elastlo membrane subject 

to an increasing deflection, it ie clear that the linear equation

where w is the maximum deflection of the plate or membrane atm
y » E l s  the elastic modulus of the material and I ia the second

Hanoe
12p b4

“ 384 Et t2wm

op p (8)



(8) will apply whan deflections remain very small, while the non

linear equation (7) «ill apply when deflections become large enough 

to significantly stretoh the membrane in which situation the linear 

stiffness effects of aquation (8) become insignificant. The only 

other analysis concerning membrane static deformations which oould 

conceivably be introduced is the well known three dimensional 

elemental theory approach which yields a three dimensional Laplaoe's 

equation, or for a long uniform rectangular membrane, its two 

dimensional equivalent. This in turn gives a sine wave membrane 

deflection shape and a linear pressure vs. displacement relationship, 

but this type of analysis depends wholly on an assumption of— a permanent 

uniform tension stress throughout the membrane, whioh is a wholly 

illegitimate assumption in this oase.

It seems reasonable in the general case to combine these two 

types of equations, one a so-called membrane equation, and the other 

an elastio plate equation, as is frequently done in the theory of 

plates and shells and thick and thin oylindara, giving

4-27

Note that these two components become of equal importanoe

when w » / *  t. As w increases beyond this range, the nonm ^ 2 m
linear component rapidly predominates.
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III.ANALYSIS OF PDJ-BEFLEC TED MEMBRANES
In order to estimate the range of moduli of elasticity of the 

hasilar membrane from the data contained in Bekesy's 1947 p a p e r ^ , 
an analysis is given for the general case of a discontinuous single 
load F, acting axisymmetrically on a uniform, circular, elastic 
membrane. The membrane has no initial stress, and when F - 0 it 
lies flat. The membrane is clamped at its outer radius r^, and 
is assumed to be held in firm contact with the central defleoting pin 
of radius r^ throughout the area 0* rgj r^. Thus it is, in effeot, 
also clamped at radius r^, (See Fig.3) The membrane is assumed to 
be sufficiently deflected so that small displacement solutions are 
not valid, and that linear, plate-bending mechanics are both invalid 
and irrelevant! that is, the membrane is assumed to offer no bending 
moment resistance. The membrane is assumed to not be subject to 
deflections gross enough to invalidate Hooke's law for the material.
A maximum radial angle of inclination of the membrane in the region 
of the defleoting pin of 30° to 45° is considered acceptable to 
these assumptions.

Let the deflection of the membrane at any radius r, where
r̂ -c r^r^, be w and the radial (or meridional) slope of the membrane
at that point be tan 0  - Let the maximum deflection of thedr
membrane at the pin, that is, from the centre to radius r, be w^.
(See Fig.3).

At radius r, let the membrane radial tension per unit length and 
the membrane radial strain be Q and £  respectively, and theP
circumferential tension per unit length and the circumferential 
(or tangential) strain be P and £ o respectively. Let E, t and * 
denote membrane elastic modulus, thiokness and Poisson's ratio 
respectively, and assume that an element of deflected membrane
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of radial length 6r, and true meridional length 6r/ooe 0, at
radiue r, was formerly, when F . 0, of radial length 6r , and at 
radius r \

Then
S r . (q  > ^ P)

^ - S r 1008 0

and
k (p-

6r

r - r
_1

Sr
Sr1 008 0

- 1

( 10)

- ? - 1
Note that £-c is zero at r ■ r^ and r - rg

Consider the equilibrium of a small element lying in the plane 
of the defleoted membrane at radius r (See Fig.4)• If the element
subtends an angle 8^ when viewed radially, that is, vertically from 
above, then resolving forces in the plane of the element,

Qr 6 0 - (© + 8Q) (r + Br) 6f* + 2P jSE—  § ■§?!».c . 0

whloh gives 
P dr
By considering the equilibrium of the vertloal forces, i.e. 

the applied foroe F, at any annular ring of radius r, it follows

(11)

that
F . Q 2 TT r sin © (12)
Note in these basio equations (10), (ll) and (12), that 

P, Q and © are all funotiona of r.
As a solution to this apparently simple problem does not appear 

in the literature, it was assumed that no exact solution was possible 
by other than numerloal methods. Also, the appropriate experimental 
data from whioh ooohlear membrane elastioities are to be extracted 
is particularly poor, and does not warrant solutions of great accuracy. 
Therefore, several alternative means to solving the problem were
considered
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FIGURE 10.3. CIRCULAR iramRAire DEFLECTED BT CONCENTRIC POST

rnue. view of £.ceMe/vr nv 'a' o/KEcno/v

FIGURE HO.4-. BUaraWT OF CIRCULAR DEFLECTED HEMBRAJE

FIGURE HO.5
DEFLECTED CIRCULAR ManffiAWE i h  WHICH CIRCUMFERENTIAL 
STRADI IS ZERO
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Method 1
From equations (ll) and (12),

Q ♦ r &a.
dr

F oos 0 .
2ffsin2 0

dfldr

Therefore, from equations (10)
F r . ^ r dO 1

1 ~ 2TT Et r sin 0 L 1 + tan 0 dr J
- F r r d« + 10 “ 2* Et r sin 0 [tan 0 dr + S J

(13)

It would appear that the direct way to employ the £- r equation (13) 
is to derive the former unstressed length 6r* of eaoh of the small elemental 
defleoted membrane lengths flr/cos 0, and to apply the obvious equality
that

or
r2 ‘ rl m2E ( ¿ r  + l) oos « 

(fe r + 1) oos 0 ” r2 rl

(14)

Whether this identity be solved by integration or computed
numerically it remains necessary to assume a relationship between
0 and r, or, because . tan 0, between w and r.

In order to dlsoover a general relationship between w and r, a
series of simple tests were made in which three uniform, initially untensed,

6 2circular rubber diaphragms of r^ » 7*45 cm. E « 20 x 10 dyne/cm and t 
of 0.027 om, 0.017 cm. and 0.006 cm. respectively were defleotlng varying 
distances w^ by concentric flat-ended posts of - .32 cm. and of 
r^ a 0.89 om. In attempting to express w, the deflection at radius r, 
in terms of w^, r^, and r only, the following expressions were tried.
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(o) w - wm a - 2rj, a - 3rj)

(d) L Z l l  -
rr  rj

(•) » - »b bast a -

(wQ m constant)

n
n - ^  ate

Tha bast fit to all of tba daflaotion shapes was obtained by 

use of expression (a), which was also reasonably easy to manipulate 

mathematically. Three values of Poisson's ratio were used, namely 

^ - 0, 0.2 and 0.4, and sets of data of F vs wm were inserted into 

equation (13). Taking an initial value of Et, and dividing the 

radial distance rg - r^ into 1000 intervals, equation 14 was tested 

numerically via a short digital computer programme, and a new value 

of Et interpolated from the residue. Despite this being a slowly 

converging method of solution, the interpolation for Et was easily 

accelerated, and after about six substitutions and re-trials, a 

good value of Bt, certainly accurate to 0.01)1, was established, 

levertheless, the method was time consuming, inelegant, and subject 

to the Inaccuracies of the assumed expression for w(r). It was 

also an inefficient means of discovering the all-important non-linear 

relationship between F and wm , whioh was the point of the exercise. 

Knowing that this approach was possible, if unattractive, for th* 

calculation of Et from F vs w^ data, alternative methods were 

examined in an effort to seek less indirect expressions.
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Method 2

The expressions for ¿ r and £  in equations (10) may he 

combined through the linear strain compatibility relationships.

ths following exact equation may be obtained, giving Q in terms of 

0 and r; the prime denoting differentiation with respect to r,

Prom equation (12), this may be rewritten to give a non-linear 

seoond order differential equation in either 0 or Q as a function of 

r. Unfortunately no convenient solution appears possible.

Method 3

Alternatively, the linear strain oompatability relationships 

having been applied to yield equation (15), it is with a minimum of 

error that the approximation r » r* may be employed, giving

drdr

it follows that

£ ( £ r  + l)(£- r + l) cos 0 - 1 -cos 0 - 1 - (15)

By making the appropriate substitutions for£c, S t and

Q"r2 . Et - Q

( 16)

(17)
Substituting for S- r and S  o, and making a valid small angle 

approximation for 0, that

oos 0 « 1 - sin2©

ths following approximate equation in Q(r) resultsi- 

Q"Q2r4+ 3 ^'Q2r3 . Q l(l -■* ) - Q'r * M ♦ lit (18)
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At first sight a convenient solution for Q would appear to

be Q - ^  + b, but suoh a simple solution can neither satisfy equation 
r*

(l8) nor preserve the essential non-linearity of the L.H.S. of that 

equation. This simple expression for Q also corresponds with 

expression (c) in Method 1 for w(r), which did not provide a 

satisfactory fit to the experimental deflection curves.

Equation (l8) may be solved by the use of Bessel or Hankel 

funotions( but this approach was not favoured.

Method 4

Prom equations (ll) and (12) respectively«- 

P . (r©)'

« d ( x Q ) '  . - A  *
£ sin ©

where the prime denotes differentiations with respect to r.

Assuming, as is intuitively clear, that ©' is always negative 

for positive 0, then it follows that 

P ^  0 for all r.

Also assume that £  o is always negative, that is, r r1 .

(the conditions under which this assumption is justified are set 

out under Method 5)•

Hence, if £. o *<■ 0 
then from equation (10) for £  o,

^ Q >  P 

.*. ^ P

Henoe, from equation (10) for S r ,

“ » i 25 -  fc (
Thus, for inequality (19) defines reasonably close

upper and lower bounds for £  r, which converge as ^ deoreases.
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Clearly, the lower bound is appropriate to the situation 

when £  o - 0

. 1that is
r1

in whioh case 2 r -  1
and r ■ sec 0 - 1

Using a small angle approximation for 0,

that sin 0 > 0 (-4^ error at 0 - 30°)
e2and that seo 0 . 1 + “  (-lj$ error at 0

it follows that, as a first approximation
_2

30°)

seo 0 - 1 - (—lift error at 0 - 30 )

Substituting Q from equation (12) into the inequality (19)I—
X i  - **)

Tt St 03 r P
tt st

for - ^  - tan 0 - ^ 0 ,  it follows from

w - - J' 0 dr
that at the lower bound

• - / s
whioh, inserting the boundary condition that w(r2) - 0, gives

the following approximate inequality 
3i3 / r : 2 1 y T  (r 2/3 - r2/3)-C w^-i / —y 1  ̂ 2 /TTSt U 2 r ^ W4C2 y i r s t  .

( 20)

Iota that for ^ . ■j, the limit factor becomes 0.91

and for ^ ■ i, " " " " O .984
The relationship expressed in inequality (20), although it 

is a first order approximation only, desoribes the general oubio 

relation between P and w_, given when r ■ r.. It is more accurateID A
towards the lower bound
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Method 5

It was assumed in method 4 that r was always less than the 

initial element radius r^. If that is generally the case, then 

the superimposition of a uniform outward radial pressure, acting 

on each element of the deflected membrane, should restore each 

deflected element radius r to its initial value of r1. Let 

this horizontal pressure per unit vertioal area of deflected membrane 

be T, acting on eaoh element so as to ensure that r « r1. (See Fig.5) 

Henoe equations (10) become

- fe ( * - * < » )  - J r - i  - ©

giving P ■ ft, and as — - 1, r  (2l)
dr

£ r  . | r ( l -  V )  . * r  -1 Et ,^1 oocos 0 - 1 - sec 0 - 1>

When the equilibrium of forces anting on any element of membrane 

in the plane of the element is considered, equation (ll) is replaced 

by the following relationship,

P . ft ♦ rft’ + Tr 6r sin © (22)

Equation (12) remains unaltered, and in differentiating 

equation (12) with respeot to r, 

from ft . C r alQ © )

it is seen that

« '  ■  - « ( i S T  *  i )

Henoe from equation (22)

Tr 6r sin O

Tr 8r sin 6 

But £.r

P - ft - rft

- 1 + ' t = T  

♦ r tan“© )

*  1)
(23)

It (1 “ ^  " Bao 0 " 1 " 1 ¡os°© ”

. Bt (1 - cos 0)
(1 - S 2) 008 0

F
- T f f

_L
r sin 0
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0 1 _
c n*~5t.. follows that

y m r tan 9 - r sin 9

Differentiating with respect to r, it can be shown that

9' (r cob  9 ----—  ) - tan 9 - sin 9
cos^ 9

and substituting this expression baok into equation (23) the following 

exaot equation in 9 stay be used to check the sign (and direction) of 

the imposed pressure Ti-

T r 6r sin 9 . Q(-4 - 0.286)

that is, T le in the assumed direction, outwards, provided that >■ 0.286, 

and when ̂  - 0.286, T _ 0. As 9 increases, this lower limit of 

decreases. The case for 9 —*-0 may be studied by small angle approximations, 

as follows<-

T r fir ein 9

For example, when 9 - 30° and cos 9 « "

1 - cos 9 Q2 (error + 3jt at 9 • 30°)
cos 9 “ 2 - Q2

.*.r93 - y(2 - 92) (25)

Differentiating with respect to r, it is seen that

9' - 9  (2 - 92)
9 - 3x9 + 2y " “ ^  _ c2}

From equation (23), putting 9 - tan 9 

T r 6r sin 9 . Q( )

(26)

2
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Equation (26) shows that as 0 — »0, the direotion of T will he 
as assumed, that is, outwards, provided that ̂  >■ y. When ̂  - y, 
then in the oase of small deflections, T « 0 and henoe r - r1.

It also follows that the assumption made in Method 4, that 
£ o < 0 ,  and r <  r1, is valid provided that -̂  >  y  in the oase of 
small defleotions, and "4 >  (y - aC ) in the oase of larger deflections 
(from equation 24)• the small number increasing as the deflection 
inoreases.

It should be noted at this point that ^ for the basilar 
membrane is very roughly estimated at about 0.40. On the basis of 
its typical fibrillary arrangements, in whioh fibrous bundles are 
located within dense, mechanically inert matter, one would expect 
to model the basilar membrane using soft rubber sheeting, or some
synthetic fibrous substance. Values of Poisson's ratio for a 
variety of suoh materials, extracted tram a number of published 
tables of meohsmioal properties of substances are in table 2 below 
TABLE 2 Poisson's Batio for Various Materials
Polymethylmethaorylate Poisson's ratio . 0.40
Vuloanlsbd rubber 0.40
Mylon 0.40
Polystyrene O t35 - 0.40

Polytetra fluorsthylene 0.40

Polyethylene 0.40
Soft rubber 0.50

Finally, the approximate relationship of w, w^ and 7 given 
in inequality (20) may now be oheoked using, instead of the small 
angle approximations

O6
800 0 — 1 - J  and tan 8 - 0 ,
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the nor« accurate expressions
see © - 1 - ■ ■ ■ - and tan © 

2 - ©*
Prom equation (25)

« - (f)* (2 - O2)*

*»*' S  - ' tan ® -

20

2 - 0

2 -  ©

dw
dr - - 2 ( $ *  (2 - ®2)"*

-  -  * ( J *  [  2 -  ( J *  ( 2  -  « * ) *  ]  ^

This may be expanded by the binomial theorem to give the 
following expression, in which only the first two terms of this 
rapidly converging series are consideredi-

£  - - »5*dr 2~* .  1 ( ^ / 3  (1)1  (2 .  g2)S .  

^  ♦ 3 <f>*]
. —  . _ - t  (^) to a second order of approximation,dr xr ' 3 r

Integrating with respect to r,
w - - ̂  (2y)^ r^ - ̂ y log#r ♦ o

and the boundary conditions that w ■ wi at r ■ r, and w - 0 at
r - rg give

w ■

where y

4* ' 'i* ♦!<*»>*

“ d *. • 2 (2l)i (r2* - 'l*1 * f ' l0'i^)

(27)

(28)

lots that in the praotioal oaee y 1.
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For example, if r2 m 8, ^  > 1, then *a as a function 
of y is typically as follows t-

J
w
2» — T*r2 rl

1 7.0 1.0
12 6.7 0.95

iz 3.1 0.44
Henoe, considering the required accuracy of these expressions 

omission of the logarithmic terms in equations (27) and (28) is 
dearly permissible for all oases except those involving very 
large deflections.

It is also worth mentioning that equation (27) «as tested 
against experimental data mentioned in Method 1, and the relationship 
between w and r given by equation (27) matched the experimental 
relationships considerably better than did expression (e).

The only problem remaining in the use of the relations 
derived in Methods 4 and 5 concerns the faot that Beltssy' s pin 
stiffness data naturally involves the defleotion of a long 
rectangular sections of membrane rather than olroular membranes.

Several laboratory tests were therefore conducted in order 
to obtain a simple relationship between the pin foroe required to 
produce a certain defleotion in a damped, untensed circular 
membrane and the pin foroe required to produoe the same deflection 
in a long, narrow rectangular damped membrane, also Initially 
untensed. This particular approaoh was abandoned when it was 
notioed, in the oourse of the tests, that for a reasonably wide 
range of defleotions, and including the natural non-linear effoots, 
that a long, narrow, olamped, reotangular membrane, of width, b,
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displayed very nearly the same load vs. deflection characteristic 

when loaded by a single pin at its centre-line as did a clamped 
ciroular membrane of diameter ̂  b. It was considered that under 

the ciroumstanceB this relationship was adequate by which to convert 

a set of pin stiffness data for a rectangular membrane of a certain 
width to its circular membrane equivalent.
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IV AfPXiICATIOH OF PRESSURE STIFFNESS M T A

The only quantitative data based on experiments In which

uniform hydrodynamic static pressures have deflected the cochlear
(2)partition is presented In Bekesy's paper' ' which is discussed 

earlier in this paper.

In order to understand the writer's interpretation of this 

data, it is important to recall that Bekesy reported that over the 

whole length of the cochlea, when subject to large deflections, the 

partition deformed like an elastio rod, free at one end and fixed 

at the other The lower extension of Beissner's membrane

moved with almost maximum partition amplitude. The basilar 

membrane, being narrower than Reissner's membrane and stiffer on 

the limbus side, presumably displayed the actual maximum partition 

amplitude of deformation at a point about two-thirds of the width 

of the basilar membrane from the limbus on the spiral ligament side. 

Bus to the near constant width of Reissner's membrane, and the 

tapering width of ths basilar membrane, the maximum basilar 

membrane displacement is, by inference, only slightly greater than 

the maximum Rsiaansr's membrane displacement at the apical end, and 

is several times greater at the basal end.

The implication of Bekesy's observations is that only the outer 

half or two-thirds of the basilar membrane, that is the pars 

Peetinata, on the spiral ligament side, can reasonably be considered 

to deform under relatively large pressure loads like a membrane.

The inner third of the structure and membrane, that is the arcuate 

sons ananating from the limbus spiral adjaoent to the bony lamina, 

olearly dsfleots like a beam cantilevered at one end. It is 

therefore considered reasonable to assume that in this arouate sons, 

the basilar membrane and the reotioular lamina, whioh are relatively



rigidly separated by the arch of Corti and the cellular structures, 

are analogous to a double-flanged beam, and in this manner will 

invariably present a large, linear restraining moment of resistance 

to any tendency to deformation of the partition.

It is probable that the support afforded by the tectorial 

membrane, which is known to be relatively strongly resistant to 

forces parallel to the basilar membrane and in the direction of 

the spiral ligament via the cilia and hair cells to the reticular 

lamina, reinforces this moment of resistance. However, beyond 

the outer leg of the aroh of Corti and further towards the spiral 

ligament than the outermost hair oells, where the teotorial/ 

retioular membranes cannot stiffen the structure, the basilar 

membrane in this pectinate sane must bear pressure loads unaided.

Iurato^^ and others have demonstrated the nature of the 

well defined transverse fibres lying in two strata which constitute 

the main characteristic of the basilar membrane in the pars 

pectinata. Such discoveries may be well appreciated by those 

more mathematical or mechanical investigators who would ascribe 

to physiological membrane systems certain definite physioal 

properties such as elasticity. For the biological membrane is 

normally oonoeived as a well ordered, electrically non-oonduoting, 

cellular oomplez, studied in the domains of moleoular science rather 

than the soienoe of load bearing structures.

That the density of these fibrous layers of the peotinate 

sane has been observed in electron microscope seotions of the 

basilar membrane to increase in sections approaohing the basal end 

of the ooohlea from the apex also encourages the meohanioal theory 

that these fibres are the basis for any variation in elastic 

behaviour of the basilar membrane which may be deduced from
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maorosoopic experiments. It appears reasonable to assume that 

for small defleotions, these double fibrillary arrangements in the 

pectinate sane allow the membrane to deflect linearly, like a plate.

A formular describing, with as much accuracy as Bekesy's 

rather qualitative data permits, the gross displacement of the 

basilar membrane under relatively heavy pressure loading is

w - Aiy3 - by2) (29)

where A is a numerical factor, w is the displacement of the seotian 

at some distanoe y from the beginning of the basilar membrane at 

the limbus side, and b is the width of the membrane from its 

attachment at the limbus to the end of the arouate zone at the 

spiral ligament.
b-2 .

As is illustrated in Fig.?, this function, and the actual 

shape noted by Bekesy, approximates very closely indeed in the 

region

to a oiroular shape whose radius for values of B (where H a —  )
m

greater than ten is within a few peroent of the radius, T/P, 

predicted by liquation (l). In view of this it is reasonable to 

perform all non-linear stiffness calculations on the assumption 

that, in the region y y « s i  b, the basilar membrane can be 

treated as a pure elastio membrane in the mathematical sense.

For small defleotians, linear stiffness calculations should also
o

be based upon the same outer zone width, ■jb, of the membrane, 

because the linear stiffness of the partition and basilar membrane 

in the arouate zone, that is, the inner y  of the width, must be 

orders of magnitude in excess of the simple membrane linear stiffness 

in the peotinate sone.
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In the approximating function (29)» since the faotor A is 
dependent upon pressure, it follows that associated with any 
deflection in whatever way the pars tecta/teetorial membrane 
mechanics demand, there must be always a stretching due to 
deformation of the "pure" membrane In the pectinate zone, which 
may be represented mathematically as the outer two thirds of the 
basilar membrane. Therefor« the following analyses oonsider both 
linear and non-linear stiffness components existing in the outer ̂  , 
or pectinate zone, only. Now instead of presenting his actual 
experimental readings, namely, a pressure and a volume displacement 
at a certain section, Bekesy presented reduoed data, all at the same 
pressure reduoed on the assumption of a wholly linear law 
relating displacements to pressures. This data must therofore 
be re-oonverted to its original form for use in non-linear 
elastieity calculations. Note that Bekesy's data must be 
classified large displacement data.

In order to estimate w from Bekesy's volume displacement max
data for the ooohlear partition oonsideri
Volume per unit length, V

Therefore, assuming relatively large displacements, the maximum 
basilar membrane displacement is

. . 1£ Im 9 b
The aotual data presented by Bekesy is givsn in Table 3« 

ftm It is inferred that Beissner's membrane remains in an
approximately straight line during pressure deflections of the 
ooohlear partition, and assuming a straight line span for the same 
membrane in its rest oonditlon, it follows that if h is the length

(30)
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of this span, and is the maximum normal displacement of Heissner's 

membrane, then £ d^h is its volume displacement V per unit length«

On this basis h is tabulated in column 5 of Table 3> Column 3 is

Bekesy's volume displacement data and column 4 i s  the r ig h t  hand 

ordinate of Bekeey1s graphically displayed data, which he labelled 

"maiimum displacement of the cochlear partition for a pressure of 

lom of water". In view of the fact that Bekesy observed that both 

the span of Reissner's membrane at each section and the form of its 

displacement under different pressures were approximately constant 

along the coohlea, it is reasonably certain that the constant 

quotient calculated at all sections in column 5 is no accident, 

hut was assumed by Bekesy in calculating his "maximum displacement 

of the cochlear partition" values, and that these values are 

actually calculated maximum displacements of Reissnsr's membrane, 

d^, not true experimental data.

Assuming that deflections in the plane of the bony shelf and 

basilar membrane are restricted to the width of the basilar membrane 

only, the maximum deflection w for the latter may be calculated by 

Equation (3) for each of the data sets given in Table 3 and is 

presented in column 6.
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TABLE 3

Volume displacements and maximum point displacements of the 

cochlear partition for a pressure of 1 cm. water* B e k e s y ^

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

SeotionDistance
from
stapes

Typical 
width of 
basilar membrane

Volumedisplacement 
per cm.

Alleged 
maximum displacement 
of partition

Span of Reissner's 
membrane

Maximum 
displacement 
of basilar 
membrane

X(mm) b(om) V(ocs/cm) djom) h. jkom) m
wjcm)

5 .0211 9.4 * io-7 1.6 x 10-5 0.118 7.92 x 10“5

10 .0269 2.3 x 10“6 3.75x 10-5 0.122 15.20 x 10“^

20 .0384 7.8 x 10”6 1.3 x 10-4 0.120 36.1 x 10~5

30 .0500 2.9 x 10-5 4 .8 x 10-4 0.120 103.1 x 10~5

34 .0547 6.0 x 10“5 1.0 x 10-3 0.120 195.0 x 10“‘>

Examination of table 3 and its inherent assumptions indicates 

that simple laws of fluid continuity would tend to demand that the 

basilar membrane should deflect about five times as much as a linear- 

deflecting Reissner's membrane near the basal end and about twice as 

much at the apex. Henoe it may be concluded that either the observations 

made by Bekesy that the lower extension of Reissner's membrane moved 

with almost maximum partition amplitude only applies to the apical 

end of the ooohlea, or the assumption that Reissner's membrane remains 

in a straight line is seriously in error, or that under the abnormally 

large static pressures evidently applied to the ooohlea to produce 

displacements of 1 x 10~3 cm, the bony shelf Itself deflected by 

more than an insignificant amount, such a deflection permitting a 

reduction in the value oaloulated on the basis of continuity for w^. 

Whiohever it is it is clear that the right hand ordinate values of 

"maximum displacement of the ooohlear partition" given by Bekesy are 

unreliable as such, but may well provide approximate values for the 

im.-t'Iiuhi displacement of Reissner's membrane. It is also worthy oi
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note that none of the investigators mentioned in Section 1 and Table 1 

of this chapter admit to having used these right-hand ordinate values.

Table 4 displays the re-converted Bekesy data in its probable 

original form. In view of the possible deflection of the bony shelf at 

high pressures, a "spread factor", K, allows for an effective increase 

in width of the deflecting area. In effect, the effective width of the 

basilar membrane is increased by this factor only for the calculation by 

Equation 30 of the actual maximum deflection of the Daailar membrane 

corresponding to the volumetric displacement given for a pressure of 

1 cm. of water.

TABLE 4

Interpolation of Bokesy data (n in Table 3) to a form for which the maximum 

deflection of the basilar membrane at each section is 10 r 0.001 cm.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) j
Section V Basilar Spread w at 981 Pressure to give 1
distance
from
stapes

membrane
width

fac tor d^nes/c-m^
pressure

(cm)
16 V

w of 0.001 cm. m j

j

(am)

5

i-°oa/pni).

9.4 x 10-7

*>(cm)

0.0211

r *m *9 Kb cm.water //cm

1.30 0.610 x 10"4 ___0.001____
0.610 x 10~4

16082

10 2.3 x 10"6 0.0269 1.20 1.266 x 10"4
- 16.39 

7.90 7749

20 7.8 x 10~6 0.0384 1.15 3.138 x 10 ~4 3.19 3126

30 2.9 x 10“ ^ 0.0500 1.10 9.375 x 10"4 1.07 IO46

34 6.0 x 10'5 0.0547 1.10 17.71 x 10"4 0.56 .854

5 9-4 x 10~7 0.0211 1.60 0.494 x 10“9 20.24 19858

10 2.3 x 10“° 0.0269 1.33 1.139 x 10 *4 8.78 8613

20 7.8 x 10“6 O.O384 I .05 3.441 x 10'4 2.91 2851

30 2.9 x 10*5 0.0500 1.00 10.312 x 10'4 0.97 951

34 6.0 x 10"5 0.0547 1.00 19.503 x 10'4 0.51 903
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The model of the scala media on which elasticity calculations
2are based thus contains an imaginary membrane of width b. There is 

little doubt that a single membrane model is justifiable in the basal 

region of the cochlea where the basilar membrane is known to possess 

an elasticity orders of magnitude higher than any other single 

membrane or structure in the partition. Bekesy also observed that 

the gelatinous cellular mass above the basilar membrane noticeably 

increased the rigidity of the partition and the membrane at the 

apical end, and that if these cellular structures and Reissner's 

membrane were brushed aside, the displacement of the basilar membrane 

at the apex for the same fluid pressure in the Bcala vestibuli was 

almost doubled. It is therefore to be expeoted that while the 

basilar membrane probably remains the most elastic component at 

the apioal end, the stiffness of the partition is significantly 

affeoted by the other structures, and another factor S is introduced 

giving an estimate of the increase in the defleotian of the basilar 

membrane when the effects of the remainder of the partition are 

removed. For example, if S m 1.5 in say, the third turn of the 

ooohlea, then for no increase in static pressure, the free basilar 

membrane will deflect 1.5 times the deflection obtaining when the 

partition was intact.

The oaloulation of values for Et from this interpolated data 

is via equation (9), allowing for both linear and hard spring stiffness 

effects, and also by equation (4)» This latter alternative was 

included partly for cases when defleotions are so large that non 

linear effects predominate. It was also Included so as to examine 

values of Bt resulting from negleot of the linear term when it is 

theoretically significant but when the plate bending model may have 

broken down by virtue of the low R ratio to prevailing at the 

stapes end.
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Reference was made to many publications in order to obtain
reliable values for t for equations (8) and (9)« Based on Iurato^^

(12)and Engstrom , the following values were selected to represent t, 
where t is considered as the effective thickness of the load-bearing 
struoture comprising the basilar membrane in the pectinate zone) 
t was seleoted from photographs of electron-microscope sections 
as the overall distance from the top of the well developed upper 
fibril layer to the bottom of the well developed lower fibrillary 
bundle, and t does not include the overall oellular depth of the 
membrane.

Seotion distance from stapes, X.(om) t - thickness
stapes end 2.5 m 2.5 x 10-4 om.
2.0 eA. 5.5 . 5-5 * 10-4 om.
3.4 cm« 7-8 » 7.8 x 10~4 om.

Therefore, equation (9), when adapted to an effective 
membrane width of ̂ b, becomes

P . -fl- ( 3 2 t 2 + & w 2) .
(|b)4 3 m ' 1

That is,

P - Si ( 162 t2 + 108 wB2) wB

.*. P ■ Si ( i -  + 108 w 2) w 
b4 105 ■ m

when ~C is given by

X  - 10.0 - 2 .5 6 X, where X is In om,
this expression being the simplest, and not the least aoourste, 
means by which to present the above relationship between X and t. 
Therefore 

Et

(31)

P V*
>10-2.56 X ^ 1Q8
\  l 05 ■  /  ■

There X om. is the distance of the seotion considered from the 
basal end of the ooohlea.

(32)
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Calculation of Et from data of table 4 for both the basilar 

membrane and for the single membrane at the location of the 

basilar membrane which represents the whole oochlear partition. 

(Basilar membrane maximum deflection at each section of 0.001 cm.)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Seotion Pressure Relaxaticn Non-Linear Linear and non-
distance giving factor for Et values linear Et values
from w -.001cm, basilar (Equation 4) (Equation 32)
stapes " in 2 membrane
X om. dynes/om S Et dynes/cm. Et dynes/om.

whole basilar whole basilar
partition membrane partition membrane

only

0.5 16082 30110 16330

1.00 30110 16330

1.0 7749 38040 22250

1.00 38040 22250

2.0 3126 63400 43350

1.25 32590 24990

3.0 1046 60720 49830

1.75 11440 10550

3.4 554 46140 40990

1.90 6790 648O

0.5 19858 37180 20160

1.00 37180 20160

1.0 8613 42280 24730

1.05 39800 22370

2.0 2851 57820 39530

1.30 26440 2O6IÓ

3.0 951 55200 45300
1.85 8820 8180

3.4 503 41810 37220
2.00 5290 5060
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Table 5 presents values of Gt computed for both the basilar 

membrane and for the single membrane representing the whole 

partition from the data of table 4* Column 1 of table 5 defines 

the section, as in table 4, and column 2 is a repeat of column 7 

in table 4» Column 3 defines the value of S, already explained, 

for the calculation of values of Gt for the basilar membrane alone. 

Columns 4 and 5 give values of Gt calculated only from nan-linear 

stiffness considerations, using equation (4), and columns 6 and 7 

give values of Gt based on equation (32)•

In the two oaloulation sets detailed in this table, it was 

assumed that the basilar membrane had, in each test at eaoh section, 

a maximum displaoement of 0.001 cm., this being given by Bekesy as 

the maximum displacement of the partition at eaoh test section.

Alternatively it is just possible that Bekesy meant to 

imply that the maximum displacement of Reiesner'a membrane was

0.001 om. in eaoh experiment. Values of Gt for this oase have 

also been calculated via equation (4), ignoring linear stiffness 

effects, and are shown, together with a summary of intermediate 

stages, in table 6.



TABLE 6

Calculation of Et from table 3 data for both the. basilar membrane 

and for the single membrane representing the whole ooohlear partition,

assuming Beissner's membrane maximum deflection at each section of 

0.001 cms. (using formula wm • ^ ( | i  d ^ i  rB) where

d - 0.001 oms., and r « mean span of Reissner's membrane - 0.120oms.)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Section Tabulated issumec Aotual max. Pressure Et calculated
distance (Bekeay) spread displct.of to give from non-linear
from maximum factor Basilar maximum equation (4) only
stapes displot.of membrane Reissner's

Reissner's when displct.of
membrane d -0.001cm. in 0.001 cm.

XCUDa dB(om) I wB(cm) dynes/cm2 Et dynes/om

Basilar whole
membrane oartition

0.5 1.4 x 10"5 1.30 3.9 x 10-3 63290 2680
(S - 1.0) 2680

1.0 3.75 x 10-5 1.20 3.3 x 10"3 25820 4020

(S . 1 .0) 4020

2.0 1.3 x 10"4 1.15 2.4 x 10"3 7550 11310
(s - 1.25) 5930

3.0 4.8 x 10~4 1.10 1.95* 10"3 2040 16410
(s - 1.75) 3160

3.4 1.0 x 10-3 1.10 1.75x 10"3 981 14880
(s • 1.90) 2230

0.5 1.6 x 10"5 1.40 3.65x  10"3 63290 3210
(s - 1.0) 3210

1.0 3.75x 10-5 1.33 2.95xlO-3 25820 5370
(s - 1 .0) 5370

2.0 1.3 x 10"4 1.10 2.5 x 10-3 7550 9850
(s - 1.30) 4620

3.0 4.8 x 10"4 1.00 2.1 x 10"3 2040 12360

(s - 1 .70) 2610

3.4 1.0 x 10"3 1.00 1.95x 10~3 981 11160
(s . 1.95) 1560
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V. APPLICATION OF POIHT LOAD STIFFNESS DATA 

Va.Bekesy's Hair Deflection Data^ ̂

The purpose of this section is to calculate values of basilar 

membrane elastic modulus - thickness product, St, at the three seotions 

along the cochlea for which Bekesy supplied experimental data.

The most pertinent of Bekesy's observations aret-

1. The probe used to apply a point load to the basilar 

membrane was a straight human tactile-sense hair, from

3.0 to 10.0 ran. long, apparently taken from the wrist.

The portion of hair used in eaoh test crippled in the 

sense of an elastic column when required to transmit 

more than a certain axial load.

2. The basilar membrane, at eaoh of the three test sections,

10, 20 and 30 ran. from the stapes, when subject to a 

number of point load applications across its width, 

showed itself to be most sensitive in the pectinate zone.

In this regard, Bekesy's data support the theory discussed 

in section IV of this chapter, for maximum deflection to 

uniform point load applications across the span occurred 

at about 2/3 of the membrane width from the limbus side.

3« Of the four component membranes in the seals media, Beissner's 

and the tectorial membranes showed the smallest resiBtanoe 

to normally-directed point loads. The reticular lamina, 

stiffened and supported by the arch of Corti and the 

oellular structures of the arcuate zone, proved to offer 

more resistance to point loads than did the basilar membrane 

at the 30 mm. section. This experimental result is in 

aooard with observations^^ on which the oaloulation of Et
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(in section IV) for the basilar membrane only was based.

Table 5 results suggest that in the apioal region, the 

elastioity of the single effective partition membrane is 

several times that of the basilar membrane alcne.

4. Bekesy's d a t a ^  for the basilar membrane only is summarized 

in table 7» It is clear that, considering the extreme non

linear character of the model for point load membrane stiffness, 

and the necessary use of equation (28) in order to calculate 

values of Et, table 7 data is practically meaningless unless 

an addition data column, giving either forces or displacements, 

is included.

TABLE 7

Summary of Bekesy hair test d a t a ^  for the basilar membrane
Sectioni Distance from stapes - cm.

Minimum resistance to point loads 
occurring at about two thirds of span 
of the basilar membrane
cm/dyne mgf/mm

1.0 4.80 x 10"5 2.1 x 103
2.0 7.15 x 10-4 1.4 x 102
3.0 3.25 x 10-3 3.1 x 10

Consider an elastic column of length L, and of circular section, 
diameter D, fixed at one end and pin jointed at the other, having a 
modulus of elasticity e. The appropriate crippling load Por is 

Per m

. *. Por -
In order to determine a representative value of C for human 

tactile hairs, a mini-project involving sample-data analysis was

2.05 TT2 E P4 
232 1' 

C fl4 where C is a constant.



launched In which, regardless of religion, colour, age or academic ability, 

a large variety of departmental wrists were plucked of a few hairs which 

were then measured and tested for buckling using a fine Oertling 0.0001 

to 100 gramme force electronic balance. The large and rather arbitrary 

selection of tactile hairs obtained varied in diameter from 0.0007"

(0.0178 mm.) to 0.0014" (0.0338 mm.) . From results of table 8, the 

value of C chosen was

C m 500 mgf ( mm) 2/( inch thou.)^

• 1.2 x 10^ dyne/mm2

TABLE 8

Summary of Results of Buckling tests on human wrist hairs

Per D L C . PcrL2
mgf thousandths 

of inches 1 
1 •

15 1.1 7-0 502

50 1.25 4.9 492

40 0.95 3.0 442

88 1.0 2.45 528

Hairs used by Bekesy varied in length from 3 to 10mm., which, 

with the above diameter variation, gives a possible range of crippling 

loads of from 1 to 200 dynes. It may be assumed that at the stiffest, 

10mm. section, in order to provide a basilar membrane displacement large 

enough to measure accurately, the shortest and thickest hairs were used. 

It is also suspeoted that, due to his having to use hairs 1cm. long 

(straight tactile hairs of this length being less common) at the 30mm. 

section, Bekesy may have found difficulty in producing sufficiently 

light, repeatable crippling forces at the apical end.

The reliability of this somewhat devious attempt to estimate the 

loads applied by human hairs of various dimensions, unfortunately made
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necessary by Bekesy's data omissions, may be assessed by examination 
of table 9»

TABLE 9
Calculation of Et for basilar membrane only, based on Bek e s y ^  
hair-loaded data and using the approximate form of equation (28),

namely; Et F ( 1 - ^ 2) r22(l - K $ ) 3 . _  ri
r 2

Equivalent Length Diameter Load wm Et
diameter of of Per > F

of hair hair
membrane

om. mm e mm e dynes. om. dynes/om.
At Seotion 10mm. from stapes, mlere b - 0.0269 om. and
pin stiffness > 4*8 x 10 ^ cm/dyne.

.0269 3.00 0.02875 91 4.37 x 10- 3 82,800

.0359 3.00 0.02875 91 4.37 x lO- 3 170,600

.0269 3.00 0.0300 106 5.08 x 10~3 60,000

.0359 3.00 0.0300 106 5.08 x 10 *3 124,200

.0269 3.00 0.0325 145 6.96 x 10 "3 30,300

.0359 3.00 0.0325 145 6.96 x 10- 3 63,400

At 20mm. from stanes. where b - 0.0l8d om. and
pin stiffness - 7 .1 5  x 10~^ cm/dyne.

.0384 7.50 .02125 4.35 3 .1 1 x 10- 3 29,800

.0512 7.50 .02125 4.35 3.11 x 10-3 58,100

.0384 7.00 .0225 6 .1 5 4.40 x 10-3 14,700

.0512 7.00 .0225 6 .1 5 4.40 x 10“ 3 32,900

.0384 7.00 .0250 9.37 6 .70 x lO-3 6,200

.0512 7.00 .0250 9.37 6 .70 x 10“ 3 11,950

C o n t in u e d -
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■i4oe*

necessary by Bekesy's data omissions, may be assessed by examination 

of table 9.

TABLE 9

Calculation of Et for basilar membrane only, based on B e k e s y ^  

hair-loaded data and using the approximate form of equation (28),

namely; Et
F(1 - ^ 2) r/tl -g^)3

Tt (f)3 <-„)3
where K  - —

Equivalent
diameter

of
membrane

oa.

Length
of

hair 

mm e

Diameter
of

hair

_mnu_

Load 
Per . F

dynes.

%

om.

Et

dvnes/cm.

At Section 

pin stiffne 

.0269

10mm. fro 

ss - 4.8

3.00

m stapes, wl 

x 10-^ cm/dj 

0.02875

iere b - 0. 

fno.

91

0269 om. and 

4.37 x 10-3 82,800

.0359 3.00 0.02875 91 4.37 x 10" 3 170,600

.0269 3.00 0.0300 106 5.08 x 10“ 3 60,000

.0359 3.00 0.0300 106 5.08 x 10“ 3 124,200

.0269 3.00 0.0325 145 6.96 x 10"3 30,300

.0359 3.00 0.0325 145 6.96 x 10“ 3 63,400

At Seotlon 

pin stiffn« 

.0384

20mme fro

- 7.15 

7.50

m stapes, w

x 10-4 cm/ 

.02125

here b - 0 

iyne.

4.35

0384 cm. and 

3.11 x 10“3 29,800

.0512 7.50 .02125 4.35 3.11 x 10“3 58,100

.0384 7.00 .0225 6.15 4.40 x 10“ 3 14,700

.0512 7.00 .0225 6.15 4.40 x 10“3 32,900

.0384 7.00 .0250 9-37 6.70 x 10-3 6,200

.0512 7.00 .0250 9.37 6.70 x 10“ 3 11,950

Cert’t m v t J -
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Tabi« 9 cont'd.
Equivalent
diameter
of

membrane

Length
of

hair

Diameter
of

hair

Load 
Per > F

«m Et

cm* mm. mm. dynes. cm. dynes/cm«

At Section 10mn. from stares. where b - 0.0500 cm., and

pin stiffness - 3.25 x 10~3 cm/dyne.

.0500 10.00 .01875 1.46 4.75 * io"3 5,410

.0667 10.00 .01875 1.46 4.75 x 10"3 10,200

.0500 10.00 .0200 1.89 6.14 x 10-3 3,170

.0667 10.0 .0200 1.89 6.14 x 10“3 6,040

.0500 10.00 .02125 2.42 7.83 x 10-3 1,930

.0667 10.00 .02125 2.42 7.83 x 10-3 3,640

It is clear that the diameter of the hair selected to probe the

membrane has a great effect on the force that may be applied, and from

equation (28), while the diameter of the hair as such does not have a

great effect, the deflection w of the membrane, which is an indirectin
function of the strength of the hair, is a variable to which the 

resultant value of Et is very sensitive.

Also note that two values for the diameter of the circular membrane, 

whose resistance to point load deformation is equivalent to that of the 

rectangular membrane, are tried for each data set; in one case the 

oiroular membrane has a diameter b, obtained from ̂ i ^ x b  when the 

pectinate zone only is considered, and in the second case the diameter 

is simply ̂  x b, where b is the total span of the basilar membrane.

'ft’* Berendes point load stiffness data^ 3^

By means of the fine hair-spring instrument mentioned in Section la, 

Berendes^3  ̂ has provided quantitative graphical data showing the relationship 

between point load deflection of the basilar membrane and the force applied. 

This data is reproduced in Fig.8. Although it is not quite d e a r  to
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which sections of the cochlea the three plots refer, or what diameter 

pins Berendes used to deflect his membranes (it seems that one shouldn't 

expect too muoh from mechano-physiologic data!) the treatment of this 

clearly displayed graphical data i s  a relief after the problems of 

applying the Bekesy data.

The approximately cubic form of the force vs. deflection 

characteristic shown in Berendes' data agrees very well indeed with the 

relationship predicted by equation (28).

Berendes' script refers to a basilar membrane width of 0.2 m b . 

near to one of hiB test sections, and therefore it is assumed that the 

"stiffest" curve (c) in Fig.8 refers to the 10 ran. section, or near to it. 

As table 10 shows, values of Et calculated from Fig. 8(o) data agree 

reasonably with values calculated from the Bekesy data at the 10mm. 

section. Bote that effects of various pin sizes are shown in table 10.

As pin sizes diminish, the effect of changes of pin diameter become less. 

Included in table 10 are calculated Et values assuming that Fig. 8(b) 

applies to the 20 ran. section, or near to it, and that Fig. 8(a) applies 

about the 30mm. section.

TABLE 10

Calculation of Et for basilar membrane from Berendes' data (See Fig.8)
bfor r? - -  only

Figure
reference

Ciroular membrane 
equivalent dia.

• b (om)

Pin
Diameter
2r1(mm)

Load 

F( dynes)

wm
(mm)

Et

dynes/om

8c .0269 .03 12.0 .029 37,000

8e .0269 .01 12.0 .029 57,000

8c .0269 .005 12.0 .029 65,000

8c .0269 .03 5.0 .020 46,500

C orth n u et/
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Table IQ Coirb'd.
Figure
Reference

Circular membrane 
equivalent dia.

■ b (cm)

Pin
Diameter
2r^(mm)

Load 

F( dynes)

wm
(mm)

Et

dynes/cm

8b .0384 .03 8.2 .049 12,700

8b .0384 .03 2.0 .030 13,400

8a .0500 .03 6.7 .070 6,700

8a .0500 .03 2.0 • 047 6,600

VI. DISCUSSION OF PARTITION AND BASILAR MEMBRANE ELASTICITIES

From tables of results of calculations for Et in sections IV 

and V, and from the anatomical etc. data available, it now remains 

to approve a range of values for Et most likely to apply in a human 

oochlea.

None of the data on which the calculations are based can be 

considered satisfactory, and it is surprising that’ the results are 

so relatively close. Despite all the difficulties involved in 

computing Et from the incomplete hair test data, it is expected that 

the values given in tables 9 and 10 are within a factor of two or 

three of the real values. Certainly they display a more realistic 

trend, with higher values of Et towards the stapes, than do the 

values in tables 5 and 6 which were based upon interpolations of BekeBy's 
apparently extrapolated pressure test data. These values from table 

5 are probably more correct towards the apical end, because errors due 

to confusion about Bekesy's maximum partition deflection of 0.001 cm. 

and pressure of 1cm. of water must be minimised in this region. At 

the same time, there may be serious errors of observation, experiméntation 

•to. in Bekesy's pressure test data, whioh may have been recognised as 

Buoh by Bekesy, who, it must be remembered, oonduoted these tests some 

time before he renewed his attempts to measure partition stiffness and 

conducted the hair-probe experiments.
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It seems to be a very good compromise to admit that at the 30mm. 

section, the value of Et for the basilar membrane is between 5000 and 10,000 

and for the whole partition (when considered as a single membrane) is 

between 40,000 and 50,000 dynes/cm. At the 10 ran. section, the pin 

test data suggests that the value of Et for basilar membrane lies around 

ten times that obtaining at the 30 mm. section.

This order of variation is confirmed by a study of the anatomical 

and physiological information available concerning depths and sectional 

areas of basilar membrane pectinate zone fibrillary layers. It appears 

from Iurato's^^ section photographs that over half of the length of the 

cochlea, from about the 13 mm. section to about the 30 ran. section, the 

area of the fibril bundles decreases by about 6 or 7 times, suggesting 

an overall variation from stapes to helicotrema of 13 times. As 

previously described, the effective membrane thickness, t, which displays 

an overall variation from one end of the cochlea to the other of over 

3 times, may be expected to vary over half the coohlea length by at 

least 1.5 times.

In view of these details, the trends arising in the point-load 

data and the absolute values of Et yielded for the apical region by 

the pressure stiffness data, a variation in Et for the basilar membrane 

of from about 4,000 dynes/om at the heliootrema to about 150,000 dynes/cm 

at the stapes, that is about 37& times /ariatlon, is considered likely.

For the single elastic membrane having all of the characteristics 

of the basilar membrane but with an elaBtioity equivalent to that of the 

whole cochlear partition, it is suggested that a reasonable range of values 

of Et is from 160,000 dynes/cm at the stapes to 20,000 dynes/om at the 

helicotrema, that is, about 8 times variation.

Henoe, expressed as a linear variation with distanoe, X cm, from 

the stapes, the value of the elastic parameter Et of the ideal single
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membrane, of effective width of two thirds of that of the basilar membrane, 

representing the whole cochlear partition, is given by

Et dynes/cm • 160 000 - 40 000 X (33)

From equations 31 and 32 it is now possible to write the general 

relationship giving the cochlear partition deforming pressure, P, as 

a function of the maximum displacement, w^, of the partition, at any

section X cm along the cochlea from the stapes1-

P » ^  ̂  X  1  lO-'* (wffl) + 108 (wm)3 J dynes/em.2

where Et ■ 160 000 - 40 000 X dynes/cm.

b m width of basilar membrane at section X

m 0.0152 + 0.0116 X cms. (described elsewhere)

- (lO.O - 2.56 X^sq . cms. 

and X is in cms.

The resulting linear and non linear stiffness components may be 

evaluated in order to compare with data used by other authors - see 

table 1 , section I.

Writing P > S' w^ +\^ (w^)3

then G~ and at five sections are set out in table 11 below, from 
whioh it is seen that the overall variation in stiffness of the cochlear 

partition is about 10,000 times for the linear component and 1,000 times 

for the non-linear.

TABLE 11

Cochlear partition linear and non-linear stiffness coefficients.

(34)

Seotlon Linear coefficient Non-linear coefficient

X cm. ©■ dynes/cm3 "Ur dyne s/cm'’

0 3.00 x 108 . 3.24 x 1 0 *

1 . 0 1.73 x 107 2.51 x 1013

2.0 1.80 x 106 3.97 x 1012 1 f J

3.0 1.49 x 105 6.91 x 1011 ! i1

HroCM•CM 10113.5 2.06 x 10*
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

As past generations of cochlear theroists have all considered 

wholly linear cochlear partition systems, despite the evidence 

supporting the generally accepted belief that the principal elastic 

component, the basilar membrane, is not in a state of tension in its 

undisturbed state, semi-mathematioal models for both the linear and 

non-linear pressure-deflection relationships for the cochlear partition 

have been built up from first principles.

It is agreed that in the arcuate zone of thebasilar membrane, 

the oellular and membranous struotures of the organ of Corti may 

together form a stiffened structure capable of exerting moments of 

resistance to bending of the-cochlear partition. Thus, any future 

analysis based on this anatomical complex, and supported by adequate 

phsiologioal and geometric data, may well demonstrate a new linear 

component in the static deflection vs. pressure relationship for the 

basilar membrane, and for the cochlear partition. Nevertheless, the 

defleotlon shapes observed by van Bekesy for the pres sure-loaded 

partition, together with data giving point-load stiffnesses across the 

span of the basilar membrane, support the ideal mechanical membrane 

hypothesis inferred from the basilar membrane. That is, that in the 

outer pectinate sane the membrane is both more elastic in nature and, 

compared with the inner arcuate zone, has limited resistance to bending 

moments.

Having aooepted suoh a hypothesis and the consequent deformation 

relationship for the outer zone of the basilar membrane, (in which zone 

ooours the deflection per unit pressure of the partition, which

parameter is the present object of the calculations) it is difficult to 

■ee how a stronger linear relationship in the inner zone can appreciably



affect the pectinate zone function, on which depend the stiffness 

characteristics of the whole partition.

Values of Bt, the modulus of elasticity E multiplied hy an 

effective thickness t of membrane, in dynes/cm., have been computed 

for both the basilar membrane in its pectinate zone and for the single 

perfect membrane representing the whole partition and of width equal to 

that of the nectinate zone of the basilar membrane. This has been done 

for the basilar membrane for three independent collections of somewhat 

unreliable data, but the possibility of good agreement between these 

different sets of data has been demonstrated.

Although every effort has been made to employ the limited data 

available as effectively as possible, it is possible that the values 

selected as being representative of elasticity are too large.

It is olear that new cochlear partition experimental stiffness 

data is required and that a sound grasp of the bio-mechanical principles 

on which the ooohlea and soala media must eventually be modelled is 

necessary before experiments to yield the correct data can be designed.

It is expected that pressure test experiments will be repeated in the 

future, and that they will be based on Berendes' and Bekesy's classical 

techniques. It is hoped that such tests will be designed to explore 

the elasticities and nan-linearities of individual membranes and 

components of the organ of Corti, and, far the dynamic as well as the 

statio case, the nature of the stiffness of the whole scala media.

The type of data offered by Berendes, by whom force vs. deflection 

curves were displayed, may well be considered essential to future 

examinations of ooohlear partition stiffness relationships.

Bote that the only data set in Table 1, section lb (page 4-13) 

whioh is in reasonable agreement with the estimated linear stiffness 

coefficients of Table 11 seotion VI is that of Hause.
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INTRODUCTION

Several successful attempts to construct and to experiment 
with physical cochlear models have been reported since the turn of the 
century. ^»^*2»^*5»6»7) Most of these models have been designed with
some degree of dynamic similarity to actual, cochleas and all investigators

*
involved in this aspect of inner ear Research have identified travelling
wave vibratory motion in their cochlear model partitions.

The cochlear model studies pioneered by Ewald^^ in 1503, which were
(Z 3 )based on limited anatomical data, were much improved upon by Wilkinson' * '

(it.)in 1922, whose experiments stimulated von Bekesy ' to investigate at first 
hand the nature of the human cochlear response.

Before engaging in the detail of review, model design, experimentation 
and physical cochlear model results, it is particularly helpful tc consider 
the two completely complementary and integrated principles of operation 
which make the mammalian oochlea so efficient a mechanical frequency 
analyser. Consider first the mechanics of its fundamental component, the 
membranous labyrinth or cochlear partition.

The basilar membrane (or a single membrane whose stiffness is equivalent 
to that of the whole partition) may be considered as a long, narrow, elastic 
element, not in a state of permanent tension, with damped, tapering edges, 
its width increasing by 4 to 5 times from the basal or stapes end to the 
distal (apical or helicotrees) end. Consider this membrane immersed in 
water and rather heavily damped as it is excited by a general, transverse 
sound pressure field,.acting normal to the plane of the membrane.

Within the range of pure tone sound frequencies to which this membrane 
responds, it say be seen to display crude spatial frequency discriminât.lor., 
with lower frequency tones causing a maximum amplitude of vibration response
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at the wider end, and an inorease of frequency causing the region of 
maximum amplitude to move towards the narrower end. Because of the membrane 
being heavily damped, the responding region is broad, and. at the lowest 
frequencies in the range to which it responds, the whole membrane may be 
observed to be vibrating»

At any intermediate frequency travelling waves occur and almost one
i

half wave length, i .e diradians, of the membrane transverse travelling wave 
may be observed at any instant, this wave being spread broadly along the 
membrane. This response pattern may also be complicated by the appearance 
of higher order modes of membrane vibration than the fundamental

Now consider the hydrodynamics of the cochlear bony labyrinth, when 
rigid boundaries, namely, the walls of the two scalae, are applied to tlic 
fluid field surrounding the partition-.

The farmer mechanics of the membrane have not been disturbed, but the 
manner of excitation of the partition is quite unlike the former ease. At 

whichever point sound is introduced to the liquid in the scalae, the 
propagation of pressure wave motion is dependent only upon the requirements 
(or equations) far continuity of fluid and equilibrium of forces acting upon 
each element of fluid. Clearly the impedanoe of the channel boundaries 
has a strong effect on both continuity and faroe relationships. Far a 

wholly rigid walled tube, i.e- of infinite impedance, the equations are 
simplified, and only geometrical (sectional area, length and end com Li ion) 

variations, viscosity, density, and Compressibility effects ere relevant to 
the nature of the pressure distributions arising due to pressure wave 
propagations and fluid partióle motions- When part of the boundary of 'the 
tube is subject to its own equation of motion it follows that the pressure 
propagation relationship at any section along either scala is primarily a



function of all of the complex boundary impedances at other sections. In 
the cochlea, where the same compliant membrane farms the same boundary.
but in opposite censor,, for the two adjacent sc&lae. the instantaneous 
cyclic pressure differential across the partition at any section X  causes 
the partition at that section to vibrate with a certain amplitude and phase, 
and this motion may, in turn, induce,
a) a pressure differential at th» adjoining section X  + ¿ 1  which is 

significantly greater than that obtaining in the case of a rigid 
walled duct

b) a significant phase delay in the induced pressure differential at 
the adjacent section.
Henoe, due to this complex hydrodynamic action by which the cyclic 

pressure differentials, which excite the partition at each paint along the 
oochlea, change in both amplitude and phase depending upon the previously 
exalted response of the partition, several notes oan be made about basilar 
membrane dynamic behaviour, compared with the case far a simple, transverse 
sound field:-

a) For pure tone excitation, excited regions may he less broad, 
particularly on the heliootrema side of an area of maximal 
stimulation of the membrane

b) Suoh points of — •»"» «»■ amplitude response may be at different 
locations to those obtaining far uniform pressure excitation

o) Travelling waves will display phase differentials larger them TT , 
radians, which effect may assist the wave-farm, plaoe and 
frequency sensory processes

A) If sound he introduced at the basal end, i.e. adjacent to the 
region of the partition responding to the highest frequencies,



then only fundamental nodes of membrane vibration can he excited. 
Acoustic power will be absorbed and soalae pressure differential 
propagations will be diminished by the first region of membrane 
undergoing major excitation In Its fundamental node, and distal f
along the cochlea, subsequent sections of membrane capable of a 
higher node haraonlc response at the stimulating frequency cannot 
he sufficiently exalted to respond.

It would therefore appear that In any attempt to model the oochlea, the 
following physical properties and char actor is tics are relevant; cochlear 
scalae geometry, else and shape, perilymph density, compressibility and 
viscosity, round and oval window areas and impedances, cochlear partition 
aasa, damping, stiffnesses and effective widths, and the manner In whdoh 
sound is Introduced Into tbs system. The hydrodynanloal aspects of ooohlear 
modelling being rather more daunting than the pure mechanics of the isolated 
partition, provided of course that sons means are found by which to estimate 
the physical properties of the partition and its components, it was decided 
to design and execute a physical model experimental program» which would 
principally examine the effects of those variables most relevant to the 
hydrodynanlo nature of the oochlea; particularly seala geometry, else and 
shape and also the fluid properties.

In such an experimental Investigation, however, there are certain 
problem to bo faood before design of models oan begin, and these include«- 
s) doubt sir to the actual ranges of physical properties appropriate to

human oochleaa, and uncertainties as to which properties or parameters, 
if any, may not vary widely ftrom person to person, 

b) difficulty in sisnltaneous matohing of a number of dimensionless
parameters required far complete dynamic similarity of models, including

5 -4
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difficulty with choice of materials.
o) design of models so as to ensure accurate measurement of the dynamic

t

response of inaccessible membranes, fluid motions, etc.
d) manufacture and assembly of the ranges and shapes of models ideally

Irequired.
e) means of measurement and adjustment of physical properties of components. 

With regard to these five points', little help may be gleaned from the
literature on physical ooohlear*models, largely because of the qualitative

ifnature of all other investigations. No cochlear model investigator has
reported a formal range -of values for partition elasticity (or mass and
damping) as used in his model. Possibly because of the difficulties

(l\involved in reducing his own data, Bekasy' ' abandoned attempts to build 
enlarged dynamically similar cochlear models in favour of life-sized models, 
using the same techniques to test the stiffness of model membranes as he

lused to measure, "in vitro"', human ooohlear partition stiffnesses.
The model designs of both Belcesy and T o n n d o r f w e r e  geometrically 

crude with scalae sectional shapes represented by rectangular passages. 
Bekesy's work mainly defined the essential elements of the cochlear 
arrangement, while Tonndorf, showing little interest in the effects of ®
controlled variations in soalae, membrane or fluid properties, made a large 
number of visual and photographic studies of ooohlear response to time
dependent input signals. There is no doubt that Tonndorf's oochlear model
researches have added to the modem appreciation of the role of the cochlea 
as a hydrodynamic frequency discriminator, and that adaption and development 
of his techniques could prove a most rewarding research topic. JLa he and 
Belcesy are the only reputable and rigorous ooohlear model researchists 
remaining at this time, and their studies are pertinent to this report, 
their work is discussed in review. However, the programme of cochlear
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modelling initiated toy the writer is supplementary to Bekesy's and 
Tonndorf's researches.

i HEViar qp i b e v i o d s c o c h l e a e m o d e l  i m v e s t i q a t i o n s

Appreciating the need to scale dynamic parameters for the design of 
similar models of other than unit geometric scale factor, Bekesy in 1928 
defined two dimensionless numbers which, he claimed, were adequate fear 
complete similarity. Other writers invariably requote these two 
parameters, whioh area-'

whereyw. and/O represent dynamic viscosity and density of coohlear 
fluid, respectively,
f  ■ frequency, L  ■ characteristic length and £  ■ volumetric 
pressure stiffness per unit length of the coohlear partition, that is

/ Q  f  L a

g  n volume displacement per unit length 
deforming pressure

r t 3 „a

. M

Influenced toy the prevailing belief that coohlear partition membranes 
derived their stiffness firom residual tension farces, Bekesy first argued 
that due to difficulties in matching the stiffness £  , similar cochlear
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models could not be constructed far length ratios of model to human cochlea 
greater than about A. Although no quantitative data was given Bekesy did 
report observations made on a four times natural size, glass sided model of 
an "unwound'" cochlea, the straightening of the spiral cochlea whorls being 
reasonable because of the existence of unsplraled cochleas In several species, 
e.g. the anteater. A hardened rubber solution model partition was cast 
on a lightly tapering metal frame and cemented Into his rectangular glass 
channel, and an electromagnetlcally driven tuning fork excited a plunger in 
a model oval window. A  rubber-covered secondary opening performed the 
functions of a round (soala tympani) window.

By means of floating particles of metal foil, Bekesy identified vibrating 
areas of his rubber partition with adjacent fluid eddies. As the- eddies 
were easier to observe, he noted their shift towards the stapes following

increases In membrane stiffnesses, and, when optimum membrane thicknesses 
were better established by trial and error, he was able to view micro
scopically the movements of fine carbon particles distributed an the membrane. 
A rotating disc provided a stroboscopic effect which permitted close 
observation of regular travelling wave motions in his model partitions.
Note that these experiments with models followed the similar studies by 
Wilkinson and preceded his own human cochlear "In vitro" experiments.

In 1 % 2  Bekesy published the qualitative results of a mare critical 
series of experiments In which he apparently used natural sized metal— and— 
glass ooohlear models. As geometrically similar models these bare only a 
functional resemblance to the cochlea, but model partition stiffnesses were 
similar to those far, and measured by the same means as, human basilar  
membranes and cochlear partitions. Although these measured stiffness 
values as published by Bekesy remain somewhat obscure, it is probable that
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his models were, as regards partition stiffness, 'better representations of
human cochlear than any other models since.

The following points summarise Belnsy's results , for which no
quantitative data was given:-
a) the elasticity of the round window had no effect on partition response.
b) the length of the model had no effect an partition response within most 

of the normal (scaled) audible frequency range.
0) oval window impedanoe did not affect the partition response.
d) increase of depth of either channel did not affect spatial frequency 

discrimination achieved by the partition.
e) a substantial decrease of depth of either channel, if arranged in the 

length of channel between the stapes and the distal end of the region 
of maximum vibration of the partition, always broadened the responding 
region and moved this region towards the stapes.

f) a change of position of the vibrating, fluid-exciting source from the 
stapes to the centre of a channel or to its distal end had no effect an 
apparent partition frequency response.

g) removal of all fluid from the lower (tympani) channel caused the region 
of maximum partition vibration to shift towards the proximal (stapes) 
end.

h) removal of fluid from one channel on both sides of the responding region 
of the partition, but not adjacent to the region of vibration, had no 
effeot on the position of this region along the partition.

1) an increase of fluid (perilymph) viscosity caused the vibrating region 
to shift towards the stapes.

j) the position along the partition of the centre of the eddy coincided 
with the position of 1 «  amplitude of the partition at every 
frequency.
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k) when a viscous mass representing the seals media was added to the 
rubber membrane representing the partition, the mass and damping 
increase caused the locus of maximum partition vibration to shift 
towards the stapes.

Ib. Tonndarf.
Since 1957 Tonndarf has published several papers (including refs. 5*6,7) 

dealing mainly with fluid motion in cochlear models. His models were 
similar to Bekesy's, about five times size and made of transparent plastic, 
frames supporting cochlear partitions were interchangeable so that various 
membranes could be tested, and these partitions were usually of rubber 
cement impregnated with refleotant aluminium particles. Models were 
stimulated by a loud.-speaker unit connected to the oval window by a closed 
air-filled coupler. Rubber model membranes were reported to have an 
exponential stiffhess gradient, and Tonndarf expressed this gradient in 
terms of the membrane stiffness ratio at the two ends, which was about 10 to
1. It is not clear whether this i3 due to a variation in thickness and/or 
elasticity of his material, or whether it is a nett partition stiffness 
taking into aocount the increasing width of the model basilar membrane.
It is, in fact, believed that these model membranes were uniform.

Tonndarf's models responded with observable travelling waves in the 
applied frequency range 10 to 900 Ha. Observations were assisted by the 
use of a stroboscope and a dissecting microscope of magnification 10 to itO

f

times.
In his 1957 paper ̂  ̂ Tonndarf observed motions of fluid^suspended 

reflecting particles. He noted that in the oval window region, fluid was 
in a state of longitudinal wave motion with particle amplitudes directly
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corresponding to ova1 window displacements (after allowing far sectional 
area differences). Progressing along a model stimulated by pure tones In 
the apical direction, a transversal vector appeared In the motions of fluid 
particles adjacent to the partition, malting these orbits elliptical, while 
particles near to the solid walls of the soalae retained a linear, non- 
trachoidal motion. All particles, regardless of their position, moved in 
their orbits with the same angular direction and speed.

The -transversal axis of particle orbits attained a maximum near the 
place of partition maximum amplitude and then both axes lost amplitude 
rapidly. Principal axes of all elliptic orbits were noted to lie either 
longitudinally or normal to the partition, indicating the presence of only 
two mutually perpendicular particle velocity vectarB. Tonndorf also noted 
a progressive phase lag for particle position in elliptic orbits which accum
ulated with increase of distance along the partition from the stapes. This 
angle apparently corresponded with the inareasing phase lag of the vibrating 
partition. Particle motion in the scala tympani was observed to lag by 
about 180° behind soala vestibuli fluid particle motion.

At high levels of sound intensity fluid eddies appeared in both soalae, 
their effect on particle motions suggesting a direct imposition of steady 
eddy velocities on oscillating particle orbits. Tonndorf studied the 
dependence of eddy velocity on sound frequency and intensity, and likened 
the inclinations and instabilities of particle orbits in the viainity of 
eddies to surf due to a shallow water wave incident on a sloping beach. He 
also prepared two additional models with which to test hypotheses concerning 
deep (short wave length) vs. shallow water waves. One model contained an 
un-naturally deep soala in which fluid was excited by sound at varying 
depths, while the other model soala was only a few millimetres deep. As
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in his previous model experiments, he was able to demonstrate the absence 

of deep water waves by means of his fluid particle observations; the 

transversal diameter of elliptical particle orbits clearly diminished with 

depth or distance from the vibrating partition and longitudinal wave velocities 

of particles were not influenced by variations in frequency. Both of these 

points imply shallow water wave motion; and the second point was also sub

stantiated by subsequent observations by Tonndorf of model response to complex 

signal excitation, when phase relationships between component waves remained 

constant along the soalae. In this later series of experiments, it was 

discovered that in response to complex harmonic sigials, higher harmonic 

wave motion was simply superimposed upon that of the fundamental, retaining 

the phase relationships present in the original disturbance; the harmonic 

wave effects are carried with the fundamental until eliminated by low-pass 

filter aotion.

In his 1962 paper ^  Tonndorf pointed out that the acoustic law defined 

in 1843 by Ohm, who first considered Fourier frequency analysis as the 

principal analytic function of the ear, had remained virtually unchallenged, 

especially sinoe its endorsement in 1863 by He Imho It a. The techniques to

which this referenoe refers include Fourier expansion series, for the analysis 

of steady-state periodic sounds, and Fourier integrals far the case of short- 

lasting sounds including aperiodic transients. Fourier transforms, far 

example, may be applied to determine the effect of a transmission system, 

with a certain frequency response characteristic, upon a particular sigial.

Tonndcrf argued that in addition to the frequency analysis of sounds by 
spatially arranged responses along the cochlear partition and within the 

seals media, there are other conditions when it is probable that the cochlear 

elements reoogniae the purely temporal features of an auditory disturbance.

L



The seal-quantitative results he obtained in a long and welli-oonceived series 
of cochlear model tests supported his thesis that, even in the mechanical 
domain, along a time—frequency continuum the response of the cochlea to sinus
oidal signals represents one extreme, of a pure Fourier (frequency) analysis, 
and the response to sharp transients represents the other extreme, approaching 
a pure time (wave-farm) analysis. Thus responses to all other signals 
arrange themselves between these two extremes.

Illustrating this original thesis, Tonndorf performed model experiments 
in which partition responses were photographed under optical magnifications 
far a great variety of input disturbances to models, including pure tones, 
complex combinations of pure tones (already mentioned), various transients, 
periodically repeated pulses, random noises, amplitude and frequency modulated 
signals and beating, mis tuned consonances. His observations far transients 
only are briefly discussedr-

Systematic application of signals in the form of impulses and, more 
frequently, gradual step»-functions of various time constants, were made. 
Although such signals were aperiodic at the cochlear model entrance, their 
response pattern along the less than critically damped partition consisted 
of short duration travelling waves. The primary time-domain response of the 
partition to a step-function consisted of the first time derivative, a pulse, 
which was synchronised with the signal. Subsequently, with model windows 
at rest, a secondary response continued during which the partition travel.ling 
bulge achieved a maximum amplitude some distance along the model. The time 
duration of the travelling bulge increased gradually and continually with 
distanoe, and the shape of the pulse (ratio of bulge amplitude to time 
duration) remained unaltered up to the place of maximal amplitude, there
after broadening and flattening.
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This behaviour is typical of a low-pass filter system and can be predicted

from superposition of the Fourier transform of the pulse upon the frequency

characteristic of the system in question. In fact an electrical cochlear

analogue by Peterson and Bogert^^^ was designed on this basic assumption of

a mechanical analogue of a low-pass filter system in which bandwidth decreases

continually with distance, c.f., a tapered -transmission line. Peterson and 
( t o  \

Bogert and Guelke' ' have both employed the transmission line analogy to 

assist in the formulation of mathematical cochlear models. Both the shape 

of the travelling bulge and the location of the place of maximum partition 

amplitude were seen to be functions of the time constant of the original step 

function signal. Tonndorf compared a plot of time constant vs. distance 

far step function inputs with a similar plot far steady state pure tone inputs ̂ 

the frequencies of which corresponded to the inverse time constants of the * 

first set of signals. The two curves were parallel and fairly close.

Henoe he re-affirmed his point that in the case of transient signals, 

the cochlea performs a time analysis as well as a frequency analysis.

Although the models designed by the writer are considerably larger than 

Tonndorf'a models and particularly lend themselves to an examination of the 

time responses of their cochlear partitions to various aperiodic and complex 

signals, no attempt has yet been made to emulate Tonndorf'a outstanding 

researches other than for a few simple observations.
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Ila. General.

The models designed by the writer were intended to supplement the 

established qualitative model test data, particularly as regards the hydro

dynamics of the cochlea. Better substantiated dynamic similarity was 

intended, and models and associated apparatus were required to ensure that 

accurate quantitative data on partition response could be obtained. A range 

of nine different models was designed, of which there was only time to 

manufacture and test seven, in order to inlroduce and to exceed a variety of 

explicit geometrical variations which might be expected in a range of human 

cochleae. Materials were selected in an attempt to match and vary, within 

the probable range of normal human variations, the physical properties of the 

cochlear partition and the cochlear fluid perilymph.

Although the scope and precision of this programme of research con

stituted a departure from previous cochlear model studies, the general compar

ative approach was similar in that the effect of each change of variable was 

assessed by comparing the responses of models containing these changes. 

Accuracy was also required in order to test the response of a mathematical 

model of a physical model.

lib. Cochlear Geometry.

(1) Length

Both Littler^^ and W e v e r r e f e r  to measurements by Wever and others 

which gave mean lengths of the spiral channels of human cochleas of between 31 

and 33 mms., whereas several other authors including Fletcher Peterson

and B o g e r t ^ ^  and also Bekesy^*^ constantly refer to lengths of 35 and 

36 mms. A mean human cochlea length of 3.5 cms. from the oval window to
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the apical end of the heliootrema was assumed for this study.

(2) Basilar Membrane Width

Table 1 shows the ranges of basilar membrane width accepted by a number 

of authors. The first three referees ^  ^  are mare authoritative

as those investigators actually made measurements of human cochlea dimensions. 

Range A given at the bottom of the table was accepted for the design of the 

writer's cochlea models. However, more recent examination of additional data 

by Wever^^’®^ prompted consideration of a slightly increased range of basilar 

membrane widths, which is given as range B. Range B widths are all 1.20 

times range A widths and have been used in all other sections of the writer's 

work, including the mathematical cochlear model in chapter 6. The 

distinction between these two ranges is not important, and had not most cocl>- 

lear models already been manufactured at the time of the re-examination of the 

data, range A would have been abandoned. Note that detailed basilar membrane 

width measurements show a slightly curved, exponential plot of width vs. 

distance from stapes and a maximum width occurring not at the distal end of 

the cochlea but at some 3$ to 0?£ of the cochlea length from the apex. Thus 

range A probably provides a closer apical-area average width, but range B, 

while being mere in error at the apex, gives a better linear approximation! to 

membrane width as a function of distance from the stapes over the remainder 

of the cochlea.
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TABUS 1 .

Width of the Basilar Membrane

. Investigator Width at basal end (ca1.) Width at apex (cm.)

B e k e s y ^ 0.01 0.05

0.012 0.048

W e v e r ^ 0.008 0.042 to 0.065

Wrightson and Keith^^8^ 0.016 0.052

Llttler^8^ quotes Wever - 6.25 fold variation

Wilkinson and G r a y ^ ^ 0.016 0.052

Fletcher^ 0.01 0.05
(15)Peterson and Bogertv 7 0.0190 0.0516

Zwisloold.^16^ 0.016 0.055

Retzius ( 1 8 8 4 ) ^ 0.021 0.036

Range A 0.0127 0.0466

1 .e., b « (0.0127 + 0.00967.X) cm.

Range B O.OI52. 0.0558

i.e., b • (0.0152 + 0.0116.X) am.

(3) Scalae Sectional Areas and Diameters.
Information on variations of sectional areas of the seals vestibuli and

the seals tympani has been collated flrom the data of Wever^1^ ,  Zwislookl^18  ̂
(18)and Keith' '. The other ooohlear theorists have used an assortment of

values for soalae areas, and only the range used by Peterson and Bogert^1'^ 
is mentioned for comparison, whose area A  for both soalae, at ray seotion 
1 cm. ft-om the stapes is given by A  ■ (0.029 “ 0.005.X) om^»

Each of the sets of experimental data above olearly shows that while the 
usual linear taper simpllfloat!ona describing the reduction In either area
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or mean effective diameter of the acalae with distance from the stapes is 
reasonable for the scala tympani, and is also reasonable far the apical end 

of the soala vestibuli, it can not describe the "decking" function which 
apparently applies to the basal half of the soala vestibuli. For this duct 
has a unique sectional variation with distance, its area being effectively 
large Just behind the oval window, where perilymph passages lead to the 
vesciles, and also being subject to a definite minimum of sectional area 
almost half way through the first turn. With further distance from the stapes, 
the area increases to a second maximum Just before the end of the first turn, 
and subsequently decreases towards the apex in an approximately linear manner.
As this unique contraction and dilation of vestibular soala areas with initial 
distance has appeared in three sets of independent data, it was not considered 
wise to neglect this variation, and it has therefore been included in the 
mathematical model, and in order to determine its effect, if any, experiment
ally this type of variation of area was tested in the physical model programme.

Figure la. shows a plot of typical variation of soalae mean cross 
sectional areas with distance from the stapes, and Figure'lb. shows the 
corresponding variations of soalae diameters (calculated assuming oircular 
sectional shapes). The dashed lines in Fig. la. show the scaled area 
variations used far cochlear models Cl and C2 and the dashed line in Fig. lb. 
shows the effective diameter variation used in continuum form in the mathemat
ical model.
(4) Windows.

According' to Bekesy^'*, Keith^"^ and Idttler^^ the area Of the round
* o * *window is about 2 to 2.5 mm , and the area of the stapes footplate, is about

3.0 to 3.5 nm2 , although Keith gave an area range of 1.65 to 3.75 • The
2area of the helicotrema opening is about 0.1 to 0.2 am aooording to Keith 

and Littler.
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X I o .  Bropcrtiea of Cochlear Components
Dimensions of components have been discussed above, and cochlear 

partition effective stiffness and mass variations have constituted the theme 

of chapters 4 and 3 respectively. Damping functions and details far the 

cochlear partition and the basilar membrane are not known, but it would appear 

from consideration of the soala media fluid flow patterns resulting from 

deflection of the cochlear partition (see Chapter 3) that liquid shearing 

farces induced by moving boundaries, constrictions and seals media component 

motions suggest a classic case of (heavy) simple viscous damping.

Bekesy paid a great deal of attention to cochlear partition damping, and 

discussed the almost historic results of Helmholtz and others whom, he said, 

estimated that the partition showed a logarithmic decrement of )> ■ 0.1.

It is probable that Helmholtz's definition of log. decrement was more in line 

with the modem definition than was Bekesy'a, rather implying that log. 5 ■ 0.1. 

giving S ■ 1.1. Bekesy's own extensive but rambling analysis of damping 

suggested a value of log. S of between 1.4 and 1.8, which gives a ratio of 

actual viscous damping constant c to critical viscous damping constant c q of 

approximately 1 to 10. is none of the analyses or experiments involved seem 

particularly pertinent, an intuitive value for °/c of about 0.5 to 1 is 

suggested and the natter is left for further investigation in chapter 6.

In the practical oase of physical modelling of the cochlea, it is not possible 

to control model partition at»rl"g conditions to ary significant extent (with

out detailed modelling of the micros truotrres of the organ of Carti) other 

than by controlling the viscosity of the fluids in which model partition, 

membranes are immersed.

The physical properties of perilymph are shown in table 2. Peterson

and Bogart's values for dynaaic viscosityyu , density^» , and speed of sound,
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cx, in perilymph «re, like values, used by other cochlear theorists, based an

values actually measured by Bekesy, and the writer has used a similar range

for both physical and mathematical model design. However a recently dis-
il9)covered N.A.S.A. publication by Steer et al' ' gives a new set of values 

for physical properties of labyrinthine fluids. These latter values are 

considered more authoritative than Bekesy's but the farmer values as used 

by the writer have not yet been corrected.

TABUS 2 .

Physical Properties of Cochlear Fluids at 37°*»

Reference Density
un/cc.

Viscosity 
centi-poise

Speed of 
sound: cm/sec.

Temperature 
Coefficient 

of Viscosity

B e k e a y ^ 1.034- 1.97 - -

Peterson and 1.00 2.00 1.43 x ID5 -

Bogert^15)

Steer et a l ^  1.00 0.802 SB - 2 . #  per °C

Perilymph (aocuraoy * 2$) • ,

Steer et al 1.00 0.852 - - 2.4$ per °t

Endo lymph (accuracy * 2JS)

H d  Dtwcnaiocal Analysis far PyT1*"'ln p-i m-i larlty
Adequate geometric and kinematic similarity is obtained in oochlear 

models by the oonstruotion of the two principal aoalae in straightened form, 
separated by a single tapering membrane representing the ooohlear partition, 
and with elastic aoaled windows at the baeal end of each seals, in on* of 
which a rooking stapes excites the enclosed liquid. EynanLo similarity may
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be achieved by matching the component and materials physical and mechanical 

properties so as to ensure similar relationships between all of the Internal 

forces Involved In the models to those obtaining In the human cochlea. The 

partition response, excited by pressure waves and particle motions In the 

surrounding fluid, is determined by the following independent variables:-

L

f

/ °

«.

Bt

characteristic length [L]

frequency, cycles per second [t - 1 ]

perilymph density, gm/cc. [m  i t3 ]

perilymph viscosity, c.g«8t units or poise [m  l“1 t "

speed of sound In perilymph cq/sec. 

modules of elasticity multiplied by membrane

[l t - 1 ]

thickness, dynes/cm. [m  t“2 ]
2

mass per unit area of membrane ga/cm [11 iT2 ]

A  set of dimensionless numbers containing convenient arrangements of 

these seven variables may be calculated. Far example, takingyO, L and.y*. 
to be convenient variables by which to link soalae fluid properties with 

partition elasticity Et;

let TT1 ./O* yu  L° Et
.* .  n  i  .  j f 3* gb  l f b T“b  L° K *“ 2

equating indioes for 1,
O  ■ a + b + 1 

similarly.

O  . ■3a -  b ♦ o and 0 . -b - 2
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Henoe b a — 2 , a ■ 1 and o ■ X
giving TT ̂  ■ l£o f

1

Similarly far the other three independent dimensionless parameters
TT z " /Oh cl

/ ^ u
T T 3 - /Oh EX

/ *

and the fourth term to emerge from this treatment *\XcyO, I* and/w as basic 
variables is

T T *. " / 2 J »m
which gives a ratio between fluid and partition inertia forces. The influence 
of m may be better appreciated by arranging the partition dynamical variables 
together, e.g. T T ^  a f2 a. .

Bt

The numerical value for each TT term must ideally be the same for the 
model as for the human cochlea. If the variables are arranged as ratios, 
e.g. fg a f model /  f cochlea

a L  model /  L  cochlea etc., 
then T T ^ ,  T T a  , ..... . 1, that is

f“ .  i  , . i

A
The first approach to the design of model variables involves selecting 

a preferred value for any one or two variables and deciding whether subsequent 
parameter .matching can be produced* with materials available. As the TT^ and
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TT o terms were considered to be most important, and the TT and TT terms 2 J 5
less important, based upon less oertain data, and probably difficult to match, 
a number of values for 1^ of 5, 10 and 15 were tried to ascertain their 
effects on other variables, remembering the limitations of some of these 
variables; for example, the compressibility parameter a and the density 
do not vary much for liquids likely to be used at room temperatures, and in 
using a single elastic membrane to represent the cochlear partition, its 
surfaoe density ■ will be so closely linked to its elastic parameter Et 
as to make the ^  component of the TT ̂  term very inflexible to manipulation

and adjustment. The frequency factor fg imposes further limitations; it 
is not convenient to attempt to vibrate large models which are supported on 
microscope platforms, benches etc. below about 10 Hs, or, considering the 
normal ranges of power of electromagnetic vibrators and power amplifiers and 
frequency limits of stroboscopes, above about 3 kHs. As the audio-frequency 
range for the cochlea lies between about 50 Hm and 20 tfia, these requirements 
suggest an optimum frequency factor fg of between 1/4 and 1/20.

Finally, the following parameter values and materials were selected:- 
Ifc - 12.0 , fg e 0.100

and using an aqueous glyoeral mixture, of lift by weight of glyoerol at 1 7 .5°C,

^  model ■ 1.21 gn/oa» giving • 1.21,
model ■ 0.343 poiae giving . 17.40,

m model ■ 1.71 x lCT* ca/sao. giving ag . 1.196.
Hence T T ^  ■ 1.00 and T T ^ ■ 1.00,

that is, the two dimensionless parameters oonoemed only with soalae fluid 
meohanios ware well matched.

Matching of TT^ and TT^ was difficult. A very wide range of latex 
and synthetic rubber sheeting, cured under different condition« and with



different additions was purchased and tested for elastic modulus and density« 

Host of this rubber sheeting lost its elastic properties quickly with exposure 

to either air or aqueous glyceral solutions, and changed its characteristics 

hysteretically following simple strain. Nor was it able to withstand, 

without considerable creep and loss of elasticity, periods of cyclic tension. 

However, one small rubber research and development company accepted the chall

enge and, at great inconvenience to themselves, experimented with various 

additives and produced an ample supply of well cured, dense latex sheeting 

containing additives to preserve and implement elasticity, and thi6 material 

has proved to be reliable and satisfactory. The same firm was able to supply 

this sheeting in a number of different thicknesses from 0.0015" to 0.025" 

and also to a difficult specification for which sheeting in W "  widths 

increased in thickness uniformly from 0.002" to 0.020" over a length of 16".

These rubber membranes used in models possessed the following properties, 

(subscript M refers to models) where the thickness t in cm. is re-expressed 

as t^ in thousandths of inches (inch thou)

6 2E^ = 21.0. 10 dynes/cm •
EtM = 21.0. 2.5^. 106. 10“3 . t± = (533**0. t± ) dynes/cm.

p
m̂ | ■ (0.0035» tJL) gm/cm .

Table 3* shows the numbers calculated for TT, and Tf_ using any of
^8 :>R

three different rubber thicknesses, 0.003", 0.0075" «id 0.020" at any three 
different sections X cms. along the cochlea from the stapes (at either end 
and centrally). As above, subscripts M refer to model values, subscripts C 
to the human cochlea. When T T  , is unity the relationships between fluid 
dynamics forces involving fluid inertia and viscosity effects in the scalae 
«id the fluid pressure forces required to overcome membrane elastic effects
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will be the same in the'model as in the cochlea. These relationshi ps must

exercise considerable influence upon general soalae hydrodynamic response

and vice versa. When the parameter representing "internal" membrane

dynamics only, TT is unity, the relationships between membrane inertia
%

and membrane elastic forces for the model are similar to those in the human 

cochlear partition.

In table 3, TT  ̂ numbers very close to unity are ringed, and those 

within a factor of 2 or 3 o f unity are surrounded by broken rings.

TAB IE 3 .

Dimensionless parameters TT and TT far cochlear models.

Distance from T X M 0c
stapes ( c m . )  J « 0

EtQ (dyne/cm.) 160000

•
CMa1

0B 0,015

X .  1,75 & x„ -  3.5<R:
Xg » 21.0 Xj, .  42.0

.90000 20000

0,020 0.031

t^ ■ 3, t a 0.00/6 cm., Etg ■

TT
TT

%

0.046

(o.992)

n .

%

0 .12 0

TT (5936)

160,000, By . 0.010.9 

0.065

t. . 7i, t > 0.0191 cm., Etjj

\  • 20, t ■ 0.0508 c m . ^ E t ^

rr ̂  (0.300)

(2 .351 /

'0,364 1 

16.40

400,000, mjj' 3 0.0263

(0.220; (0^59)

< f.340J 16,37

1,006,700, m̂ .  Q.,0/00

(0.540; 12.414)

(2.220,' 15.46
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The following notes summarize table 3. results s-
1) .All thicknesses of rubber sheeting provide excellent similarity for

membrane "Internal" dynamics (parameter TV ) at the atapes end of the
Tt

model, and reasonable similarity up to the mid-point of the model.
2) Mass and elasticity characteristics for this type of rubber do not 

permit any matching of ooahlear partition dynamics (parameter TT^)

at the apical end of the model.
3) Only the medium thickness rubber allows a close match for fluid»* 

membrane combined dynamioal similarity (parameter T T ^ )  at the apical 
end of models. Rubber sheeting of this type would have to be aa much 
as 1 mm. thick to match this parameter at the mid-point of models, and 
2 or 3 mma. thick far complete similarity at the basal end, In which 
case, when assembled In a 12 tines full sise cochlear model, seated 
over an unsupported span at the stapes end of only l£ nma., it could 
not possibly be considered as a model membrane.

4) As diagonal arrows indicate, the most satisfactory compromise is n 
membrane of tapering thickness, being about 0.003* thick at the hell- 
cotrema and 0.015" to 0.020" thick at the stapes end. For this choice 
of membrane, matching of the parameter 7Tj, describing similarity
between fluid farces disturbing the fluid and driving the membrane, 
is consistent over the length of the ooahlear model, while parameter 
Tfj la exactly matched around the stapes end).

5) A similar consistency In TT but with exact matching of TT^ nearer to 
the oentre may clearly be achieved by reducing all thiokneaaea by About 
50JS, i.e., by use of rubber tapering firom about 0.002* at the apex to 
0.014" at the atapea. This was. In fact, attempted for all cochlear
models



6) Host models were also assembled with uniform thickness rubber membranes 
of about 0.007" for an additional series of tests In order to simulate 
the effect of close matching of 77, at the apical end.
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I I I  DETAIUNS. MANUFACTURE. ASSEMBLY AND EXPERIMENTATION 
OT*. Model Geometry Detail

Having decided upon model scales, sizes and approximate shapes, and 
upon the need for a general design of model to allow extraction of accurate 
quantitative information on the vibration of the membrane representing the 
cochlear partition, it was then necessary to decide upon the means by which 
such measurements could be made along the whole length of each model without 
interfering with its response. Tests were conducted using built-up earphone 
diaphragms on which vibrating, protruding membranes were inspected under 
microscopes, metrology profile projectors and metrology measuring machines 
using 10 to 200 times magnifications and phase-controlled incident and direct 
stroboscope Illumination. it trial model was then roughly constructed in 
which a membrane was dam ped between two highly polished blocks of perspex, 
a square sided, polished welled passage having been milled out of the 
seating face of each block so as to allow the membrane to move and vibrate 
within this gap. With the clamped membrane in the vertical plane, and 
vibrated by a horizontal plunger, stroboscopic light directed from various 
tngles and an observer looking vertically downwards at the perspex-membrane 
interface through a microscope, it was very easy to locate the side to side 
membrane excusions provided that the two horizontal perspex surfaces between 
the membrane and the microscope were square-cornered, very flat and highly 
polished. Id though machining and polishing operations were likely to he
rather time consuming, the techniques were found to be relatively simple, 
and it was decided to inoar par ate this method of viewing membrane motions 
into the design of all models. (Also see Figure 8.)

Figures 2 to 7 inclusive show the final detailed design of the perspex 
models, whose principal features are summarised as follow»t—
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Pig. 2. Model C 1. Introduces actual seala sectional shapes and typical 
soala sectional area variations, including "necking"' of the scala 
vest!bull - known as the "true"' model, this was shaped by hand, 

fig. 3. Model C 2. Linear taper approximation of model C 1. Both scalae 
identical. Drilled and taper-reamed, contains circular sections — 
known as the "'average"1 model. Two of these models were built, 
the second containing a considerably wider membrane slot. The 
first "average" model was designated G 2/k, the second wider slot 
model G 2/C.

f i g .  4 .  Model C 4 .  Diameters at each section are 2/3rds of corresponding 
diameters of model C 2. Thus sectional areas are uniformly A/9ths 
of those of C 2. Identical scalae. Galled the "'small"' model, 

f i g .  5* Model C 3* (Not made). QLameters at each section are 3/2 times
corresponding diameters of C 2.

f i g .  5 .  Model O  5. At the basal end, diameter Is 3/2 times that of G 2.

Same diametral taper as C 2. Identical soalae. Known as the 
"large" model.

fig. 6. Model C 7* (Not made). Circular sections, taper-reamed, with
two dissimilar scalae, machined to be as similar as possible to C 1. 

fig« 7. Model C 8. Drilled and cylindrically-rearned, non-tapered, ident
ical soalae, having the average sectional area of model 0 2  — 
known as the "straight" model.

Thus the shaped model 0  1 is the basic cochlear model. The model C 2 * 
constitutes an approximate, simplified farm of 0 1 with no uneven variations 
In soala vestibuli area and C 8 is a much simplified, cylindrical form of 
c 2. Models C 2, C 5 and C 6 all employ the sane diametral taper, and 
simply Introduce seotional area slse effects.
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Model 0 4, being not much smaller than 0 6, displays a distinctly 
smaller scalae diametral taper than C 6 but has the same apical-end diameter. 
Hence the geometric variations introduced by these seven (or nine) models 
include

1) scalae shapes
2) scalae sizes
3) scalae sectional area vs. distanoe-along- 

the-cochlea functions
4) identical scalae vs. unequal scalae effect«. 

nib. Manufacture
Models mere initially blocked from 1" or ij* sheets of clear I.C.I. 

perspex and were cut and shaped to approximate dimensions, each half of 
each model being prepared in two separate sections.

In the case of all models but C  1, holes were bared in preparation far 
reaming, whereas far G 1 each half of the model was divided into 6 sections 
2* to 3” long and bared holes were opened slowly by arduous, hand grinding 
•nd filing until the required soalae shapes were obtained. Several taper 
reamers had to be manufactured far models G 2, 0 1 , 0  3 and C 6, which 
posed particular problems as reaming had to be carried out on a continuous 
16" taper hole. After a few failures it was found neoessary to construct 
the reamers in two half lengths with an arrangement for subsequently locking 
the halves together.

Reamers were initially taper turned from stock silver steel and, taking 
care to leave adequate metal for the a crow-locking arrangement and stud 
location, were parted centrally. Fluted teeth were then milled on the
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reaser bodies, with six flutes on the larger reamers and four on the 
snailer ones. This operation had to be performed with reamers in two
halves because of limitations in the distance of traverse of the milling 
machines available. Reamers were deep surface hardened by an oil quench 
Aron cherry-red heat, and in the final operation they were ground and 
finished to the exact cutting angle demanded by experience with perspax 
reaming, and to the required sharpness.

Stepped holes were bored in the perspex blocks in {reparation! for 
reaming, and during the hand-reaming process water was found to be the best 
lubricant. Rotating steel burrs and later felt cones, driven by a
flexible shaft drive motor, were used to smooth the newly reamed taper holes 
and bore polishing was completed using chamois leather impregnated with 
paraffin and liquid metal polish, wrapped around a blank reamer or non- 
flu ted taper steel bar. One of these blank reamers was constructed for 
each taper angle Involved, and was also used as an accurate locating device 
when, in the next stage of manufacture, the separate sections of each model 
half were assembled and cemented together.

L steel jig for slot-milling was built in which was secured the 
assembled model-half after it had been accurately shaped to its final 
dimensions along one face, which was then used as a datum for the slot- 
silling operation. One end of the jig was then bolted to the horisontal 
table of a vertical milling machine, and the opposite end of the jig was 
adjusted vising clock gauges until the perapeoc block was exactly in position 
far the taper slot silling operation, using peripherally-cutting slot drills. 
The tapering membrane slot having been milled down one aide (over the entire 
^sngth of the model but in two stages), the Jig was re-adjusted to subtend 
the opposite tap>er angle and the opposite side of the slot was*
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allied. Perspex plug gauges «ere made to aid workshop checking of slot
»

widths, and were subsequently found to be invaluable for locating model 

halves exactly opposite each other during model assembly.

With the difficult milling operation completed, (figure Q 1 outlines the 

order of the machining errors which, unfortunately, were not suppressed 

until several models had been milled) each model half was lightly planed on 

all four surfaces until required dimensions and acceptable surface flatnesses 

were obtained.

The sucoeeding stage of manufacture involved polishing. Each model 

half was clamped between two plain 1" strips of perspex with the outer viewing 

surfaoe exposed, and the protective strip» arranged flush with this machined 

surface. The clamped assembly was worked to and fro upon if' long, water 

lubricated, 400 gauge and later 600 gauge carborundum paper surfaces, this 

"wet and dry" polishing paper being supported by a smooth, flat plate of 

reinforced glass. When completely flat surfaces and sharp corners were 

obtained, usually after about three changes of carborundum paper and a half 

day's rubbing, the clamped assembly was transported to a clean room where 

a chamois leather surfaoe, stretched over another flat glass plate, was in 

readiness for the final stage of surfaoe polishing. The chamois was found 

to cut most smoothly and reliably when loaded with a mixture of filtered 

Paraffin and metal polish. The model half assembly was polished on this 

chamois surface for at least three hours, oare being taken to ensure a 

continually moist clean surfaoe. A  scratch occurring because of a five 

grain of silioa, far example, was in three oases severe enough to require m 
further application of 60Q gauge carborundum paper in order to re-prepare 

the surfaoe. Figure 9 shows a clean room rig used far perspex polishing.

Polishing of the square aide of the milled membrane slot through which



Figure 5-11 Testing of stiffness and elasticities 
of rubber membranes. The deflections 

of loaded pins aoting on rubber membranes 
were measured via the balance-arm device 
shown in order to (a) check the variations 
in stiffness of various rubber membranes 
loaded in this manner,
(b) make an experimental check on the theory 
for concentric-pin— loaded circular rubber 
membranes, as developed in chapter 4, 
section III.
(c) compare the stiffnesses of pin-deflected 
circular membranes of various diameters with 
stiffnesses of pin-deflected rectangular 
membranes of various widths.

Figure 5-10 Preparation of rubber sheets for 
selection of strips of rubber for 

insertion in models. Rubber strips were 
selected on the basis of correct thickness 
and stiffness (and elasticity) variations.
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micros cope observations were to be made required even more care and concen

tration, although, with success, this part of the polishing work was not as 

tins consuming. Similar gauge carborundum paper was clamped around a thin, 

projecting horisontal metal plate, and two carefully machined square blocks 

of perspex were fixed above and below this slot polishing projection so as 

to provide a right-angled wall against which to slide the polished block.

Again two or three changes of the 600 gauge "wet- and-dry" paper were 

required before the slot wall was sufficiently square-cornered and free 

from machining marks. The wet carborundum paper was then replaced by a 

thin, clean sheet of paraffin-loaded chamois leather and the model slot wall 

was quickly and firmly polished to a very fine finish. It was imperative 

that this final chamois-polishing stage be completed with as little rubbing 

as possible in order to retain the sharp surface corners, - Tests were made 

continually on the amount of distortion involved in making optical measure

ments through the two polished perspex surfaces, and practically no distortion 

could be detected in any model finally accepted far experimentation.

Sic. Assembly
As the drawings (figs. 2 to 7) show, the cubic filling block was 

oenented on to the basal end of the acala vestibuli half of each model.

A delicate perspex bracket for support of the rooking model stapes was also 

cemented in plaoe, and the machined perspex stapes itself, containing a 

rotating, 4  BJk.. tapped pin into which the driving link from an electro

magnetic vibrator was later screwed, was assembled. The two halves of any 

model were thoroughly cleaned, inside and out, and a preselected length of 

rubber membrane, measured and marked for thickness and elasticity variations,
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(see figs. 10 and 11) was laid In position upon the lower half (scale, 

tympani) of the model. The width of the membrane was adjusted to avoid any 

rubber protruding from the model when the halves were clamped together, as 

subsequent removal of such rubber with a sharp knife or raxar blade sometimes 

damaged the outer polished surface. Openings were also made in the rubber 

for the heliootrema and also in order to clear any upper and loanr half 

assembly locating pins which had previously been fitted.

A very strong steel frame (see KLg. 12) was then cleaned and adjusted 

to receive the model. These steel frames were constructed in an effort to 

provide maximum rigidity and support far the assembled model and its electric 

vibrator mechanism, and also in order to clamp the two halves of each model 

uniformly together across the rubber membrane joint without interfering with 

optical viewing along the model. The model was then clamped in this frame, 

between both steel and perspex protective strips, the two halves being 

exactly located relative to their common membrane slot by locating plug 

gauges and permanent pins.

Oval and round window membranes, visually of 0.010P rubber sheeting, 

were cemented into place, and the model stapes cemented to the oval window.

In the last stage of model assembly, which was also the most awkward, the 

aqueous glycerol solution, mixed with precise parts by weight and with 

correct viscosity (see #lg. 13), was slowly poured into the model scalae.

The helicotrema opening had to be considerably larger than the scale demanded 

in order to allow the viscous perilymph solution to flow from the stapes end 

°f the upper soala down to the apical end, through the opening into the 

i°*er soala, and down to the round window while, at the same time, air could 

6scapo via the a t m  pathway. Vluid loading did not prove to occupy much time 

compared with the "do-bubbling" process. It was shown to be quite essential
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to any model cochlear partition response that entrained air bubbles should 
not occupy more than 1 or 2 cubic millimeters of volume. Therefore there 
was no alternative to long periods of lifting the heavy (36 lb.) assembly 
from side to side, gently tapping and inclining the fluid columns in order 
to expel even the minute air bubbles. Sometimes leaks were discovered at 
this stage and model assembly and even model machining stages had to be 
repeated). Another problem concerned the membrane; in clamping of the two 
halves together, the untensed rubber normally compressed slightly, bulging 
the membrane perhaps one or two tenths of a millimeter into either sc ala.
This was helpful, as it made membrane viewing very much easier and mare 
accurate, but in the event that the membrane bulged to one side at one 
position and to the opposite side elsewhere, a false miorosoope reading was 
obtained at the "cross-over"' point. Therefore cars had to be taken in the 
clamping stage, before round and oval windows were in place, to deflect the 
membrane uniformly. Subsequently when the model was almost filled, with 
liquid, a sharp blow to the steel frame or an impulse at the stapes would 
either straighten a non-uniformly bulging membrane, or make it worse. Hew* 
ever, a satisfactorily and completely assembled model, when cleaned and flne- 
polished, was dry, stable and well-pro tooted, and had a rather impressive 
appearance! (see figures 14 and 1 5 )«

iSä* Experimentation
Cochlear model experiments were conducted in The University of Warwick 

School of Engineering Science metrology room, and the experimental arranges.ait 
1* shown in figure 18 . The principal component of apparatus was an S.6.X.P. 
Società Gtenevoise 11 .U.214 &  Universal Measuring Machine which, in addition



Figura 5—16 Close—up sida view of S.G.I.P.
Univorsal Measuring Machine, showing 

measuring microscope head, traverse vernier 
microscopes and traversing glass table on 
which models are mounted for examination.

Figure 5-17 View of microscope bench and 
apparatus
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to having an excellent range of microscopes with vari crus objective 
magnifications, convenient 2 to 5 cm. working distances, and with several 
types of calibrated graticules, offers a i*0 on. uni-directional traversing 
table (see fig. 16). Its microscope mounting also transverses in the other 
two orthogonal directions, and on all three axes the illuminated scales 
read direct to 0.5/¿/n. Handwheels and fine-movement screws give complete 
control of the three-directional traverse accuracy of this Instrument, which 
has a glass table attachment and a light-source collimating tube running 
forward from behind the machine, ref looting light upwards through the glass 
table.

Models were placed upon this glass table (see fig. 17) so oriented 
that upon traversing the carriage In the (40 cm. range) 'x'direction, the 
memtrane joint of each model, being longitudinally oriented in the vertioal 
plane, remained exactly below the objective lens. A  stroboscope lamp 
fitting and sleeve was designed and manufactured to allow substitution of 
stroboscopic far normal monochromatic illumination. Associated apparatus 
and equipment included an Advance A  .7. signal generator type JIB with 
continuous output signal level control, a Darritron 20 WIP valve power 
amplifier with continuous gain control and various output impedance 
terminals, and a control panel containing 1A, 54, and 15V AC meters, an 
adjustable rheostat of 0-23 ohms, fuaes and multiple terminals. A. Dawe 
type 12O8A Variphase control unit with its input aignpl direct from the 600 
ohm high impedance terminals of the signal generator controlled a Dame type 
1202D translator Strobotoroh, from which high voltage leads were taken to 
the strobosoope lamp fitting in the S.O.I.P. measuring machine. A  two-channel 
oscilloscope was used to monitor the amplitude and wave-form of various 
signals, Including the supply to the elootronwnhanl nal vibrator driving the
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aodel stapes, and also to check the «are-font of the frequency modulated 
signal generated by a Wayne Kerr type B 721 B vibration amplitude meter and 
its capacitance probe, the latter being clamped very closely to a copper strip 
oenented to the model stapes assembly. Figure 18 gives an early view of the 
experimental rig and equipment at the beginning of the experimental phase.

frequencies of excitation of the model stapes were adjusted at the signal 
generator, the input power to the vibrator was set by use of the amplifier 
gain oontrol and small adjustments to the amplitude of stapes vibration were 
aade by use of the control panel rheostat, which was also of use far matching 
the input impedance of the vibrator. The stroboscope phase controller 
permitted adjustment of either phase or constant flashing difference 
frequency (up to 2 Ha). Phase measurements were accurate to about - lg°.
In making an examination of cochlear partition response at any point along 
the cochlea, a stroboscope difference frequency of about 1 Hz was very 
convenient by which to check whether or not there was any response visible 
through, for example, the 87 x magnification 3.W.I.P. goniometric microscope. 
Vith a zero difference frequency, the phase was adjusted until the micro

scope-viewed element of partition arrived at the scale, vestibuli side extreme 
of its travel, a graticule hair-line was alligned with the partition image, 
and the measuring machine y scale reading noted. The stroboscope phase was 
again adjusted (through about 180°) to move the partition image maximally 
to the soala tympani side, and the y scale reading corresponding to the 
re-adjusted graticule hair reference was again noted. The y scale reading 
difference gave tte peak-to-peak partition amplitude at that point and the 
latter phase angle, if considered relative to maximum inward motion of the 
stapes, gave the relative phase of the membrane vibration. As the stapes 
phase angle .Tan had to be measured in this optioal manner, it was convenient



to measure stapes peak-to-peak amplitudes optically at the same time, and to 

use tte Wayne-Kerr vibration meter only to check wave farms.

In the complete testing of the frequency response of a model, the 

following steps were taken: -

1) The upper frequency limit was scanned, and a basal end response of 

1 kHz was usually found to be the upper limit beyond which any membrane 

amplitudes became too small to measure.

2) With frequency set to, say, 1 kHz, the stapes amplitude was set to 

some reasonable, low level (for example, 0.01Q mm.).

3) Oval window and, if possible, round window amplitudes and phases were 

measured (models were intended to be sufficiently fluid filled that both 

windows bulged outwards slightly, partly in order to observe their motions 

and partly in order to prevent air leaks).

4) Starting at 1 cm. from the stapes, partition amplitudes and phases were 

recorded at 1 cm. steps along the model until no further response was evident.

5) In the regions of greatest membrane activity, additional measurements 

were made at £  and erven J om. steps.

6) The examination was then repeated for pure tones of 800, 600, 400, 200, 

100, 50, and when appropriate, 25 and 15 Hz frequency, and on each occasion 

that the frequency was re-set, stapes amplitudes were also adjusted as 

required, care being taken not to overheat the vibrator, over-excite the model, 

or damage the valuable measuring machine.

Although a few modifications to the above straightforward experimental 
approaoh were introduced for sane model teste, and other less formal experi
ments were also conducted, these quantitative measuring techniques were in 
general most satisfactory, and the experimental arrangement —  apparatus, 
equipment and models —  proved to be efficient and extremely reliable.
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It nay 'be noted that this complete programme of physical cochlear 
model research was particularly inexpensive regarding equipment, materials and 
apparatus, use being made of existing departmental equipment and facilities 
at all times. However, two and a half man years of working time were 
required in order to prepare drawings, manufacture and assemble the models 
and to develop and test experimental techniques. Model manufacture 
occupied the technician involved for 15 months, and model polishing and 
finishing required a further A- months of both his time and that of the 
writer, who also supervised model manufacturing. Model assembly and 
experimentation also occupied 6 months of the writer's time, and several 
months of the time of the metrology room technician.

In all some 3000 microscope readings made on the S..G .I.P. measuring 
machine occupied the machine far almost 200 hours of actual use.

Figure >-18* General view of experimental rig.
Note that the model here shown to 

he under test is assembled and clamped by 
an earlier procedure which was later replaced 
by the 3teel frame mounting assembly.
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XV HEfflTLTS OF COCHLEAR PHYSICAL MODEL EXPERIMENTS
Sixteen full testa were conducted on the seven cochlear models 

manufacture, and results for each test, excepting test no, 3, are gives 
graphically on ligures SI, H2, St etc. to Rl6. As the information forthcoming 
froa these experiments is presented infinitely more efficiently by graphical 
plots rather than by pages of verbal description only brief notes are 
presented to accompany these results, and table 4 summarises the tests.
Note that four different rubber membrane types were used, categorised in 
Figure Q2 as RM1, which was of uniform thickness, and HM2, BM3 and HM4, all 
of which were tapered. ligure Q1 shows to what extent the membrane slot 
widths in each model departed from the designed values.

Tests using pre-tensed rubber membranes in models were always less 
satisfactory than tests for which membranes were inserted in models without 
any permanent tension, partly because oscillating membranes were more difficult 
to view when moving to and fro across the main joint of the model, and partly 
because it was almost impossible to insert tensed membranes into models while 
naintaining a state of uniform strain in the rubber. No results are given 
for test No. 3, for which the membrane for model C2À was initially tensed, 
being set at the time of clamping of model halves together with 6£ initial 
strain, and for which the model was also filled with water, viscosity 0.031 
poise, rather than with the modelled perilymph solution of aqueous glycerol, 
of viscosity 0.341 poise. The response of the membrane was particularly 
violent at frequencies between 23 and 200 Ha, and after only 10 minutes of 
exposure to very moderate vibration intensity levels, the membrane split and 
collapsed in two areas. During this short time the membrane was olearly 
observed to be vibrating with a very complex wave form, with the first and 
second harmonics of the applied pure tone being generated on the basal half of
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T A B U  4.

Test
No.

n*.No. Model Model 
Test No. Manbrana Teot frequency 

Rane* Hi.

£ ______________________
Rasarles

1 RI C2A C2A/1 8M3 600 - 25 Test satlsfactory but nodal 
denegad - raquired repolioh.

2 R2 CI C1A/1 M 3 600 - 50 Bubblas Tornad at etapas leak
3 m C2A C2A/2 BM3 1000 - 15 Teneed aeabrane, nodal 

water-filiad* Rasponea alnoat randón.
4 R4 C2A C2A/5 RM4 8 0 0 - 5 0 Manbrana giran &H lnitlal 

atraía.
5 B5 C4 C4A/1 RM4 800 - 25
6 R6 CI C1A/2 HM4 400 - 25 Manbrana giran 6% lnitlal 

strain.
7 «7 C2C C2C/1 RM4 400 - 50 Manbrana giran 6$ lnitlal 

atraía.
8 R8 C8 c 8a/ i RM4 800 - 25
9 89 C2C C2C/2 BM3 4 0 0 - 1 5

10 RIO CI C1A/3 RM2 600 - 25
11 RII C5 C5A/1 RM2 4 0 0 - 1 5 Very anall anplitudarasponea at nadlun and higb 

fraquancias.
12 R12 C6 CéA/l HM2 to

HM4 8 0 0 - 1 5

13 813 C8 C8A/2 RM1 600 - 50 Uniform nanbrana.
14 Rl4 C5 C5A/2 RM1 200 - 50 Snall anplituda response taro at high fraquancias.
15 815 C6 C6A/2 RM1 8 0 0 - 2 5 Snall anplituda rasponea 

at low' fraquancias
16 Rl6 CI c i a/4 RM1 800 - 25

i

M

pe
an



the model. The M a n  relative amplitude of partition vibration with respect 
to the a tapes was about 25, and froa later tests with tenaed membranes (tests 
4, 6 and 7) it was appreciated that the near randon response obtained in test 3, 
with the intense generation of "overtones," was primarily a result of 
de créas sd fluid viscosity and, oonseqpently, of minimal visooua damping of 
the partition.

On figurée HI to B16, the peak of each relative amplitude vs. distanae- 
from-stapes frequency responae curve is narked with the appropriate frequency in 
Hs. In soaa oases, two peaks were reocrded for any one pure tone vibration 
signal at the stapea. Sometimes when this occurred, the test at that 
frequency was repeated with a lower amplitude of stapes vibration, giving a 
check on the veracity of the former plot as a means of specifying the section 
along the oochlea at which maximum partition amplitude occurred. Tests 2,
4 and 11 illustrate this situation. Jfct higher frequencies model 05 scarcely 
responded at all, but at each of the low frequencies of 15 to 50 Hn (corres
ponding to 150 to 500 Ha in the human cochlea) this model responded strongly 
in at least two places. These effects are discussed in section 7 of this 
chapter. Note that a membrane phase lag of maro relative to the stapes 
indicates that as the stapes moved maximally inwards the partition memtrane 
moved rn.-iHiB.ny downwards into the soala tympani. Similarly a phase lag of 
©  at a frequency of f Hs implies that, at the section being viewed, the 
membrane reached its maximum displacement in the a calm tympani at ©  radians, 
cr(©/iir-f)seoonds after the stapes reached its innermost limit of travel.

Similarly, a aero round window phase leg ia also defined wholly from the 
expedient point of view of continuity requirements, meaning that as the stapes 
and oval window moved maximally inwards the round window moved maximally
outwards
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uni fa r*  membrane. Hence it seems clear that a cochlea containing a membrane
with a strongly decreasing elastic modulus towards the apioal end'is most
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unifar. membrane. Hence it seems clear that a cochlea containing a me«b 
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25 Hz stapes amplitude 0-0-42 mm Round window phase Lag* O*



J  DI3CUSSICU. Of EESUITS OP MOnET. TE3TS 
Va. Phase affect«

The phase plots far each test are no less distinguishing a feature of the 
frequency response of a model than are the amplitude envelope curves, and both 
phase and rate of change of phase with distance characteristics describe 
partition travelling waive shapes, etc., rather more explicitly *>»■" do the 
envelope characteristics.

The model phase results illustrate that even the low frequency, apical-end 
phase characteristics recorded by von Bekesy, with which these model results 
are in good general agreement, are not independent of amplitude. Note also 
that according to Bekesy the relative phase angle between partition and stapes 
probably reaches a maximum in the case of an 100 Hz sound of about 7T , while in 
the case of a 50 Hs tone the phase angle does not reach TT/V. In fact, for 
sounds below 300 Ha, Bekesy's figures show that as frequency decreases the 
phase lag of the partition at the point of maximum amplitude also decreases 
from ITT to aero (see page 2-15.) This trend is not always so for the models, 
but was followed in the three tests Nos. 4, 6 and 7 in which j*?©-tensed mem
branes were used, and also in tests Nos. 5 and 8,using the small model C4 and 
the straight model C8, respectively, with tapered rubber membranes In each.
Note that when a plain, uniform rubber membrane was fitted into model C8, in 
test No. 13, the phase angle occurring at each marl mum amplitude seetion was 
constant for all frequencies. This similarly applied to model C5 in test 14, 
and the phase lag occurring at the low frequency maximum amplitude points was 
•Iso constant in the case of testa Nos. 15 and 16 for models C6 and Cl 
respectively. Note that in tests Nos. 13 to 16 each model contained a 
uniform membrane. Hence it seems clear that a oochlea containing a membrane 
*ith a strongly decreasing elastio modulus towards the apical end'is most
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likely to show the low frequency phase trend observed by Bekesy. Note that a 

model test frequency of 25 He is equivalent to 250 Hz in an actual cochlea.

There are no results available describing phase vs. distance characterist

ics at the high frequency, basal end of the human cochlea. All tests except 

Noe. 11 and 14 for model C5 and test No. 13 for C8 show that as the stapes is 

approached the membrane relative phase angle occurring at the point of maximum 

amplitude response decreases towards zero. Another interesting feature describ

ing the travelling wave, which is relevant to sharpness of sensory hair cell 

frequency discrimination, is the slope of the phase plot, (or the rate of change 

of phase lag with respect to distance along the cochlea) at the place of maximum 

amplitude and between this point and the place of extinction of the travelling 

wave on the apical side. Results of uniform membrane (RMl) tests Nos. 13 to 

16 all showed a very steep phase plot slope for high frequencies, and a slope of 

about zero at the low frequency end. Models Cl and C2 with untensed tapering 

membranes showed, in tests Nos. 1, 2 and 10, the opposite effect, with maximum 

slope and therefore smallest partition travelling wave length occurring at low 

frequencies. Other models with tapering membranes gave a less specific trend. 

Note that Bekesy's result in this respect (see Fig. 6 in Chapter 2) shows no 

clear trend.

In general, the model results indicate that partition travelling wave 

motion is sharp and well-developed in the high frequency region of the cochlea. 

Note. Observations reported more recently by Perlman^^ and Oiestel  ̂ on 

travelling wave motion in the partition of human cochleae are concerned with basal 

end response. These papers are very interesting but do not appear to be referred 

to by other authors and have not been reviewed here because of the absence of any 

quantitative or critical qualitative frequency response data. They do, however, 

suggest that phase-varying partition waves, i.e. travelling wavea,do occur and 

can be observed in the high frequency, proximal region of the cochlea.
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Vb, Place Mad Amplitude Effect»

In nearly all of the results, the place at which the partition membrane 

vibrates with maximum amplitude can be seen quite clearly. Due to the model 

manufacturing and experimental techniques, experimental observations were always 

clear and measurements accurate, so that experimental error as such cannot explain 

the apparent proximity of two peaks for one response curve, or the lack of a 

well defined amplitude maximum, both of which situations occasionally occur in 

Pigs. HI to Bl6. Normal model response in the case of the large model C5, 

which has rather thin walls, was partly interfered with by the independent 

dilational vibration of the model walls, a situation which was discovered by 

the use of accelerometer probes coupled to vibration measuring equipment. Tills 

mode existed in most models, but other than far C5, amplitudes involved were 

practically insignificant.

Uneven clamping of membranes may have resulted in some unexpected variations 

in membrane properties, but this was carefully avoided as much as possible. 

However, two other effects which oome into the category of manufacturing 

errors are known to affect actual membrane responses. H g u r e  Q1 shows the 

membrane slot width errors. Thus in comparing the hi#i frequency response 

results of model Cl, for example, with results for model C4, it must, unfort

unately, be borne in mind that in the basal region the membrane in 01 was up 

to 22$ wider than in C4. Hence it may be assumed that if model Cl responded 

well to a frequency f Ha near to the stapes, thin with the same slot width 

as C4 it would probably have responded to a higher frequency of 1.2f to 

^•4f at the same section.

Figure Q2 shows the un-evenness of the tapering rubber membrane thicknesses. 

Although the most linear sections of the tapering rubber sheeting supplied were 

used in the models, some discontinuities were unavoidable, e.g., membranes



HM2 and RM4 at 15 cms. from the stapes. One of the reasons for including the 

uniform membrane tests Nos. 13 — l6 was in order to ensure that certain trends 

in model responses, particularly place effects, were correctly ascribed to 

hydrodynamic effects arising from geometric variations and were not caused by 

unevenness of membranes.

Figures SI to S7 summarize the place effects obtained in the results of 

Figures R1 to Rl6. That is, each of the seven figures whose number carries an 

S prefix outlines the relationship between frequency and place along the 

cochlea at which maximum amplitude response of the partition occurred for 

that frequency.

Figures T1 to and T7 summarize amplitude ratio effects. That is, 

each of the five T prefix number figures roughly outlines the relationship 

between model partition maximum amplitude ratio, relative to stapes amplitudes, 

and frequency. The following schedule shows how these summary curves, 

based on Figures R1 to Rl6, are arranged.

sr.mnuu; OF SUMMARY FIGURES SI to S7 and T1 to Th and T7

For Place 
Effects - 
S prefix.

For Amplitude 
Effects - 
T prefix.

Membrane
Type

To show functional 
effects of:-

!
Model Tests 
involved

SI T1 RM1 Geometric Variations Nos. H V
jl 1 H O
N

S2 T2 RM2 Geometric Variations Nos. 1 0 - 1 2

S3 T3 RM3 Geometric and Membrane Nos. 1. 2, 9

Width Variations

S4 T*f RM4 Geometric Variations Nos. 5, 8, 12

S5 - RM4 Geometric and Membrane Nos. ' S  6 ,  7

(Tensed) Width Variations

86 - Various Membrane tension Nos. 6,7,9,10

S7 T7 RM1, RM*t Membrane thickness Nos. 8,12,13,15
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These figures present some of the effects of changes of size and shape of 
model scalae, width variations of membrane slots, membrane thickness vari ations 
and some effects of tensing the model membranes, and a detailed discussion of 
each figure is unnecessary. However, figures SI and T1 are discussed briefly 
in order to indicate how certain trends may be recognized. Prom Figure 31, it 
is at onoe d e a r  that model C 6, in test 1 5 , responds to lower frequencies than 
do any of the other three models. This, however, is only true as regards 

plaoe. Figure T1 shows that C6 and C8 both display a smaller maximum
amplitude at the appropriate places than do models C5, or, particularly, Cl.

Fig. II also shows that the amplitude response of C6 and C8 increases 
strongly far the highest frequencies, while the membrane amplitude maxima for 
Cl do not increase as frequency rises, but remain approximately equal to the 
stapes amplitude, still showing no sign of decreasing. Model C5, however, is 
unable to provide any amplitude response at all for frequencies greater tlian 
400 Hz, even though, from Figure 31, there is ample space in the basal half of 
the model for a travelling wave envelope and amplitude maximum. Model C6, 
for example, despite its increasing amplitude response at 600 to 800 Hz, is 
prevented by place requirements from responding with an amplitude maximum to 
frequencies above 700 Ha. It is therefore apparent from Figures 31 and II that, 
even before »ilHng allowance for its ovsr-machined membrane slot (see Figure Ql),

model Cl is better suited than the other 3 models considered to a sustained 
response at high frequency, e.g., 1 kHa and above, whereas model C 6 has the 
best-balanced low frequency response.

A very important point thus arises in examining and comparing the effects 
geometric and component variations on cochlear model response; that both 

place and amplitude responses must be inspected* A model with an excellent 
amplitude relationship at some interpolated frequency but with no place for its



response, (or vioe 'versa) must be considered to have an inadequate response 
at that frequency. Considering the ear's remarkable natural characteristics 
of adaption, such ill—conditioning of two functions of its response must be 
unlikely in nature.

Vc. Comments on Effects of Variables
l) geometry.

The large-bore model, C5, invariably compares poorly with the other models, 
for although its response to low frequencies is reasonable, but ill conditioned, 
it does not respond at all to high frequencies. As is shewn in Figures Bland 
Bi, the partition in the very wide basal half of this model seems to be impossible 
to stimulate. The small-bcre models C4 and C6 , particularly the latter, have 
a well matched amplitude and place response at high frequencies, (see Figs. S4 
and T4) and although the sectional area of the scalae of these two models is 
identical at the apical end, model C6 performs rather better at lowest frequencies.

This is an effect due to bare taper, the taper angle of the soalae of model 
C6 being the same as that for C2. In figures SI and Tl, 82 and T2 and 3A- and 
14, in all of which results for model C 6 are involved, it is interesting to 
note that in each oase the small model C6 performs most satisfactorily at low 
frequencies.

Model C2S, with a membrane slot of approximately twioe the normal width, is 
compared with the "average» model C2A in figures S3 and T3, and in figure S5,
•nd as la expected this model displays an excellent low frequency response, 
approaching about 3 Ha minimum frequency at the heliootrema. Model 020 1s, 
however, unable to respond at frequencies above 500 Hs.

While the shaped model Cl compares well with other models at high 
frequencies, there is no very clear trend to be observed in comparing its

5-48
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response with that of model C2, the desij—  far which was Intended to approximate 
to the model Cl design hut without the basal-end scala vestibuli sectional 
constriction. In figure S3 the high frequency place response of model C2 is 
superior to Cl, although when reference is made to both amplitude and. place 
details far high frequencies, from figures SI, R2 and BIO, it is seen that 
these two response characteristics are considerably better'-conditioned for Cl 
than for C2, or far the other models. To summarize these comments concerning 
geometry and size, it appears iTom considerations of the very poor overall 
response of the large model, the somewhat truncated response of the straight 
model C8 , and the fact that model C6 performed better than the smallest model 
Cl and best of all models in the low frequency range, that the best-conditioned 
and most extensive overall frequency response would have been obtained from a 
slightly smaller-bare version of the shaped model C l  (containing the correctly 
desigoed membrane slot width).
2) Rubber thickness.

Figures 37 and T7 show clearly the effect of rubber membrane thickness 
variations; the uniform membrane Rill, being thicker and therefore having higher 
elastic modulus in the apical region than the tapered RM4, did not pei-mit either 
of models C8 or 06 to respond as well to low frequency stimuli as they did when 
fitted with the tapering membrane.

In the stapes region, although the thinner (RM1) membrane resulted in 
considerably larger amplitude ratios, the two models responded to higher 
frequencies with we 1 1— oonditioned place and amplitude responses when fitted with 
the thicker but mere elastic tapering membrane. Hence the apparent effect of 
a thicker, membrane was not a mass effect but an increase in elasticity^
3) Rubber tension.

The trends discussed above Involving comparisons between models were only
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slightly changed by the test results far the three models which were fitted with 
pre-tonsed membranes (compare figures 35 and S3)« Figure S6 is rather surprising 
in that it shows a very much smaller shift of plaoe of vibration amplitude maxima 
far tensed as against untensed membranes than might be expected from the 
imposition of such a relatively vast ($1) initial strain. However, as may be 
seen when figures H 7 and H 9 are compared, or B 6 and H 1 0 , amplitudes of vibration 
of tensed model membranes are, particularly in the mid-frequency range, dramatic
ally increased beyond amplitudes obtained using untensed membranes. This 
effect is, however, misleading, for similarly large vibration amplitudes could 
be obtained using better "tuned" untensed membranes with elastic properties 
more suited to the requirements of dynamic alnrl larity.

Vd. Other Testa
Experiments similar in style and intention to those performed by Tonndarf 

were not attempted exoept for three simple tests, which are discussed below.
1) On switching the control panel power supply to the vibrator on and off, 
and at the same time observing through a microscope the motions of the membrane 
at the maximally responding section appropriate to the steady pure tone being 
applied, it was possible to obtain a rough idea of how much time elapsed between 
switch-on and the achievement of steady state vibration conditions of the 
membrane, and in what time all transients disappeared after switch-off. For a 
vibrator frequency of 100 opa., this time interval was certainly less than the 
writer's cwn manual, response time of 0 .2 secs., and was estimated at about 50 

to 100 a.seas. The. switched-on sound, being audibly generated by the vibrator 
and stapes, was recognised (and detected by an actual cochlea) before it was 
seen as a steady membrane motion, and if the model scaled frequency factor is
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l/10, it would be expected that the corresponding tine interval for the human 
cochlea, during which all cochlear transient response is dissipated, is about 
5 to 10 a.secs. This figure seems to be reasonably in line with the neurol
ogical and subjective data available.
2) Various approximate step-function and impulse disturbances were applied 
to the stapes, firstly by means of an adjacently mounted, tightly compressed 
steel spring which was suddenly released, secondly by coll i ding the bob of a 
swinging pendulum with the stapes, and thirdly by flicking the stapes by hand. 

The last approach clearly generated a "travelling bulge" in the apical region 
of the model which displayed a wrimum amplitude at the helicotrema, but it 
was more difficult to observe by eye the fast travelling wave which developed 

and was mainly dissipated in the basal half of the model following a very sharp 

impulse. It was intended to take photographs through the microscope of these 

transients, but this has not yet been done. Using these 12 times size models, 
with their necessarily greater time constants than the 4 times size models 

used by Tonndorf, it would be very instructive to design a similar series of 
cochlear time-analysis tests to his.
3) During several tests when the membrane amplitude response at one test 
frequency, f Hz, seemed to display a secondary peak at a section to which the 
membrane had already responded maximally when excited at frequency 2f Hz,
(zee figures HI, R2, RIO, Rll and R12) it was concluded that harmonics were 
being generated mainly by membrane nonlinear mechanics within some models at 
the power intensity levels applied.

In order to sure of this conclusion, and also to examine the effects 
°f externally produced, simple complex sounds, an two occasions the outputs of 
two aignal generators, each with separate amplifiers, were taken to the 
multiple input terminals of the control panel. With a 100 Hz signal and a
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200 Hz signal, both of equal (and loe) current exciting the vibrator and 
stapes, the complex travelling wavs response was viewed with the stroboscope on 
■»fniial control and was seen to natch exactly the observations described by 
Tonndorf. Two clear peaks were observed; one at the section already proven 
to respond maximally to 200 Hz, and a second separate peak at the 100 Hz section. 
The microscope was focussed on some fine liquids borne fibres of soft, shredded 
(toilet) paper which had been left in one model after cleaning, and these 
fltres displayed almost classic single-looped Ussajous figures for fluid particle 
notions between the stapes and the 200 Hz stimulated membrane section. Between 
that section at the 100 Hz mywt mu» amplitude station the fibres oscillated in 
elliptical orbits, and a little beyond the 100 Hz region there were no fluid 
movements .

This test, performed on models Cl and 021 during tests Nos. 2 and 1 greatly 
assisted in the recognition of internally—generated multiples of the applied 
fundamental signal.

These observations of model behaviour, showing that, especially far high 
sound intensities and large membrane displacements, the necessarily non-linear, 
vibrating partition not only generates its own harmonios but also performs a 
Fourier frequency analysis on the resulting complex signals, are particularly 
significant to a better understanding of some of the principal subjective 
Phenomena of hearing.
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VI. CQNDIflSIOMS
As it was suspected from the absence of any similar experimental accounts 

or data in the literature, the design, construction and testing of physical 

cochlear models to yield quantitative data is an arduous and difficult business, 

and assembling and interpreting the data satisfactorily can also become a 
formidable task. However, despite some disappointment with the limited degree 

of model partition membrane similarity which was obtained, the models performed 

veil, and the experimental technique and apparatus, including the basic unit, 

the universal measuring machine/mioroscope, was a delight to vise.
Detailed comments are included in the previous section, but other 

conclusions and observations pertinent to better comprehension of the nature of 
cochlear response, are ennumerated be low:-
1) Due to scalae fluid dynamics, the response of the apical e nd of the 
cochlea, that is, cochlear response to low frequencies, depends not only or. 
the dynamics of the partition at the apical end but upon partition motion and 
response over the whole length of the cochlea.
2) The amplitude envelope defining the limits of vibratory motion of the 

cochlear partition at the basal end of the cochlea, i.e. for high frequencies, 

does not appear to be as sharply peaked as the envelope of the low frequency 

amplitude response, but is restricted to a considerably smaller region of activity 

along the cochlea.
Travelling wave motion in the basal region of the cochlea is at least as 

"« 11 developed as it is in the apioal region, and together with the observation 
that the high frequency amplitude envelope is compressed compared with the 
response at low frequency, it follows that mechanical frequency discrimination 
at high frequencies is as sharp as for intermediate and lower frequencies.
3) Geometric variations have a profound effect on refined cochlear frequency
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response, and it would seen that the mean shape and sectional dimensions of 
tie human cochlea, after making allowance for the reduction in size of the two 
fluid ducts by membranous and ligament structures lining the inside of the bony 
labyrinth, and for a mean cochlea length of 3«5 cans., offer an optimum design  ̂' 
fa r  the amplitude and place frequency response it is required to perform, 
if) In the sense of the Tonndorf experiments, simple tests also suggested 
that the cochlea is capable of performing an analysis on signals specified 
wholly by time, rather than by frequency. The ability of the cochlear models 
to perform a spatial Fourier frequency analysis on complex tones was demonstrated. 
This fact, and the robs of the cochlear hydrodynamics in this regard, is of 
supplementary benefit to the whole research programme, as the mathematical 
model has, up to the present, only been designed to analyse pure tones.
5) From considerations of the physical model test results, the degree of 
complete similarity obtaining in the models, and the trends of the results 
summary figures, it appears that the range of values for the variation of the 
elastic parameter E.t (modulus of elasticity multiplied by membrane thickness) 
calculated in chapter if for the cochlear partition is very reasonable. It was 
clear, for example, that had the calculated value far partition E.t at the 
stapes been modelled correctly instead of at ^"d of its theoretically similar 
value (see table 3 section lid.), high frequency model cochlear responses would 
have even more closely approached the scaled equivalent of the known upper 
frequency limit of the human cochlea. Also, as it was pointed out in 
discussing low frequency phase effeots, a substantially greater range of model 
E.t values in model cochlear partitions would have brought apioal end results 
«are in line with measurements recorded by Bekesy.

Model membrane response and damping effeots indicated that human cochlea, 
values for perilymph viscosity, on whioh the viscosity of the aqueous glyoerel
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solution was based, were consistent with other cochlear response and physical 
properties data.
6) Results of figure Rll, for model 05, and particularly results for test 
no. 4 , using model C2 with a tensed membrane, showed very clearly the effect of 
pure tone loudness increases on the travelling wave response of the cochlea 
at that frequency. Three principal effects of increased intensity, which a ll  

point very definitely to "hardening sprang" membrane non-linearities, ares-
(i) the point of maximum partition amplitude shifted towards the apical end
(ii) the amplitude envelope became more "spread out" along the partition
(iii) the sensitivity of the partition response, as measured by the ratio of 
partition amplitude to stapes amplitude, decreased.

As a result of this physical cochlear modelling research programme, it is 
considered worth designing further experiments and new models • Inclusion of 
a membranous labyrinth, or seals media, hounded by a flaccid membrane and an 

elastic membrane, should allow good matching of all dimensionless parameters 
in cochlear model design, and the influences of both the seals vestibuli 
sectional constriction, and the spiral, whcrled form of the two scalae in the 

human cochlea could well be examined with new models. Model responses to 
acoustic transients and complex signals should also he investigated.

For the present, cochlear model results imply that mathematical model 
design should be based upon such the sams values for cochlear partition mass 
and elasticity, perilymph density and viaoosity, and scalae sectional areas 
and shapes as were used far the design of physical model properties.
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MATHEMATICAL m o d e l  

Symbols

t time, secs.

XjX circular frequency of excitation, radians/sec.

f cyclic frequency of excitation, Hz

Ax(x) cross sectional area of scala vestibuli at any
2section distant x cm from basal end cm

Ag(x) cross sectional area of scala tympani at any
2section distant x cm from basal end cm

b(x) width of basilar membrane (and of the single

membrane whose stiffness, mass and damping

represents that of the scala media) at any

section distant x cm from basal end cm

m(x) effective mass per unit area of partition
2at seotian x gm/cm

As 2area of stapes footplate cm

Ar 2area of round window cm

^ u . t ) instantaneous fluid pressure at section x and
2

time t in scala vestibuli dynes/cm

p2(x.t) instantaneous fluid pressure at section x and
2

time t in scala tympani dynes/cm

V * » * ) fluid displacement in x direction at section x,

time t, in scala vestibuli cm/sec.

V * * * ) fluid displacement in x direction at section x,

time t, in soala tympani cm/sec.

instantaneous fluid pressure difference across

soala media at section x, time t dynes/cm2

V x »t) instantaneous maximum displacement of the partition 

effective membrane from its mean position in the z 

direction at section x, time t. cm/sec.
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Ez

/°

A
Ds(t)

H(x,s)

a

j

'basilar membrane shape displacement factor, linking 

Ig to volumetric displacements

density of perilymph gm/cm^

dynamic viscosity of perilymph c.g.s. poise

instantaneous displacement of stapes footplate from 

its mean position at time t. cm.

Laplace a domain system transfer function

speed of sound in perilymph cm/sec.

F I
k

K1 to K9 

C(x)

«0w

E(x)

t(x)

oC(x)

/3(x)

n*)

0,H

*

®3(x)

X * )

constant k « 2 T T U  
constants

viscous damping coefficient of element of partition

per unit surface area at section x dynes sec/cm^

linear critical damping coefficient of element

of partition per surface area at section x.

modulus of linear elasticity of partition effective
2

membrane at section x. dynes/cm

effective thickness of basilar membrane and of 

partition effective membrane at section x. cm.

a partition linear elasticity coefficient^» 9m (*)^

a partition non-linear elasticity coefficient 
16 y(sL

Z3 9» 00 16 I pz (*)|
a partition excitation force coefficient P - ^  "

components of P

angle by which partition response lags behind 

driving force P

a variable representing 1*1̂  -c^60 

partition linear pressure stiffness 

partition non-linear pressure stiffness

radian

dynes/cm^

dynes/icm
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partition damping coefficient c(x) =

p>a

IP,

V*)

cm.approximate partition response amplitude 

square of a

function of A in equns. (32) and (35) or variable 

in illustrative equation (36) for numerical integration, 

coefficients of a reference cubic equation, 

y ^ + p x + q - 0

discriminant of the reference cubic equation 

angle involved in solving reference cubic equation 

real part of P^ 

imaginary part of P^

phase angle of Pg r

phase of D relative to P r

phase angle of r

instantaneous mean pressure of stapes footplate 

h numerical solution interval length cm.

f^ numerical integration factors (equn. (39))

Assumptions

Before writing the various equations for the cochlear mathematical 

model, the following assumptions are made.

1. planar compression and rarefaction waves exist in both scalae.

2. wave lengths in scalae are assumed long with respect to scala 

depths, i.e., shallow water waves are assumed to exist, and vertical 

fluid partiole velocities are ignored.

3. the soala media may be regarded as a single partition geometrically 

identical to the basilar membrane, and as a large number of 

uncoupled, separate single degree of freedom elements.

4. scale bony walls are rigid, and fluids are Newtonian.

5> except in oases of intense excitation, fluid particle motion is 

sinusoidal when the cochlea is excited by a pure tone input.
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M AL Of 
COCMLIA

»//Ax '-ir

ICOCHLEA*»

Figure la. Approximate sectional arrangement 
of cochlea, showing the cochlea canal, 
or scala media, which is represented in 
cochlear models as a single membrane partition

Figure 1 Idealized arrangement of 
the cochlea for mathematical model
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I. EQUATIONS OF FLUID MOTIOH

Equations for forces acting on small cylindrical elements of 

fluid of length 8 x  in each scala may he written (See Fig.l). For 

the scala vestihuli, three farce terms are included; pressure, inertia

and viscous forces (see appendix I to this chapter)i
*  P (x,t) * 2V x ’t)
T x  ------  S x  . / O A l(x) S x - . A 2

/-------------—  t)
v 2TT w / ° / ^ a i(x ) ( i )

and for the scala tympani 
>P,(x,t)

-A2(x) -------  $ x  . / O  A2(x ) £ x

y p 2U,t)

ò t 2

./21TW /5« a2(.) i ,  ( - ^ 5 —  * 1  - ^ 5 -  J

Continuity equations may also he written for each cylindrical 

element of fluid, allowing for compressibility effects. For the upper 

scala.

(2)

\ / ’bD.(x,t) \
h  ( V x) " T t — )  * x

and for the lower scala

A  (f2(x> T t — ) ix

,  ( * , t )
- S x  ^ T —

A ^ x )  g x  à  Px ( x , t )

>  a*

à ®  ( x , t )

Ez b(x) $ x T t ----
A2(x ) £ x  àP^x.t)

■ ^ T “  ^ r "

(3)

(4)

Note that no investigator has included viscous effects in

equations (l) and (2), although Peterson and Bogert^ ̂  attempted to do
(2)so. Several investigators, including Elatt and Peterson , wrote 

equations (l) and (2) erroneously, with the left hand side in the form

- s  < * «  * *
and only Fletcher^ and B o g e r t ^  included the compressibility term
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in equations (3) and (4). According to his definition for D - Klatt^2’̂z
also has a sign error in these latter two equations.

Assuming that at least in all hydrodynamic action the cochlear

system is approximately linear, which assumption is certainly justifiable

at low intensities, a system transfer function may be defined in Laplace

transform notation<-
. . (*,.)

H(x’s) “ -Db(s)'

and Laplace transform notation is used in the following working.

Equations (l) to (4) in the s domain, when initial conditions may be

neglected, become 1- 
*

“ à i( ’ - ■ V 1 ’"1 \_/° *2 * (" >&i/2Tr̂ h  •

p l u  . + ] r , ,

^ • ( A ^ x )  s D^x.s)) & x  - - Ea b(x) s Db(x ,s) £ x

Ax(x)

/ °

s Pjix.s) i X

^  (A2(x ) ■ D2(x ,b)) Sx « Ez b(x) s Dz (x,e) Z x

- b P.ixjs) Sx
/°

Eliminating D^Xys) in equations (5) and (7 )1 and D2(x,s) in 
equations (6) and (8), one equation may be written for each scala«-

(

^ P 1(x,s) \

(7)

(8)

E b(x) D (x , s) Sx
Z 2

(9)
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Let K1
- /> ~ + /V

V i- - E L D -
' z / O a 2

(11)

K2 . , and K3 - Kl2 + K22

The left hand aide of equation 11 then simplifies to

â.‘2 ”""2
+

(Ax Pj" + P.^ Aj 'HKI + i K2) Ax* P1'K2 (Kl - K2 + 2K1.K2)_
W  K3

AX(K1 + JK2)

UX K3 

A1
¿jXnTjK27

A1
OJ(Kl-jK2)

P 'A '1 1

2 or K3

- J(K12- K22- 2K1.K2) K g  A t'
2 6U- K32 

P ' A  • K2

- j(Kl2- K22- 2K1

P 'A ' - 1 1 , + — i---
[ '

[ v  • 0

i'A ' K2 S
1 1 P f(Kl2-
2AjK3^ \

•K2)J

K2 + 2K1.K2) 

(Kl - jK2)

V V K2 r  
2Ar K3 C(tl

]
+ K2) -j(Kl - K|

(2K12+ K1.K2 + 3K22) -j(Kl.K2
4

If variables P,", P. ', P, and D are now separated into positive 1 1 1  z
real (in phase) and positive imaginary (in quadrature) components, for 

example, P̂  ̂- HP̂  ̂+jIPlt then L.H.S. of equation (ll) becomes

€j  in -g a )[ » V  * J“ /  * {  * v ( 3 JtA

♦ I P1I (3.I22* 3K1.K2 ♦ 2.KlyOW) - t o y  .K2y°^pj H

Additional "constants" K4 to K9 are now defined in order to simplify this 

expression and also equation (ll). As these values of k and Kl to K9 

are necessarily involved in the subsequent computer programmes, they are 

all listed together at this point so as to avoid future additional listings 

or definitions.

The L.H.S. of equation (ll) thus becomes

U T  (K1-JK2) [  * V +  iJ*i + HP1’.K4 - IP^KS + jilPj'.KA +
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2 IT cjyoyu-

* /x

2 2 Kl* ♦ K2*

(3.K22 + 3E1.E2 + 2 . K l y O . M )

K5 - -K2./O.U/ gflfc 

K6 . tl

E l

K9
E b TJ z____ K2

Thus equation (ll), for the soala vestibuli, becomes 

R Pj“ + jlPj" . - HP1'E4 + IPj'KS + JC-IPj'M - HP.^)
- RPX K6 - IPj K7 + j(-IP1 E6 + E7)

- RB K8 - IB K9 + j(-IB K8 + RB K9) (12)z z z z
As there must exist equality even in a second order differential 

equation both between real components and between imaginary components, 

equation (12) for the scala vestibuli may be written as two separate 

equations (13) and (14). Hence, for scala vestibuli, using A^ and A^' 

values in the K terms above, equations (9), (ll) and (12) give

8 Pj" - - R P1' E4 + I Px' K5 — R Px K6 - I E7 - R BbE8 - I Bb K9 0

and

I Pj" - - I Pj'E* - B Pj'ES - I PjE6 + R P1K7 - I B£E8 + R BbE9 (14

Similarly, for the scala tympani, using Ag and Ag' values in 

the E terms above, equation (10) gives

RP2" - -RPg'E4 ♦ IPg'E5 - RPgE6 - IPgE7 + RBbE8 + M E 9  (15 )

IP2" - -l?g'E4 - RPg'E5 - IPgE6 ♦ RPgE7 ♦ IBsE8 - RBbE9 (l6)
Note that equations (13), (14), (15) and (l6) comprise four simultaneous 

seoond order differential equations.

ti
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II. FLUID BOUHBARY COHDITIOHS

At the basal end of the scala vestibuli, i.e., at the stapeB. 
It is assumed that

At the round window, the following approximate continuity relation

ship for the whole cochlea, which does not take account of perilymph 

compressibility, is assumed«-

The relationship between round window displacement and pressure 

is not known. It is probably non-linear, but the acoustic impedance 

of the round window membrane alone, which separates the air of the 

tympanum from the ooohlear fluids, must be very small compared with that 

of the whole cochlea. Although the assumption is not critical, assume

The helicotrema may be modelled as a distal end condition where 

the following relationships applys-

&nd, neglecting fluid friotional pressure losses through the capillary- 

bore heliootrema opening in oases where D^(3*5,t) is not sero,

(t) A s - DjU.t) Ax(o) (17)

and that

P^o.t) - ?u

and also, from equation (l), that

(18)

P1'(o,t) -a. y O V 2 ®1( o,t) (19)

Ds(t) A. V 0,t) A2(o) ( 20)

D2 (o,t)

From equation (2), it is also assumed that

( 21)

P2(*,t) - 0 ( 22)

^ ( 3 . 5 ^ )  Ax(3.5) - - B2(3.5,t) Ag(3.5) (23)

Pj( 3»5*t) P2(3.5,t) (24)
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(25)

It becomes apparent that it ie difficult to apply basal end 

boundary conditions simultaneously with apical end conditions. In the 

numerical methods of solution which follow, these boundary conditions are 

viewed rather as in itia l value conditions, and only by a fu lly  iterative 

method can conditions at both ends be simultaneously satisfied, principally 

because neither sets of end conditions are complete. For example, in 

equations ( 17) and ( l8 ) ,  the relationship in both phase and amplitude 

between P^(o,t) and D ^(o,t), which would define the input impedance of 

the entire cochlea (and largely solve the problem of dynamical response) 

is not known, although chapter 2 offers some approximate (and unreliable) 

Bekesy experimental data by which to estimate the order of oval window 

input impedance at various frequencies.

The most powerful in itial value conditions are probably those

pertaining to the helicotrema, particularly the cochlear model experimental

conditions also noted by Bekesy^ that for a ll but lowest frequencies

D ,(3 .5 ,t), D-( 3 .5 ,0  and D ( 3 - 5 , 0  are a ll zero.* c z

III NON LINEAR PARTITION DYNAMICS

Inertia

For a membranous partition of width b, deflecting in sectional view 

according to the relationship suggested in chapter 3, i . e . ,

I m

F/GURC 2
(see adjacent figure 2)
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It Is clear that the maximum defleotion at any section, D , occurs when
3 8

the distance y - -|b, giving Prom this relationship it may also

he shown that the total inertia force on a section of full width b and 

length 6x of such a membrane, having an effective mass per unit surface 

area, m, at any particular section9isi-

Sx and occupying the full width of the intact membrane may be considered 

as accelerating with the point on the membrane subject to the maximum 

amplitude and acceleration of that section.

Piping

As each small element of area of the membrane is associated with

the disturbance of a particular volume of viscous liquid, membranes and

cells etc. in the scala media, and the motion of a large area of membrane

must induce proportionately larger viscous damping forces than the motion

of a smaller area at the same section, a viscous damping coefficient C

per unit area is defined. Consequently the total damping force on a

"slice" of the partition may also be considered as acting upon 9/l6 of

the area of the non-uniform velocity membrane when the force 1b calculated

on the basis of the maximum velocity of the partition at that section.
dD

That is, visoous foroe •

was derived in chapter 4t »here the linear and non-linear pressure 

stiffness, S' and "VV respectively, were also estimated.

Equation of Partition Motion

that is, 9/l6 of the area and mass of that element of membrane of length

Stiffness

The relationship, partition deforming pressure ■ 6" 3

The general equation describing the dynamic response of any 

(independent from its neighbours) "slice" of the cochlear partition, of 

small length £x, at any seotion distant k cm. from the stapes where the
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various "constants", m,b,C,6',>, and Pz(t) - P^t) - Pg(t) are known

then if W  is the circular frequency of (approximately) sinusoidal motion

and excitation of the element of membrane, and 0 is the angle by which the

response D (t) lags behind the exciting pressure differential P (t), z z

After much searching for, and many attempts to use,other methods 

it was decided that in view of the requirement of the digital computer 

numerical solution for equations (13) to (l8) for rapid access to 

solutions to equation (27), the approximate method of Riffing was the 

most satisfactory means by whioh to solve the above second order cubic 

differential equation. A number of interesting order calculations and 

conditional tests, including the establishment of various relationships 

between the variables, including a non-linear "oritioal" damping constant 

as a function of W , F ,  U  and/3, were performed on Buffing's equation. 

However, these calculations were not found to have any relevance to the 

problem in hand exoept for very large amplitudes, and may be published 

at another time.

As a first approximation, take 
Dr . a  oos to t,

is

(26)

- A oos Ot - B sintJt (27)

giving

cos 3 tot
(28)





(•) (b)

(e)

Figuro 6-3
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Th« sign taken by _a_ for «ach of these is mads clear by consideration of 
the derivation of equation (29) when no damping is present, which becomes 
a simple cubic in _a«-

Figure 3 very conveniently shows the graphical solution of 
equation (34) for both^S • 0 and »• 0. Clearly, when the equation 
offers only one real root, _a is positive, and when all three roots are real,

the alternative two roots are negative. Then the (negative) mechanically 
unique root of _a is the one having the smallest modulus, and which 
approaches sero as t*r increases.

When damping is included figure 3 remains appropriate, except 
that it may be concluded that the former response curves are rounded 
off near to the curve F . 0 instead of being asymptotic to it. Also, 
if damping is not large, at some frequency W  the system must
jump from a response of high amplitude _a to minimum amplitude with a 
change of phase, as frequencies are increased from sero through and beyond 
Jot . Thus in the damped case of equation (29) _*. may be considered 
always positivs provided that equations (30) are used carefully in order 
to estimate phases.
Solution of Cublo Equation Approximation

Equation (33) may be solved for all cases by the following well- 
tested conditional approachi
Compare equation (33) with the identical cubic equation 

y^ ♦ px ♦ q - 0.
The discriminant, D, of this equation is

} a 3/ S -  («J-2 - « O  a . F (34)

value of Jt_ having the greatest modulus is positive, and

® ■ ( $ 3 * (f)2

Hence for equation 33, its discriminant is
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Case 1 D - _ 0  J 3 real roots, 2 being equal

y - -2 ( f ) V  ( f A  ( | ) J

Case 2 E**1 0 j 3 real and distinct roots

y - 2 (-^) cos (y) , 2 cos (120° + y)

—I

where cos

Case 1 D_j

(§)» 2 ( ^ )  

< ! >  (-

1*1 P >  0

y - 2 (*)*

.0 ; i

sinh (y)

real root and 2 conjugate imaginary

« * ]* Q- sinh(y
1

i f )  ±  i  J T

roots

cosh

where sinh 0 ■ (“

Lfe)__ B «= 0. <i >  0
y - - 2 C^) oosh(y), ("*) foosh (y) + j / T  sinh (y)J

where cosh 0 ■ (̂ ) (“ )̂

is)__ P..~* 0| 1 9
y - 2 (“̂ ) oosh (y) , ("*) oosh (y) ±  J  J T  «lnh (y)l 

where oosh 0 » (” )̂ (“

---- ------
y - 2 (T  , ,
where oosh 0 - (~̂ ) (” ̂ )

All oases abov» yielding real roots were programmed for the
computations which follow, although it was later realised that for the
estimated range of values for^3 , the most likely values for partition
damping were too large to permit the oase for S <  0.

Having oaloulated the root y, amplitude _a_ was determined from
equation (32), giving i

.2 - *■ n < r aa 0 * !  <“ * * > ] (35)
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RP1 + J IPj and P2 H P , + i  IP ,

-  » .  + i  » B

- (HP! - HP2) + i ( » !  - IP2)

Relative to some datum phase angle, the phase angle of P ,
i I P  z

®B - tan” r rz
But y  - angle by which membrane response at any section lags 

behind the driving foroe P_ at that section.

if + 0 . membrane response phase angle at any section

relative to the datum phase angle, i.e., 
eJ(0 +*7t)

Rote that ©„ is the phase angle of P_ at any section relative to z z
seme initially defined phase, which, when working from the stapes end 

and using conditions of Pi*P2*Pi' »Hg' etc* l°oal to x - 0 as initial 

values, may be sero phase angle for the stapes driving pressure Pg or 

may be zero phase angle for stapes displacement Dg,or a zero reference 

phase angle need not be defined for either of these oases provided that 

phase relationships between Pg and Dg are considered sensibly.

The same situation applies when numerical computations commence 

from the apioal end, where for example, fluid displacements D1(3.5,t) 

or D2(3.5,t) (and therefore Pj'O.S*) or P2'(3.5»t)) may be given zero 

or some other reference phase single, relative to which the phase 

variations of all variables at all sections may be calculated.

IV. NUMERICAL SOLUTIOS OF JIFTEBCTTIAL «atlATIQHS

The moet widely used, accurate interpolative approach for numerical 

solution of first-order differential equations is the Runge-Kutta method, 

whioh uses terms up to the fourth derivative. The same method may be 

used for a seoond-arder differential equation, when the equation is split 

up into two first-order equations. Or, instead of using the Runge-Kutta 

method for seoond-order equations, a more dlreot approach by Nystrom, given
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y" - f(x,y,y')

is appropriate for the Hystrom method, and values of x,y and y' at an 

Initial point must he known.

Starting with initial values x_, y , y' and an interval length hm m  m
(whioh may he changed after any interval in the calculation) the values

y'g^ for the beginning of the following interval are calculated. The 

shorter the interval length the higher the accuracy, but a reasonable value 

for h can easily be discovered to provide adequate accuracy particularly 

when h can be readily changed in different regions. It was originally 

intended to use the automatic error analysing and interval changing 

technique of Merson, given by L a n c e ^  , but for simultaneous second order 

differential equations the Siamese of the method outweighs the advantages.

Hots that in the case of the simultaneous second order differential 

equations (13) and (14) in Pj, Pj', Pj" and x, and (15) and (16) in 

Pg, Pg', Pg" and x where y in equation (36) ia replaoed by P^ or Pg, the 

above Xystrom method, eunmarized by equations (37)» (38)» and (39)» la 

not straightforward. Simultaneous values of P^ and Pg must be applied 

via equations (29) to (33) to provide a value for D^, and the variable

Consider y" « f(x,y,y') (36)

16

(37)

(38)

(39)

fj, then fg, f^ and f^ are calculated in turn, and values for ym+1 and
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must be considered as part of the x function in equation (36), and

must constitute the value of D_ (or x) appropriate to the values of P and P ’z
(or y and y') already forming initial values in equations (39)« Note 

that had the Nystrom method not been used, the Runge-Kutta method would 
have necessitated the solving of eight simultaneous first order 
differential equations.
V. COMPUTER PROGRAMUING

Being written in basic A.S.A. Fortran, the mathematical cochlear 
model computer programmes (as included in the rear pocket of the thesis) 
are fairly readily comprehensible and do not require a phrase by phrase 
explanation.

For the sake of clarity the following list defines the variables 
used in computer programing.

me Indentifier Section Variable
F IIP Frequency Hz
C M speed sound a
SB •I factor E_ z
U W viscosity
RHO M density y O
K tl Ho. of intervals
H If Length of intervals, h
B If width of basilar membrane b
ET M dynes/om. Et
W It radians/sec . OT
T2 M X
PIR etc. N RPj(x,s)
PXU eto. It IPjix.s)
P12R eto. H RP2' (»,•)
PI2U eto. N IP2' (*.•)
X N z
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Programm« Indentifler Section Variable
IB MP R Db ( x , b )

m N I Lb ( x , s )

PHI etc. II t
FIR eto. It R f l
FIU eto. 99 I f l
F2R4 eto. 99 S f 4
F2U4 eto. 99 I f 4
PIB 99 R Pz (*,•)
PUJ 99 I Pz (x,s)
A1 Subel Ax(x)
All II ¿i'U)
S Sub.2 m(x)
Q 99 c(x)
Z 99 /3(x)
A 99 o¿(x)
F 99 F
AMP 99

N
A - A1 or A2 Sub. 3 Aj(x) or A2(x )
Cl to C9 Subs. 3 A 1 K1 to 19

CIO Sub. 3 k
MP refers to main program«, in which important oonatanta and physical 
properties are allocated to identifiers, initial conditions are set for 
the Mystrosi numerical integration along the ooohlea, intervals selected 
and the actual interpolates solution of hydro-dynamio differential 
equations is aohieved. In other subsequent phrases and lines, calculated 
valuss are normalised and the print-out format of data specified.
Sub.l refers to the first subroutine, labelled CALC, in which the f^ 
values for equations (37) to (39) are directly oaloulated from the four 
simultaneous second order differential equations (l3)to (16).
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Sub.3 labelled "SUBROUTINE GET" refers to the third subroutine, which 

calculates the "constants" K1 to K9 used in SUBROUTINE CALC.
Sub.2. in which most of the early programming errors were located, is 
labelled SUBROUTINE FIND and in this subroutine the complete formation 
of and solution to the non linear, cubic, second-order differential 
equation for partition dynamic response and its cubic equation 
simplification using Buffing's solution is carried out. A modified 
flow chart describes the functioning of the computer programme.

It will be appreciated that the development of this type of 
solution to cochlear dynamics, and the trials of a large number of 
combinations of physioal parameters and initial value conditions n e c e s s it a te d  

many variations in computer programmes.
Programmes can generally be divided into two types; those taking 

initial conditions at the stapes, in which case several alternatives for 
input impedance details must be included, and those working from the 
heliootrema towards the basal end, in which case the signs of A'^(x) and 
A'g(x) must be reversed. The illustration programme included in the 
rear pooket is of the latter type, and this approach, although not 
necessarily yielding required pressure-displacement relationships at the 
stapes end, was found to be considerably more stable than the "forward
working" program» approach. The "backward-working" type of numerical 
integration programme also differed from the alternative stapes-commencing 
type of solution by being largely insensitive to ill-conditioned initial
values
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VI. DISCUSSION OP RESULTS OF KATKEiATICAL 
L0L5L COLPUTATIOrS

Figures 4* to 7* give a graphical summary of typical results of 
computations performed on the mathematical model of a typical human 
cochlea, subject to excitation by pure tones of frequencies ranging 
from 50 He to 20 kHz and with a range of intensities varying from the 
equivalent of about 40 db to 140 db in the fre3 field.

Lamping for the cochlear partition was varied with a critical 
damping ratio C/Co ranging from 0.5 to 3-0 and several alternative 
ranges of partition elasticity parameter, Et, were also inserted. 
Incomplete investigations oi mathematical model response have also 
involved variations of perilymph viscosity and compressibility and 
scalae shapes and sizes.

It is believed that the theory on which the model is based is 
sound up to its present stage of development, and computer programming 
difficulties as such have been overcome. However, the practloe and 
technique by which dependent boundary conditions at the two opposite 
ends of the scalae are applied require further development.

Invariably, and despite a great number of trials with varying 
basal end conditions, for all but low frequencies a forward-working 
integration, i.e. starting with basal end initial values, resulted in
(a) a place of maximum travelling wave amplitude occurring a 

little nearer to the basal end than happened with baokward- 
working programmes.

(b) sudden and violent divergence of amplitude some distance on 
the apical side of the above maximum amplitude region, with 
vast amplitudes occurring further towards the apex, (see 
curve F for 1000 He on Fig. 4.)
■Hie second effect may be expected in situations when oval and 

round window in'ut impedances are estimated erroneously, in which oase
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a large pressure difference may remain between the two scalae at an 
area on the apical side of the appropriate amplitude envelope where 
both pressure differences and absolute scalae pressures should be 
approaching zero. Such a situation generates an appreciable partition 
displacement at a phase angle likely to disturb equilibrium in the 
continuity relationship, resulting in additional fluid displacements 
and pressures and sudden instability in the Nystrom-Runge Kutta 
interpolates method. Ibis situation does not arise when working from 
the apical end towards the stapes. However, despite excellent 
stability with such backwards-working computations, it is probable that 
resulting amplitude envelopes are not always accurate. For example, 
in Fig. 7«, the backwards-compu tat ions took initial values not at the 
helicotrema (3-50 eras.) but at 3-35 cms., in order to simulate a 
condition of low intensity of excitation (and consequently diminished 
"spread" of the amplitude envelope) at 200 Hz. Resulting envelopes 
were indeed sharper than those shown in th) result (Fig. 6.) for a 
considerably louder 200 Kb tone for the same damping conditions.
However, a secondary bulge has appeared v.hioh distorts the expected 
basal-side envelope curvature. In addition, baokwards-working 
computations quite naturally present a real pressure at the round 
window. Often this exceeds the amplitude of the oval window pressure, 
which represents the driving pressure applied by the stapes footplate. 
This situation is not inadmissible mathematically, but neither is it 
representative of the physioal situation.

There has not been time either to investigate fully or to correct 
these difficulties, but a great deal has been learned from the 100 or 
so setB of useful mat. ematical model response data.
Phase Relationships

Figs. 4 and 5 permit a comparison of the relationship between 
membrane phase lag relative to the stapes and distanoe along the ooohlea
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to be made for various frequencies.

The phase lag angle of the membrane at the place of maximum 

amplitude evidently becomes smaller at higher fre juencies, approaching 

about 45° for a stimulating tone of 20000 Hz and about 360° for tones 
between 1000 and 200 Hz. For lower frequencies, this angle reduces to 

about 180° or less.

For tones in the middle audio-froquenoy ranges, from about 2000 

Hz to 500 Hz, and for 200 Hz when damping is not great, the phase vs 

distance plot shows an increasingly steep slope beyond tho maximum 

amplitude region. Note that the curve for 1000 Hz in Fig. 4 rapidly 

desoends to a maximum phase lag of 2£ cycles before amplitudes become 

insignificant. The resulting instantaneous travelling wave for this 

condition therefore presents a strongly deformed partition shape in the 

region between about 2.2 and 2.6 cms. which always contains one complete 

partition wave length, and it is to be expected that such intense looal 

cyclic bending o, the partition in this region of the travelling wave 

restores a degree of fre juenoy discriminability which, considering the 

general spread of the whole amplitude envelope for the 1000 Kz tone, 

would otherwise seem unattainable.

Some effects of damping variations on the phase characteristics 

are shown in Figs. 6 and 7« From Fig. 6 it is seen that for both 

families of ourvea, for frequencies of 10000 Hs and 200 Hz, the slope 

of the phase characteristic, i.e. rate of change of phase with respect 

to distance, increases as damping is reduced. This is particularly 

illustrated in Fig. 6, but is less noticeable in Fig. 7, where sound 

excitation intensities ore smaller.

Thus it appears, from considerations of hair oell and organ of 
Corti cilia shearing actions, that reduced soala madia viscous damping 
properties, which result in increased rate of ohange of phase 
characteristics and increased phase lag angles, improve the potential
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of the organ to discriminate frequency. Comparison of Figs. 6 and  ̂far 
the 200 Ez case also permits a second important conclusion to be drawn- 
that associated with "spread" of the amplitude envelope upon exposure of 
the cochlea to higher intensity tones there is also a compensating 
"improvement" of the phase vs distano3 characteristic, at least for 
lover frequency tones.
Intensity and Amplitude Relationships

The first and most obvious observation that may be made concerning 
the shape of partition amplitude envelopes is that the place of maximum 
amplitude becomes more sharply defined as damping is decreased and as 
sound excitation intensity is also reduced.

Within the limited range of intensity variations for which pure 
tones of any one iTs .uancy have as yet been tested upon the theoretical 
model, little dependence of relative amplitude of the partition at the 
place of maximum amplitude upon intensity has been noted. Further 
computations are expected to reveal a non-linear maximum relativa 
amplitude vs sound intensity characteristic, particularly as sounds in 
excess of about 110 db are admitted to the model.

Sxoept for very high audio-frequency sounds, critioal damping 
ratios of one half, unity, two and three resulted in maxinami partition 
to stapes amplitude ratios of about 32, 20, 12 and 7 respectively. 
Inspection of the results included in Figs 4 to 7 and of the remaining 
computer results invariably shows that while relative amplitudes do 
display a gentle inorease as sound frequencies are increased from 200 Kb 

towards 8000 to 10000 Kb , above this frequency the relative amplitude 
envelope rises rapidly. lb« maximum relative amplitude for sounds of
17500 fis rises to a value of 50 for a critioal damping ratio of 0.5, and 
to 30 and 20 far damping ratios of 1.0 and 2.0 respectively.

These values seem to be greatly in excess of the vary approximate 
values of partition relativa amplitude somewhat tentatively implied by
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(7) (q)von Bekesy , but wall within the range suggested by Boyle & Johnstone w ,
from their experiments conducted on cochlear partition amplitudes in the
region of the stapes. Two relative amplitude values have bean named by
these latter authors, albeit with no great confidence, namely 25 and 50.

It is very difficult to deduce any comparative data conoorning 
elasticity, damping, phasa, or relative amplitude from the quantitative 
partition response data of von Bekesy. Eis data for 200 Hz is considered 
to be the most reliable of his (low frequency only) response results, 
and it is only as regards the amplitude envelope shape and place, and 
the shape and slope of the phase plot that this result constitutes genuine 
experimental data. Other data by Bekesy (see chapter 2, section IIla(2)) 
implies a maximum relative amplitude valuo of 2 for 200 Hz cochlear 
stimulation, but this value is considered to be several times too small 
and the amplitude envelope for this result is included in Fig. 6 with a 
maximum relative amplitude set arbitrarily at 7*5* Note also that it 
is known that human cochleae tasted and examined by Bekesy were subject 
to relatively intense pure-tone excitations.

The shape of the envelope for this Bekesy experimental result 
for 200 Ez compares, in Fig. 6, best with the curve (e), for oritioal 
damping ratio of 3 for a relatively low intensity sound. The place of 
this amplitude maximum also suggests high damping coefficients, if it is 
assumed that the theoretical model partition elasticity and stiffness 
relationships are correct. On the other hand, the Bokesy phase plot 
has a shape and slope appropriate only to intense excitation of a lightly 
damped partition. ftiis latter evidence, whose implications concerning 
mathematical model physical properties oonfliots with former deductions 
made about damping from considerations of the amplitude envelope shape, 
seems powerful enough to allow the conclusions thati
(a) the apioal end of the cochlea is not very heavily damped, and is

probably subjeot to a oritioal damping coefficient of between 0.5 and 1.0.
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(7) (<))von Bekssy' ', but wall within the range suggested by Boyle ft Johnstone' ,

fror their experiments conducted on cochlear partition amplitudes in the

region of the stapes. Two relative amplitude values have bean named by

these latter authors, albeit with no great confidence, namely 25 and 5°»

It is very difficult to deduce any comparative data concerning 

elasticity, damping, phase, or relative amplitude from the quantitative 

partition response data of von Bekesy. Eis data for 200 Hz is considered 

to be the most reliable of his (low frequency only) response results, 

and it is only as regards the amplitude envelope shape and place, and 

tlie shape and slope of the phase plot that this result constitutes genuine 

experimental data. Other data by Bekesy (see chapter 2, section IIIa(2)) 
implies a maximum relative amplitude value of 2 for 200 Hz cochlear 

stimulation, but this value is considered to be several times too small 

and the amplitude envelope for this result is included in Fig. 6 with a 

maximum relative amplitude set arbitrarily at 7.5« Note also that it 

is known that human oochleas tested and examined by Bekesy ware subject 

to relatively intense pure-tone excitations.

The shape of the envelope for this Bekesy experimental result 

for 200 Ez compares, in Fig. 6, best with the curve (e), for oritioal 

damping ratio of 3 for a relatively low intensity sound. The plaoe of 

this amplitude maximum also suggests high damping coefficients, if it is 

assumed that the theoretical model partition elasticity and stiffness 

relationships ore correct. On the other hand, the Bokasy phase plot 

has a shape and slops appropriate only to intense excitation of a lightly 

damped partition. This latter evidence, whose implications concerning 

mathematical model physioal properties conflicts with former deductions 

made about damping from considerations of the amplitude envelope shape, 

seems powerful enough to allow the conclusions thati

(a) the apical end of the cochlea is not very heavily damped, and is

probably subject to a oritioal damping ooeffioient of between 0.5 and I»0.



(b) mathematical model partition stiffness at the section about

3.0 O". from the stapes is higher than that obtaining in the cochlea 

(a conclusion also borne out by the proximity of the response 

envelope for the 100 Hz tone (Pig. 5) to the holiootrama, in a 

place more appropriate to the 50 Hz tone).
(o) mathematical model partition stiffness gradient towards the apical 

end is smaller than that obtaining in the cochlea (a conclusion also 

supported by a comparison of the place vs frequency relationship 

obtained by Bekesy for low frequency tones)(see chapter 2. Pigs. 2-2, 
2-3 and 2-6).

Prom the high frequency results of Pigs. 4» 5 and 6, it is 

reasonable to conclude that at the basal end of the oochloa tho critical 

damping ooeffioient also lies between about 0.5 and 1.0; that is, this 

damping coefficient is approximately constant throughout the cochlea.

Being based upon a viscous damping coefficient per unit area of the basilar 

membrane surface, and applying to the whole scale media whose internal 

goomotry does not vary greatly from the basal to the apical end, it would 

be assumed to a first approximation that the degree of damping is indeed 

uniform. The slight amount of medical and experimental evidence 

available also suggests that intact amplitude envelopes for partition 

response to frequencies up to about 25 kHs should be evident at the basal 

end, and therefore it is suggested that the stiffness of the mathematical 

model partition is not large enough at the stapes end.

Note that in Pig. 6 curve b for 10 kHz and ourve b for 200 Hz are 

both computed for the trial case of a lower partition elasticity, when, 

instead of the relationship

Et » 160000 - 40000 x dynes/om.
tho following relationship was employedJ-

St « 100000 - 20000 x dynes/cm.

The effect of the latter relationship on the plaoo of the 10 kHz amplitude
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envelope was to move the whole curv3 only 1 millimeter basal-wards despite 
the 37$ decrease in elasticity and stiffness of the partition in this 
region. At the same time the maximum amplitude of the partition was 
increased and the phase pjot significantly steepened.

The effect of the new elasticity relationship on the 200 Hz 
response curves (for C/Co of unity) was also examined. Pota that the
value of Jt occurring at the plaoe of maximum amplitude was practically 
the same (35000 dynes/cm.) as in the former case, so that any effect on 
responses in this region was to be primarily a function of local stiffness 
gradient rather than the local absolute value of stiffness. Tho decrease 
in gradient is some 33$ which does not appear to have much affect at the 
maximum amplitude region but it h-s resulted in a generally broader, lass 
sharply defined envelope.

Figures 4 to 7 also contain a tabulation of basal end oval and 
round window conditions for oaoh test. The angle C^, giving the lag 
of round window motions behind oval window movements, is never exactly 
180°, as would ba expected with incompressible fluid, but for most 
frequencies is about 20° more than IT radians. Note that for lower 
frequencies (about 200 Hz) the angle 0g approaches closely to 180°, 
whilo for a frequency of 17500 Hz, when the distance from the round and 
oval windows to the place of maximum partition amplitude is only about a 
millimeter, the angle ©g remains as high as 193°• The angle between the 
vectors (in time) representing P8 and Py, the stapes and round window 
osoillating pressures, was always close to IT radians.

Anothor effect which is apparently oonfusing from consideration of 
single—degree—of—freedom vibrating systems, but which may be rooonciled 
with the mechanics of travelling wave—producing systems, iB summarized 
by the values calculated for the angle ©A> which givja thj lag of tho
forward motion amplitudo of the stapes and oval \7indow, I>s, behind the 
stapos driving force P^. This angle varies from about -60° (30©° to 315 )
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at highest fra^uinoias to -20° (330° to 340*) at low frequencies.
Further decisions and discussions concerning the mathematical model 

and its results are to ha found in the concluding ohaptar.
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APPENDIX I RAYLEIGH MOTION OF A VISCOUS. OSCILLATING FLUID

The terms used to allow for viscous effects in liquids moving or 
oscillating with respect to a solid boundary, or vice versa, in the force 
or rate of change of momentum equations, are derived below. This

(9)derivation is based upon (and expands upon) the treatise by Rayleigh .
Consider a general viscous fluid field in an x,y,z, space in which 

a solid, infinite plane yz executes simple harmonic vibrations in the y 
direction parallel to itself. Let the fluid velocity at any point 
(x,y,z,) be w « i u + j v + k w ,  and assume that u and w components 
of velocity are zero, giving velocity variations w - j v which are 
functions of x only.

Prom first principles, ifyO X dV, /O Y dV 
and /O Z dV are impressed forces acting on an 
element of mass ^/O dV, and X is an acceleration 
function or body force per unit mass in the x 
direction, then, neglecting all shearing or 
viscous effects, the equation of equilibrium is

dp » / 0 ( X d x  + Y d y + Z  dz)
where dp is a variation in pressure corresponding to changes dx, dy and 
dz in the co-ordinates x, y and z of the point at which pressure is 
estimated.

Using D’Alembert's principle, equations of motion may be written 
replacing X by X - , where is the Lagrangian, substantive acceleration
of the fluid particle consideredi-

IX» du du du _ du
Dt at dx dy dz

eto.Dt dt dx + dy dz
Hence, with no friction or viscous effects,

d£
dx
&dy / ° etc.
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When frictional force terms are added, and the three complete

Navier-Stokes equations are combined into one vectorial equation, we have
¿r 2_

/ °  Dt “ /° F - srad p W + y grad div w )

where T X + J T + k Z

x direction only 

and for the y direction,

/“ < £ - «  ♦ g - A ' 7 v - } A % < £ * § *

and similarly for the 2 direction.

For the x direction only, the Navier equation gives
2 q  / q u  av aw \ -

to ( to + d? + to ' " 0

dw
dz

If body forces are not considered and F = 0, then the first of
Du 2these three equations, for which tr-, X , V  u and div w are all zero, gives

d£ m 0. The third equation for the z direction gives .. 0, while the 

second, for which is zero by definition, gives

/ >  £  - A  7 %  - 0

which in turn may be simplified to give the basic relationship describing 
Rayleigh motion in viscous liquidB«-

m/£- L
*  ¿x2

Case 1 Consider the case where v(x,t) is complex. Try v(x,t)

j - r = r

V(x) T(t)
where v(x,t), V(x) and T(t) all have both real

try

T(t) “
i U te where i *>

Then _ V(x) i W  ei W t  - l u v

and .• & L
'ax2 “

for which a general solution V(x), which must have real and imaginary 

part8 is

V(x) - A e-mX + B e”11

where m 

How if V(x) ■

and bence m - + ^

• 0 as +x — ► + 0O , then B - 0
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Therefore, on the yz boundary,
v(o,t) - A (cos U t  + i s i n U t )

and m i  (cos U t  + 1 sin U t )  (l + i)
- v(o,t) (1 + i) ( - / | j g )

and — . A i U T ( c o b  W t  + i s i n W t )  
- v(o,t) i U

Therefore, tangential force per unit of area acting on the yz 
plane due to relative fluid oscillations is

- r  m 14. fr y jo j* )V /  dX

Case 2 when v(x,t) is real, with no complex component put 
v'(x,t) - v(x,t) + i v"(x,t) and
v'(x,t) . V(x), T(t). Here v'(x,t), V(x) and T(t) are all complex
and v(x,t) . Real part of v'(x,t). Then as previously.

Hots that in either ease, the expression for "t has a more 
general forms
tangential foroe on layer of liquid at any section x is

Vote that for all x, the viscous tangential force reveals a 
viscous foroe component which is proportional to v and a virtual inertia 
component, proportional to acceleration.

Vow oonsider a rigid-walled tube of constant area of section A, inside

•*. T

perimeter S, in which the square fluid velocity profile across sections X 
and X ♦ & X is V. Then the viscous foroe at the walls of the small
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section of length S X, when, for a near circular tube, S > 2jk TT , 
is given hy
viscous force opposing motion • —  iX (V + )

This expression was used in the fluid-force-momentum equations 
(l) and (2) of Section I of this chapter.
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I. PHYSICAL MODELS
Tho methods of design, manufacture and testing of physical models 

are considered most satisfactory and the degree of experimental accuracy 
with whioh quantitative model response data has heon extracted from these 
models has not been achieved in any other investigation known to the writer.

Results of both mathematical and physical model tests indicate 
that a widjr-band frequency response should be sought in future physical 
model component designs and experiments and that a larger amplitude 
response should bo expeotod of physical models, particularly at the 
highest frequencies in the (scaled) audio-fre.^uency range.

The problems of modelling the mass of the soala media in physical 
models, when a single rubber membrane is supposed to represent the cochlea 
partition in all respects, will be largely overoomo in future models whioh 
will include a triangular, fluid-fillod model cochlear duot, bounded by 
two mombranos. Suob an arrangement will also allow natural damping 
conditions, dependent on endolymph viscosity, to bo simulated with some 
accuracy.

nee physical modelling programme has also been somewhat rostrioted 
by the relatively narrow range of membrane elasticity variations which 
may be applied when using rubber shooting supplies for partition membranes. 
Oth ir materials or other latex preparations will be sought from which a 
wider range of mombrano elasticities may be obtained. A correctly 
designed, double-membrane, triangular soala media will doubtless also 
assist in preparing model partitions with a wider range of stiffnesses 
obtaining from the basal to the apical ends of cochlear models. It may 
also prove necessary to pre-tension the basal end of membranes in order 
to provide ade jUate stiffness values.

Having established a wider frequency range for model partition 
roeponao, as regards both place and amplitude effeots it is suggested that 
new physioal model experiments should be designed:
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(a) to allow closo inspection of the offsets of sound intensity changes 
on travailing wavo response, that is, to corelate rata of change of 
phase with distance increases following a sound intensity increase 
with corresponding decrease of rate of change of amplitude with distance, 

(h) to prepare quantitative data on complex travelling wave response 
to non-pure-tone excitation, including both complex signals and 
transients.

Tharo seems to ha little point in pursuing further an experimental 
programme to investigate cochlear soala geometric and size effects.
Although uncontrolled variations of ^odal membrino thickness and of the 
machined width of the membrane slot in the perspex models tended to obscure 
some results, the conclusions of the extensive model test programme with 
regard to effects of scalae shapo and area variations, and size, are well 
supported, and are illustrated and discussed at length in chapter 5* 
Basically, a slightly smaller form of model Cl, wtioh contained typical 
human cochlear scales sectional area variations, was found to provide an 
optimum plaoe and amplitude response to the widest range of frequencies, 
liodols containing scalae bores substantially larger than thoso of modol 
Cl performed very poorly by comparison while smaller diameter soalao models 
displayed very satisfactory frequency response plaoo offeots, but, a3 
sound intensities wore increased, their partition amplitudes were sometimes 
inhibited.

One further modol is at present under construction, basod on the 
shapo and dimensions of model C7 (Fig. 5 - 6 ) »  But with slightly reduced 
soala areas and with a membrane slot width of exactly that specified by tho 
design drawing. As wide a range of membrane elasticities as possible 
will bo tested in this modol, which is similar to hut simpler than modol 
Cl, in order to oonfirm tho conclusions concerning the potential response 
of model Cl In comparison with that of other designs of modol.
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One further advanced model, designed and manufactured to simulate 

the coiled whorls of the human cochlea, is ideally required in ordor to 

test tho assumption that both mathematical and physical models may be 

simplified to represent a geometrically linoar, parjilol-ductad cochlea.

It is generally implied by previous cochlear model investigators that such 

a model is not worth the effort. However, as such a course presents the 

only method by which the "straightening-out" simplification oan be 

substantiated, the possibilities of a coiled model are boing examined 

Such a model would be of inmense assistance in an exporimsntal study of 

hearing by (skull-conducted) bona conduction. Sxisting models indioited 

that a relatively good partition travelling wave response oould be alioted 

whon, in the absence of a normal stapes sound input, the entire model was 

vibrated in the longitudinal direction over a wide range of frequencies.

The practical implications of this effect, involving inertial loading of 

fluid particles, oan only be assessed when the detailed shape and geometry 

of tho cochlea is simulated.

II. UAmatATlCAL UP DSL

Concerning the instability of the Nystrom-Runga-Kutta numerical 

method of integrating the four simultaneous second order differential 

equations, all linkod by 3 second ordor non-linear equation, it may bo 

nec~:.st.ry to re-arrange these equations or to avoid the separation of 

time—complex variables into in-phase and quadrature components. However 

it is likely that tho problem of divergence of solutions accompanying a 

forward-working integration, that is, one when initial value conditions are 

appliod at the basal end, will be overcome by a progressively-correcting 

or relaxation numerical approach. For example, an initial integration 

commencing at the helicotr^ma yields (as has been illustrated) a set of 

variables for pressure, first space derivative of pressure, and fluid 

displacement, with amplitudes and phases o each, at the oval and round 

windows. These values may then be amended, setting, for example, round
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window pressure amplitudes to zero, ’.nd used as initial values in a 
forward wording integration. If this second process remains unstable 
than now helicotroma-end initial values must be triad in the original, 
baokwards-working integration in order to yield physically acceptable 
conditions at the round windo.i, or alternatively, amendments to the 
equations must be considered.

If divergence can be avoided in the second integration, then the 
trends of initial value ohanges at either end can be noted .nd the tr y .1 
end conditions successively amended to suit the particular problem. 
Finally, identical travelling waves will result from integrations 'working 
in either direction.

This process need not be extravagant regarding computer machine 
time, as the number of integration intervals can be considerably reduced 
in tho earlier summations. The main difficulty to be overcome in 
choosing initial values for a forwards-working integration has always 
concerned the input impedance of the cochloa at the oval window. 
Fortunately, a backwards-working integration run, regardless of its own 
apical end initial values, provides what must be considered as fairly 
accurate data describing the complex impedance of the oval window.

The ratio of P to E , being stapes pressure amplitude to s s
amplitude of Btapes displacement for a number of sound frequencies and
partition critical damping coefficients, as derived from mathematical
model results, is compared in table 1 with round and oval window impedance
data given by von Bekesy (see Chapter 2 Fig. 2-l). Tho Bekesy data is

2converted to tho above form by use of a figure of 0.03 cm for tho moon 
area of the oval window and by use of Bokesy's own eardrum-to-stapes- 
footplate middle ear pressure transformation data. This latter data is 
based on tho statics of eardrum and stapedial footplate area differences 
and is not considered either reliable or necessarily appropriate to tho 
dynamic case of middle-ear response. It will bo noted that impedance
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ratios W  as compared in Fig. 1, do not a gras «oil, although tho 
trend obtained in tho mathematical model, of much increased impedance at 
high fre |uency would appear to bo supported by tho trend of the trunoated 
Bokosy data.

TABLE 1 Oval Window input impedance P^/D^
E a & s m t i S a l  i ú g d ^ l

Frequency Hs Critical Damping U  i jr Ratio Ds

Bekosy Data 
^eardrum £s

_5s_
17,500 0 .5 .37 x 1010 -

1.0 .41 x 1010
2.0 .50 x 1010

10,000 0.5 .21 x 1010 j - -
1.0 .22 x 1010
2.0 .24 x 1010

1,000 1.0 .77 x 10® ¡1.0 x 108 1.7 x 109
2.0 .78 x 10®

200 1.0 .58 x 107 HCM4 107 5.0 x 10®
2.0 .55 x 107

200 1.0 .22 x 107
(Linear
Stiffness only)

2.0 .23 x 107
#

200 1.0 .50 x 107
(Lon-Linear stiffness 
but lower range of 2.0St) .55 x 107

4.2 x 10®lOO 2.0 .18 x 107 4.2 x 107

A feature of the mathematical model retiring further dovolopment is 
tho present treatment of eaeh element of length of the cochlear partition 
•s an independent, single-degrae-of-freedom dynamic system, rathur than 
consideration of the whole tax>ering partition membrane as a distributed 
parameter system. The errors in the assumption have not as yet been
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assessed. Clearly, in areas of the partition where the rates of change of 
phase of the partition with respect to distance are largo, and the mombrane 
undergoes appreciable travelling-wave deformation, the restraints applied 
to one element of membrane by adjoining elements may, depending upon the 
(unknown) longitudinal elastic and stiffness properties of the mombrane at 
that section, be significant enough to change deflected shapes and reduce 
local amplitudes of deformation. Phase relationships local to the 
restrained area may also bo influenced. The design of a mathematical 
solution for a complete, tapering membrane system with largo numbers of 
degress of freedom and tapering properties of mass, stiffness and damping 
is a formidable task, but by treating the single effective membrane which 
represents th: partition as a rectangular membrane in certain restricted 
regions under consideration, a solution may be possible. Assumptions 
concerning the (linear) stiffness coefficients involved in restraining 
longitudinal deformations of the centre of the membrane would have to bo 
made, and at the least, the order of the longitudinal restraining forces 
could he compared with the order of the transverse linear and non-linear 
restoring forces. Although the dynamics of a damped, two dimensional, 
uniform rectangular mehrano of lin3ar stiffness, subjeot to forced 
vibrations, hns been solved by the writer, further attention must he given 
to this problem.

An approximation la also involved in neglecting the inertia foroos 
associated with transverse motions of areas of fluid near to the oscillating 
cochlear partition in the scalae. As partition amplitudes may exceed 
Btipedial amplitudes by 20 or 30 times, the assumption that transverse 
motions of the perilymph in the scalao ire insignificant compared to 
longitudinal motions of elements of fluid must be chocked. This matter 
has bean debated previously (Chapter 2 sootion IV), and other oochlear 
theorists have agreed that the approximation inoludad herein ia justified. 
However, further calculations may indicate that a portion of the mass of
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the fluid in each element of scala should he added to the oscillating 
mass of the partition.

It is hoped that the importance or otherwise of this effect, and 
also of the previous effect of longitudinal membrane restraints, may be 
assessed by comparing the rasponso of a physical model with the 
theoretical response of the same model-
III. PHYSICAL PROPeRTI jS OF THE C0CHL3A

The calculation of effective mass of the scala media in Chapter
23 is considered reasonable, and the use of the figure of 0.02 g/cm for 

tho approximately constant mass per unit ar_>a of the scala media is 
recommended. In the evont that cochlear duct shape geometric 
variations other than those employed are considered more typical of the 
human cochlea, then the theory and computational methods which are 
developod in chapter 3 are sufficiently adaptable to rapidly provide 
new effective mass variations.

Formulae and equations are developed in Chapter 4 for stiffness 
of the cochlear partition as a function of the elasticity and thickness 
of a single effective mombrano idontioal with the basilar membrane but 
representing the whole partition. The range of values calculated for 
this elasticity parameter, Et, which is the product of the linear modulus

2of elasticity of the membrane in dynos/cm and the effective thickness 
of the membrane in oms. is

Et « (160 000 - 40 000 X ) dynes/om 
where X cms. is the distance of the section considered from tho oval 
window.

In the light of physical and particularly mathematical modol 
tests, it is suggested that this range of values for Et, representing 
a variation in elasticity par.xmoter Et of eight times from base to 
apex of the ooohlea, is not sufficient, and that a variation of as much 
ns sixty times may bo required to match von Bekesy's experimental data
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on tho place of low frequoncy travailing waves aa woll as tha otherwise 
known human cochloar frequency response; for example

Bt . (320 000 - 90 000 X ) dynaa/om
An oxponantial form far thie rolationahip may alao ho diacovorod to ho 
mere suitable.

It must he horno in mind that the unique experimental evidence 
on which thia suggeatad incraU80 in alaatioity gradient is mainly based 
is submitted by von Bekosy, who is likewise responsible for the static 
stiffness data on which was nooossarily baaed the original calculations 
for partition elasticity. Bather than to oast serious doubt on the 
aoouraoy of Bekosy'a cochloar dynamic response data, it is stressed (in 
chapter 4) that the statio stiffness data is oxtremoly dubious and 
contradictory and its mis-use by both Bekesy and other theorists indicates 
frequent laok of comprehonsion of tho mechanics involved. Tho most 
incredible aspect of this situation is tho number of totally difforont 
and unrelated ranges of partition linear stiifnoss that past cochlear 
theorists have allegedly estimated from Bokesy's data.

More urgently evon than an experimental confirmation of tho 
nature of high frequency travelling waves occurring in tho basal extreme 
of the cochlear p-artition, now experimental data on tho sub-microscopic 
naturo, variations in structure, and tho resistances to static 
deformations of tho human basilar membrane and cochlear scala membranes 
is required.

It is estimated that although the degree of viscous damping 
naturally inherent in a fluid-filled, membranous partition such as tha 
soala media is appreoiablo, and vital to the required naturo of tho 
partition dynamic response, a critical viscous damping coefficient of 
unity is not exceeded. Note that such a damning coefficient is 
considered relative to tho linear component of partition stiffness only, 
and for largo amplitudes of partition vibration (for example, ahovo
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0.001 om.) whan non 1 inoar stiffness effects must he very significant, 
the concept of critioal damping is misleading and inadequate.

It is possible that, after the manner of the scala media fluid 
field analysis of chapter 3» simplified Navier-Stokcs equations involving 
the viscosity of endolymrh could be manipulated to enable a fair 
estimation of the velocity-dependent forces required to act upon a 
moving basilar membrane in order to overcome the resultant viscous forces 
within tho scala media fluid. However, as the damping properties of 
internal seals media structures and membranes, particularly tho 
teotorium, cannot bo included in a oaloulation of viscous damping 
properties, it is preforablo to derive this information experimentally. 
Bokesy devoted oonsidersblo time to discussions of partition damping 
conditions but without new experimental data any re-analysis of his 
appropriate pages would bo an irrelevance.
IV. RESEARCH ON HSABIHG

Thus ths present-day knowledge of the action of the ooohlea may 
be gauged.

Mathematical models, whose assumptions are justifiable, which 
are oapable of providing instantaneous arrays of suporfioially 
distributed hair oell eleotrical polarisations resulting from cochlear 
partition meohanioal disturbances, will doubtless disolose many more 
details concerning partition and basilar membrane dynamio response which 
are relevant to the discrimination of frequency and sensitivity to 
intensity in the prooess of hearing. However, as it has been argued 
in other places in this document, models as complete as this are not 
worth developing until the dynamioal theories, and the relevant physical 
properties of the systems oonoerned, of both the middle and the inner 
ear are thoroughly refined, lest critical, latent features of the response 
of the peripheral hearing system be overlooked.

In all branches of research into manDSlian hearing there appears 
to be an enormous amount of effort directed towards the comprehension
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of nervous system action potentials at various neural levels, of electro- 
enoephalographic records, and even more fundamentally, of various 
subjective hearing phenomena, all of whieh effects must be due to the 
combined responses of both peripheral and oentral hearing systems.
From this point of view alone, in the broadest sense, it would appear to 
be logioal to attempt to separate these two systems, and to focus some 
attention an the response of their interface, namely, the hair oell 
bodies innervated in the organ of Corti by the nerves of the spiral 
ganglion.

While medical practice involving the inner ear largely remains 
within the realms of biochemistry, a medical appreciation of the 
meohanioal aspects of the ooohlea will eventually prove desirable.
In addition to the study of bone-conducted hearing already mentioned, 
auoh cochlea fringe details as optimum stapes-prosthesis loci of motion 
and frequency responses and oval window ligament and round window membrane 
oomplianoes are already assuming some surgical interest. Tho frequencies 
of sounds produced by surgeons' middle-ear bone burrs, for example, and 
the vibration intensities of these drills at various tympanum and 
mastoid emplacements ore also considered conditions pertinent to the 
incidence of permanent cochlear damage during middle ear surgery, and 
this problem, although involving more reseoroh, dearly involves cochlear 
dynamlos.

Similarly, modern surgioal techniques by whioh defective ossioles 
are replaced demand more rather than less appreciation of the exact 
dynamical role of the middle ear, certain changes in whose natural 
response may or may not result in substantial and presumably undesirable 
changes in the subsequent response of the ooohlea.

It is therefore to be hoped that engineering researoh of the 
whole hearing meohoniam, and particularly the ooohlea, will advance.

ai' s*
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